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ABSTRACT 
In recent year, the promotion and use of disaster response robot (DDR) has brought along a rising 
interesting in designing and developing new kinds of robot systems with different structures and control 
methods. In order to deal with variety of relief missions safely and efficiently in complex disaster 
environment, it is indispensable to make robots have good mobility and manipulation performance at 
the same time. However, current DRR systems cannot always deal with rescue tasks well, which are 
mainly affected by the following two problems. The first one is the current DRR systems lack of 
comprehensive and enough mobility and manipulation performance, and the second one is that they 
cannot adapt to extreme and complex unstructured disaster site in some cases. 
We summarized two main reasons which lead to the above problems, respectively, the structure 
of current DRRs is unreasonable and the control systems of these robot systems are heavily dependent 
on external environment sensors. The most current disaster response robots have a simple structure that 
includes just a movable platform with some sensors to obtain environmental information. They can reach 
disaster sites, collect information, and send these information to a rescue control center. However, they 
do not have enough ability to operate objects in disaster rescue site. On other hand, most of current 
DRRs are teleoperated based on the external environmental sensors, such as cameras and laser range 
finders (LRFs). Note that in some extreme disaster sites with intense radiation, heavy smog, or strong 
light environments, these external environment sensors cannot work properly, or may be broken. In this 
situation, current DRRs are quite difficult to execute tasks, and in the worst case, they cannot safely 
evacuate from the disaster site. 
Based on the above two reasons, the corresponding solutions were proposed. To make DRRs have 
good mobility and manipulation performance essentially, we proposed a kind of multi-arm and multi-
crawler robot structure. Compared with conventional DRRs, robot in this structure could achieve more 
advanced targets by the cooperation of arms and crawlers, such as climbing a high step that beyond the 
crawler’s ability or move a heavy obstacle that is not in the arm’s workspace. The control of current 
DRRs completely depend on the external environment sensors, but they should have the toughness and 
robustness to against the harsh environment and unexpected accidents. Thus, we designed a new control 
strategy which can fully play the structural characteristics of multi-arm and multi-crawler to adapt 
unstructured environment without using external sensors. In this control strategy, robot system 
recognizes the surroundings by the touch information between each part of robot and environment. At 
the same time, theoretically, by the systemic cooperation between arms and crawlers, the mobility and 
manipulation performance of robot systems will be great improved. For testing the proposed robot 
structure and control strategy, a four-arm and six-crawler robot named OCTOPUS and a VR simulator 
were developed as evaluation platforms.  
Form the above problems and solutions we have described, we set the purpose of this research is 
to develop an easy to use and efficient control system without using external environmental sensors for 
OCTOPUS and other multi-arm multi-crawler robot (MAMCR) systems. This control system will 
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extend the usage range of MAMCR systems, especially for DRR robots. Thus, it is meaningful and 
useful. To achieve this final goal, we would like to proceed from the following four steps. The first is to 
investigate the basic rules of human-human and human-automation control systems in controlling 
MAMCRs, it has a guiding significance for designing new control method for MAMCR systems. The 
second is to build a model to explore the surrounding environment just depend on robot structure and 
inner sensors like encoders and joint’s torque. This will reduce the dependence of the MAMCR systems 
on the environmental sensors and make the robots have chance to continue to work or return to a safe 
place when accident happened. The third is to develop a compound locomotion method based on the 
obtained basic control rules and environmental information. This method can control arms and crawlers 
synergistically and systematically during locomotion process to improve the mobility of MAMCRs. And 
the last one is to build a compound manipulation method which also based on obtained information to 
improve the manipulation performance of MAMCRs system, which mainly includes expanding the 
workspaces of robot arms and optimizing the stable state of robot during manipulation tasks. 
Firstly, MAMCRs have a larger number of degree of freedoms (DOF), for example electric 
OCTOPUS has 32 DOFs. For developing a more suitable control system, it is necessary and important 
to know the basic rules in different control systems. Therefore, based on a developed VR simulator we 
investigated human-human (two operators manual control) and human-automation (one operator, semi-
autonomous control system) control systems form serval aspects, such as the coordinately control of 
joints, the control authority allocation (CAA) of these DOFs and the ease of use of different control 
systems. Experimental results show that misoperations are often happened in human-human control 
system, which will reduce the work efficiency; the CAA patterns which in line with the ergonomic has 
better test results, operators can finish tasks easily and efficiently with low work load; compared with 
human-human control system, human-automaton control system is more suitable in controlling 
MAMCRs, automation control part can assist operator correctly and efficiently to finish difficult tasks. 
Basically, depend on these results, we will develop an easy to use semi-autonomous control system for 
MAMCR systems. 
Secondly, as the DRRs are always remotely controlled, the environment recognition is the basis 
of the control system. To make robot can work in extreme environments when environment recognition 
sensors cannot work well or broken, we proposed a near-environment recognition method using multi-
arm and multi-crawler structure. In this method, robot actively touches the environment using arms or 
other movable parts, records the contact information, and then reconstructs a three-dimensional local 
map around the robot by the detected information, e.g., robot arm’s position and reactive force. Depend 
on the tasks and operator’s input, the groping accuracy can be dynamically changed to get ideal 
exploration results. Basically, this proposed groping framework can recognize different shapes of 
objects and other geometry, by exploring the designated space using arms. The groping strategy was 
designed comprehensively considering robot specification, time limitation, and required resolution. The 
results indicate that the proposed framework could recognize step, pit and object, at the same time it can 
calculate the position and size of the explored object with small error. Because this exploration strategy 
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can satisfy the basic requirements of manipulation and locomotion tasks, it can be an important 
supplement or replacement for some external environment sensors. 
Thirdly, to further improve the robot mobility and terrain adaptability in unstructured terrain, we 
proposed a new locomotion control method called compound locomotion mode (CLM) for MAMCRs. 
This hybrid locomotion by cooperating the arms and flippers would be effective to adapt to unstructured 
terrains due to combining the advantages of crawling and walking. We also proposed a fundamental and 
conceptual CLM while clarifying problems in constructing CLM, and developed a semi-autonomous 
control system for realizing the CLM. VR simulator and real electrically-driven OCTOPUS were used 
to verify the reliability and correctness of CLM. Several fundamental terrains which are normal in 
disaster site were used in evaluation experiments. Results indicate that robot controlled by CLM mode 
can adapt different kinds of terrains well, the proposed control system could obtain relatively accurate 
terrain information and the CLM enabled the robot finish tasks in unstructured environment without 
using external sensors. Thus, the proposed CLM would be effective to increase terrain adaptability of 
robot in unstructured environment, and it would be a useful locomotion method for advanced disaster 
response robots. 
At the last, the manipulation performance is other one essential and important performance for 
DRRs. In conventional design concept, the crawlers and arms of MAMCRs are hardly to systematically 
and actively cooperate with each other, thus these control systems cannot fully play the structural 
features of multi-arm and multi-crawler. To solve this problem, we proposed a compound manipulation 
mode (CMM). In this control mode, the crawlers (flippers) and arms are controlled as a whole in 
manipulation tasks. The main idea is to use flippers to support the arms to own bigger manipulation 
space, to have better manipulation posture and to optimize the position of robot center of gravity (COG) 
to make sure robot in good stable state. For verifying the validity of our proposal, four-arm and four-
flipper electric OCTOPUS was used as the test platform, and the verification experiments were carried 
out. The results indicated that CMM control mode can achieve all the proposals, robot has bigger 
manipulation space and stable state during manipulating heavy object. 
As a result, this proposed control system can make robot adapt the complex and unstructured 
terrains without using external environmental sensors. Except that this new control method fully play 
the role of the structure advantages of MAMCRs, so that the mobility and manipulation performance of 
this kind of robot are greatly improved. This control concept is not special for four-arm and four-
crawlers OCTOPUS, by modifying the control parameters, it also can be used in other multi-arm and 
multi-crawler type robots. Thus, we think our proposals are successful and meaningful. 
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1 RESEARCH INTRODUCTION 
With the development of robotic technology, robots have been widely used as efficient 
tools to help people solve problems in life or in production. Depend on the application, the robot 
may exhibit different shapes and structures. Due to the structural features, multi-arm multi-
crawler robots (MAMCR) have the advantages of flexible movement and manipulation. 
Therefore, MAMCRs have been used in disaster rescue, terrain detection, construction business, 
life service and other difficult fields. 
 The work environments of MAMCRs are usually uncertain, sometimes are extreme (such 
as fire and strong radiation environment). Current control system can’t fully play the structural 
characteristics of MACRC to efficiently achieve the goals. So, to achieve better work results, it 
has the following requirements for the next generation control system of MAMCR. 
 To make MAMCRs have better environment adaptability 
 Have a certain guiding significance for the design and control of future MAMCR  
1.1 Motivation 
As a widely used robot, structurally speaking, MAMCRs not just should simply combine 
the advantages of crawler robot and arm robot such as the mobility and task performance, and 
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by the cooperation of arms and crawlers, robot should also have a higher level of functionality 
that crawler robot or arm robot can’t achieve.  
However, the current control systems of MAMCRs have not comprehensively consider 
any compound control method in which arms and crawlers will systematically cooperate to 
make MAMCRs have more powerful functions. In fact, these functions are urgently needed in 
some tasks, such as disaster rescue works. 
1.1.1 Practical Application 
Figure 1-1 shows some applications of MAMCRs and the work environment of robot. 
The work environments of this kind of robot are uncertain, which from flat ground to extreme 
environment, such as strong radiation site and fire scene.  
 
Figure 1-1 Applications of multi-arm multi-crawler and similar structure robots  
1.1.2 Technology Gap 
The complex work environments will cause many problems for robot, such as form 
obstacles which is hard to get over or move. In addition, sometimes the environment may break 
the sensors in robot, or make these sensors unable to work temporarily. For example the strong 
Applications      
 
7500*3500*4760 
The number in each show the size of that robot (length * width*height, unite: mm) 
1110*420*420 2200*3400*2400 
1014*510*1063 
1800*1100*1700 
1200*450*450 
1700*600*2000 1500*580*2100 
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radiation environment will break the laser range finder (LRF) and other electronic sensors, 
while the heavy fog or fire will affect the function of camera. Therefore, MAMCR systems 
should have better performance in mobility and arm manipulation performance, even if they 
work in extreme environment.  
Basically, the current MAMCR systems mainly lack of the following considerations and 
design. 
 Systematically design the control strategy of crawlers and arms to improve the 
performance of MAMCR systems 
At the current stage, the design of control system for MAMCR is behind the 
design of robot structure. Many kinds of MAMCRs have been developed in different 
fields, but the control strategies of them are still depend on the conventional ideas, that 
is robot locomotion based on crawler or arms(legs) and the manipulation tasks based on 
arms. The crawlers and arms are functionally divided into two parts that rarely interact 
with each other. 
However, this design concept can only satisfy the normal requirements, and it can’t fully 
play the role of robot structural advantages. A new design concept, which can 
systematically integrate and control the arms and crawlers in task should be 
implemented. 
 Find a suitable method to make sure robot can return to base or continue with tasks 
when accident happened.  
Current MAMCR systems heavily dependent on the sensors during task, like 
LRF can be used in simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) system and 
cameras are used remote monitor systems. The running of control system is based on 
these sensor’s information, if there is any error happened during tasks, MAMCR system 
may can’t work well or crash. Unfortunately, sensors are easily broken in extreme 
environment due to many kinds of reasons. So a new control idea, which is less 
dependent on external sensors (like LRF and camera) will be an important supplement 
for the current system. We hope our methods and proposals will improve performance 
of disaster response robot systems, as shown in Figure 1-2. The detail of the analysis 
and the index of the performance of robot will be gave in chapter 2.3 after we compared 
different kinds of robot systems. In here robot performance and complexity of 
environment refer to: 
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Robot performance: Robot mobility, manipulation performance, environmental 
information obtaining ability. 
Complexity of environment: The environments that robot will work in, form normal 
flat ground to particularly uneven terrain, and extreme environment such as chemical 
pollution, fire sites, explosion sites and radiation sites.  
The motivation of this research is, to develop a novel control system which make 
MAMCR robot have better task performance in extreme environment. 
1.2 Hypothesis 
In this design, we have the two basic assumptions which closely related with our 
motivation. 
Terrain recognition ability of MAMCR. By touching with the ground using arms and 
crawlers, some positional information of points on the ground can be got. Through the special 
exploration and analysis methods, parts of useful information of the terrain can be evaluated 
using the explored data. 
Complexity of environment  
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This research 
Figure 1-2. The motivation of this research 
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 Cooperation control between arms and crawlers. It can be imagined that using arms 
to support crawlers during locomotion tasks will increase the traction of robot, and using 
crawlers to assist robot arms during manipulation will improve robot arm-task mobility. We 
call this kind of control method compound control method. Basically, The MAMCRs should 
have better performance if they controlled by compound control method. 
Hypothetically, there should be a way to successfully combine the terrain recognition 
ability with the compound control method for MAMCR. In this respect, the main hypothesis 
of this research is:  
It is possible to develop a control system with good task performance and the ability to 
recognize the surrounding environment just depend on robot structure and necessary inner 
sensor. 
1.3 Objectives 
Thus, the concrete objective of this research is, to design and develop a compound 
control mode for MAMCR without using external sensors. 
For achieving the concrete objective, it can be decomposed into the following smaller sub 
objectives, which are shown in the below. 
 Analyse the human’s operation in controlling MAMCR: analyse the manual control 
rules to get the guidelines for of compound control method. 
 Terrain recognition mode: in order to get the basic information of the surroundings for 
guide robot locomotion or manipulation. 
 Compound control mode: in order to validate the hypothesis of this research. 
 Evaluation method: to evaluate the result of the designed control mode. 
1.4 Thesis structure 
As it can be inferred from the objectives described above, the evaluation of the research’s 
hypothesis will be carried through the following aspects, and the relationship between them is 
shown in Figure 1-3. 
1) Background Research Survey: chapter 2 in this thesis. Previous research about the 
current MAMCR control systems in detail. With this information the requirements 
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and the gap in the research is defined. Thus, the research direction and the necessary 
of research in this paper are clear. 
2) Experimental platform: chapter 3 in this thesis. For evaluating our proposal and 
control methods, the experimental platforms are introduced in this section. Based on 
these platforms, different verification experiments can be designed, which will be 
introduced in chapter 4,5,6 and 7. 
3) Human operation in MAMCR systems: chapter 4 in this thesis. Human operation is 
analysed and the control system design guidelines is got in this section. These basic 
control rules can be used in training operators and designing new control systems. 
4) Terrain recognition mode: chapter 5 in this thesis. To make robot adapt to some 
unstructured extreme environments, so that robot system can be used in more tasks 
scenarios, new environment recognition mode without using external sensors is 
designed and evaluated. Based on this terrain recognition mode, robot can continue 
Figure 1-3 Overview of this thesis and each part 
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to move or manipulate objects when external sensors are broken, which will be 
detailed in chapter 6 and chapter 7. 
5) Compound locomotion mode: chapter 6 in this thesis. In order to improve robot 
mobility and adapt to unstructured environment, this locomotion mode is designed. 
Some concrete problems that will be met in unstructured environment and 
corresponding resolution have been discussed in this chapter.  
6) Compound manipulation mode: chapter 7 in this thesis. To make MAMCR systems 
have better manipulation performance, this design and experiment using compound 
manipulation mode is done. Theoretically, this compound manipulation control 
method greatly improves the workspace of MAMCR, and ensure robot in balance, to 
the maximum extent possible.  
1.5  Chapter summary  
The chapter introduced the motivation of this research and analysed the technology gap 
between the requirements and real MAMCR systems. Then we proposed our hypothesis, 
solutions and objective. To achieve the objective, it is divided into several sub objectives that 
can be realized. At last we introduced the structure of this research and the corresponding 
chapters. The purpose of this chapter is to make the readers have an overall grasp of this thesis 
to understand it easily. 
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2 BACKGROUND RESEARCH 
The chapter begins by introducing the structure, environmental recognition method and 
control system of current disaster response robot systems. It is easy to understand that robots 
with different structure have essentially different in performance, such as mobility and 
manipulation. Except robot structure, the environmental recognition methods and control 
methods of robot systems also affect robot’s performance and their use range. Basically, we 
hope the performance of the robot systems is as strong as possible, and the use scope is as wide 
as better. But we have not ideas to design a robot like that, thus, we need to summarize the 
structure and environmental recognition strategies of current robot systems and address suitable 
methods to improve the performance of robot systems. Based on the advantages and 
disadvantages of previous robot systems, we proposed a set of ideas which include robot 
structure and control method to design new robot with better performance.  
As we have known, the disaster site are diverse, and to deal with these disaster rescue 
scenarios, disaster response robots (DRRs) with different structures and functions were 
developed. Basically, depend on the running environment, there are three kinds of DRRs, 
respectively, ground robot systems (GRS) for rescue or searching tasks on the ground, aerial 
robot systems (ARS) for searching and location form the sky, and under robot systems (URS) 
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for deal with under water rescue tasks. In this research, we just focus on GRS, if there is no 
special mark, all the DRRs we mentioned in this paper belong to GRS. 
2.1 Chapter purpose  
For designing high performance disaster response robot systems, the investigation of 
conventional robot systems with similar the same missions is necessary. There are the main 
objectives in this chapter, respectively: 
1) Survey current disaster responses research to understand technologies used in 
currently robot systems, which include structural design, environmental recognition 
and control methods. 
2) Determine shortcomings of current systems, and find the gaps between current DRRs 
systems and actual needs. 
3) Analyse the gaps then propose our research goals and gave our solutions.  
The following parts of this chapter is organized based on the above objectives, and at the 
last part of this chapter, we will give the chapter summary.  
2.2 Structure of disaster response robots  
Basically, there are two main purposes for disaster response robot.  The first one is to 
reach some particular places to collect disaster site information, and robot should have good 
mobility to implement these tasks.  The second one is to use robot to do some preliminary works 
such as clean the way or move obstacles for rescue teams and other rescue devices, provide 
simple medical service for victims, to achieve this goal, disaster response robots not only should 
have good mobility, but also have good manipulation performance. Currently, the structures of 
disaster response robot systems are designed based on these two points, and it has formed the 
following several different structures for various tasks  
2.2.1 Wheeled disaster response robot  
Wheel is one of the most useful and indispensable structure in modern life, it greatly 
improve the convenience of life and the efficiency of production. At the same time, wheeled 
robot systems have been widely used in many different kinds of fields, such as life services 
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robot [1-3], autonomous cruise robots [4]. As wheeled robots are easily to design and they can 
move fast on flat ground, so wheeled disaster response robot are popular in rescue tasks. 
1) Four-wheel structure. Usually, classical WDRR adopts four-wheel structure, like 
FUMA [5], by rotating four wheels, robot can move forward on the flat ground, and also can 
adapt mild uneven road. When robot using the arm support ground, FUMA has the ability to 
get over high obstacles that beyond the wheels ability.  
By change the structure of robot body, the mobility of four-wheel structural robot can be 
greatly improved [6]. In this research the research added a roll angle adjust device, so that can 
robot can get over rough terrains with easily, at the same time the posture of the sensors installed 
on the robot platform  just change a little. This is important and meaningful for collecting 
information.  
Figure 2-1 Four wheeled robot “FUMA”[5] 
Figure 2-2 Compliant modular robot [6] 
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2) Multi-wheel combination structure. Four- wheel structure is easy to design and to 
control, however, due to the limit mobility, this kind of structure is essentially difficult to adapt 
complex disaster environment. To improve the mobility performance of wheeled robot systems, 
researchers combined server wheels in one robot, and the connection between these wheels are 
deformable [7] [8]. By this kind of structure extends the functionality of wheeled robot to 
ascend and descend stairs of dimensions that are also typical of an urban setting. 
3) Shape changeable wheel structure.  For improving robot mobility, other genius idea is 
to design a shape changeable wheel to adapt different terrains, like “RHex” [9]. RHex is a 
hexapod with compliant legs and only six actuated degrees of freedom. It has the ability to 
traverse highly fractured and unstable terrain by change the shape of wheels, as well ascend and 
descend a particular flight of stairs.   
Figure 2-3 Roll angel changeable wheeled disaster response robot [7] 
Figure 2-4 Flexible wheeled disaster rescue robot “RHex”[9] 
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2.2.2 Crawler disaster response robot   
Compared with wheeled robot and legged robot systems, Crawlers robots have bigger 
contact surface with ground and bigger traction. They have less demands on the ground, such 
as they can work well not only on the flat ground, but also on uneven ground. Structurally, 
crawler robots have the advantages in traction and terrain adaption.    
1) Two crawler structure. Conventional crawler disaster response robots have two main 
crawlers, like “HELIOS VIII” [10] and construction machine [11]. Because the terrain 
adaptability of crawler robot, it have a considerable importance for rescue operations and tasks 
performed in unstructured environments. By the soft gripper and cameras installed on robot, 
HELIOS VIII can manipulate the objects in disaster site and collect environmental information. 
2) Multi sub crawler structure. Due to the complicacy of disaster site, robot mobility is 
expected to be as high as possible. To achieve this, one method is to add sub crawlers (some 
Figure 2-5 Crawler robot HELIOS VIII and construction machine [10] 
Figure 2-6 Four sub crawlers robot “Quince”[12] 
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research call them flippers or crawler arms), like Quince [12] which developed by Chiba 
Institute of Technology and other similar structure robots [13]-[16]. Basically, four sub crawler 
structured has been improved to be an efficient and high mobility structure, and has been widely 
used. By the cooperation of the crawlers and sub crawlers, robot can adapt different terrains 
and get over higher obstacle.  
3) Deformable crawler structure. For achieve high terrain adaptability, high speed, and 
high reliability performance, some other types of crawler robots ware developed. Some 
researchers developed a blade-type crawler robot [17] with a very simple and reliable 
mechanism, to improve traveling speed and robustness over uneven terrain 
4) Irregular crawler structure. For getting over or climbing higher step, researchers 
changed the shapes of crawlers to make them easily adapt terrain [18]. DIR-2 [19] is a robot 
which consists of two triangular-shaped crawler devices connected by a centre shaft, a straight 
crawler device and a two-link mechanism. Due to this special structure and control system, 
compared with other kinds of crawler robot, DIR-2 has better step climbing ability.   
Figure 2-7 Blade-type Crawler disaster rescue robot [17] 
Figure 2-8 Two triangular-shaped crawler DIR-2[19] 
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2.2.3 Legged and legged-wheel disaster response robot   
Compared with like wheel robots and crawler robot, legged robots exhibit better mobility 
because they are intrinsically omni-directional systems. That is, a legged or crawler robot can 
change direction independently of the direction of the main body axis, just by changing its 
footholds. Thus legged also have been used in rescue tasks. Depend on the structure of legged 
robot, there are two basic types, which are multi-legged robot and legged-wheeled robot. 
1) Multi-legged structure. Multi-legged robot is a big variety, it includes humanoid two 
leg robot [20]-[23], four-leg [24]-[28], six-leg [29]-[33] or other numbers of legged robots [34]-
[36]. Legged robot can move and orientate its body while maintaining the footholds just by 
changing its leg extension. This feature provides the robot’s body with six additional degrees 
of freedom. 
Figure 2-9 High performance four legged disaster robot- WAREC [25] 
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2) Legged-wheeled structure. Legged robots are flexible in complex environments, 
however, compared with wheeled robot, the driving efficiency and speed of legged robot is low 
on flat terrains [37]. To allowing the robot to omni-directionally drive on different terrains, step 
over obstacles, and also to overcome height differences by climbing, wheels are installed at the 
end of each legs [38-41]. This kind of structure combines both advantages of legged robot and 
wheeled robot, and it has comprehensive mobility and better terrains adaptability. 
2.2.4 Snake-like disaster response robot   
Other flied of disaster response work is to search and rescue robots in a narrow space or 
ploughing its way through obstacles such as debris in disaster site [42] [43]. Many researchers 
regard that one of the most promising robot is a snake-like robot with a slim and active trunk, 
because this structure is easily adapt to narrow space and negotiate large obstacles. The existing 
snake-like robots can be categorized according to their propulsive devices and trunk joints. 
Basically, these robots consist of serval active wheels [44]-[46], crawlers [47] [48]. Usually, 
they are driven and controlled by creeping gait, robot can move in small space and reach inside 
of debris to collect information.  
Figure 2-10 Legged-wheeled robot and the structure of leg [41] 
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2.2.5 Jumping disaster response robot   
 In some disaster scenarios, conventional DRRs cannot go through or get over, such as 
wide pits or high obstacles. In response to these situation, a new kind of structure robots which 
are not driven by friction between robot body and surrounding, but by the impact force 
generated by robot body were developed, they are jumping robots [49] [50].   
Figure 2-11 Different kinds of snake-like robots [42] 
Figure 2-12 Pneumatic cylinder driven jumping robot [49] 
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 Depend on the different jumping principles, these kinds of robots can be driven by 
pneumatic cylinder [51], electric motor [52] or other mechanisms [53]. Basically, these robots 
can achieve high mobility, they can get over lager obstacles in comparison with its size easily. 
Consider about the jumping ability, these robots are light and protected well, so it not easy to 
be broken during tasks. Due to these advantages, jumping robots can reach the place that other 
kinds of robot cannot arrived at, such as the top of a house or other high places. 
2.3 Environmental recognition methods 
Current DRRs are mainly remote controlled, just robots enter the dangerous disaster site 
and operators in a safe control center. Usually, the terrains or environments of work sites are 
changed by disaster, so operators cannot know the exactly information about sites. To control 
robot well, robot systems should have the ability to obtain the necessary environmental 
information and send these information to operators or control systems. Depend on the feedback 
environmental information, operators or control systems will send right control commends. 
Therefore, environment recognition is one of the most important parts in DRR systems. 
Basically, there are three methods that have been used in DRR control systems. 
Figure 2-13 Viewports configuration sample [57] 
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2.3.1 Visual inspection 
This is the oldest and most difficult method. Usually, the robot is not far from operator, 
and operators can see robot and surrounding [54]. Operators also can observe robot with some 
tools, such as telescope. Depend on the observed information, operator controls robot to move 
or manipulate objects. However, this method has great drawback. Due to the complexity of 
disaster site, operator’s sight is easily blocked. And operator’s observation position is limit, so 
it is difficult for them to know the exactly positional relationship between robot and 
environment.  
2.3.2 Camera based visual image recognition system 
To overcome the disadvantages of visual inspection, cameras are used to replace human’s 
eyes [55]. In this case, several cameras are installed in robot platform and they work at the same 
time to provide enough visual images for operators or control systems [56] [57]. Here the 
cameras includes two different types.  The first type is environmental camera [58], which were 
deployed in advanced. The second is on-vehicle cameras which were installed on robot and 
moving with robot [59]. Most of cases, the posture of cameras is changeable, operators can 
adjust the position or posture of cameras to observe the details of environment and the objects 
that should be operated.  
For camera based environment recognition system, how to design a good graphic user 
interface (GUI) to show these images to operators is other important research filed. Good 
viewports configuration will provide operator useful information efficiently and exactly. 
Otherwise the GUI may confuse operator and lead to mis-operation [60].      
Figure 2-14 3D map built by SLAM system [67] 
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2.3.3 3D Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) system 
With the development of sensors and images processing technology, operators and 
control systems can get more intuitive and precise environmental 3D information by SLAM 
systems [61]-[63]. There are two important aspects in SLAM system. One is the sensors, and 
other one is the algorithm used to process these date. Currently, many kinds of sensor, such as 
laser range finder (LRF) [64], RGB-D cameras [65] have been used in SLAM system. Based 
on the sensors and data processing method, operator and control systems not only can get the 
3D cloud points information of environment [66], but also obtain the 3D maps with color which 
is similar with real word [67]. That is benefit for the robot control.     
2.4 Discussion 
Basically, according to the performance standards of rescue robots proposed by American 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (ANIST) [68][69], robot performance can be 
divided into many parts depend work scenarios, robot structure, deployment environments, and 
so on. Because we just focus on the ground robots, thus we chose some famous DRR systems 
that have been reported, then we analyzed the main performance of these robot in mainstream 
ground disaster scenarios proposed by ANIST.  
At last we got the following results, as shown in Table 2-1. In this table, each item has 6 
levels, we use “x” and stars (0~5) to describe it. “X” means robot does not have that function, 
the background color is white; from one star to 5 stars, robot performance in that item became 
better and better, 5 stars mean robot have perfect function, and the background color is dark 
blue. According to the Table 2-I, we can find that current DRR systems have them own 
characteristics. In the following part, we will analysis wheelled robot “RHex” in detail to show 
us how to build the above table. 
For wheel robot “RHex”, due to the light weight and special wheels, it can easily get over 
different kinds of uneven terrains. However, the size of “RHex” is small, therefore, for the 
terrains with large height difference, such as high step, it is difficult for “RHex” to climb it. 
“RHex” just has four or six wheels (depend on version), so the control of it is not difficult. In 
fact, antonomous control systems for this kind of robot have been developed, and robot can be 
deployed in many different kinds of disaster environments [70], such as  city ruins, landslides  
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Table 2-I Main performance of current robot systems 
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even if the evenronments with shallow water. Because there is no arm installed in robot, 
so “RHex” almost deos not have any manipulaiton performance. Thus, we can find that the 
manipulaiton performance in Table 2-1, is poor. The body of  “RHex” is small, and consider 
about the mobility, just serval sensors are install in robot body, fox example cameras. Therefore 
robot environmental obtainnig ability is limited. For other robot systems, we can get the main 
performance of that robot using same methods. Comprehesively considerring each robot and 
comparing with each other, we can quantify the score of each item for different robots.  
Depend on the performance of the mainstream robot and the DRR performance standards 
proposed by ANIST, it is clear that current DRR systems cannot always deal with all of rescue 
tasks well. Basically, we think it is caused by two problems. The first one is the current DRR 
systems lack of comprehensive mobility and manipulation performance, and the second one is 
that they cannot adapt to extreme and complex unstructured disaster site in some cases.  
We summarized two main reasons which lead to the above problems, respectively, robot 
structures are unreasonable and the control systems are heavily dependent on external 
environment sensors. The most current disaster response robots have a simple structure that 
includes just a movable platform with some sensors to obtain environmental information. They 
can reach disaster sites, collect information, and send these information to a rescue control 
Lack of comprehensive 
mobility and task-ability 
Can’t adapt extreme 
environment 
Problems 
Unreasonable structure 
Heavily dependent on 
external sensors Reasons  
New structure New control strategy  Solutions 
OCTOPUS: 
Chapter 3 
Chapter 4, chapter 5, 
chapter 6 and  chapter 7 This paper 
Figure 2-15 Research map of this research 
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center. However, they do not have enough ability to operate objects in the work site. On other 
hand, most of current DRRs are tele-operated based on the external environmental sensors, such 
as cameras and laser range finders. Note that in some extreme disaster sites, such as intense 
radiation, heavy smog, and strong light environments, these external environment sensors 
cannot work properly, or may be broken in accidents. In these situation, current DRRs are quite 
difficult to execute tasks, and in the worst case, they cannot safely evacuate from the disaster 
site. 
So the corresponding solutions were proposed to solve the current problems. To make 
DRRs have good mobility and manipulation performance essentially, we proposed a kind of 
four-arm four-crawler robot named OCTOPUS. Compared with conventional DRRs, 
OCTOPUS can achieve more advanced targets by the cooperation of arms and crawlers, such 
as climbing a high step that beyond the crawler’s ability or move a heavy obstacle that is not in 
the arm’s workspace. The control of current DRRs completely depend on the external 
environment sensors, but they should have the toughness and robustness to against the harsh 
environment and unexpected accidents. Thus, we designed a new control strategy which can 
fully play the structural characteristics of multi-arm and multi-crawler to adapt unstructured 
environment without using external sensors. In this control strategy, robot system recognizes 
the surroundings by the touch information between each part of robot and environment. At the 
same time, theoretically, by the systemic cooperation between arms and crawlers, the mobility 
and manipulation performance of robot systems will be great improved.  
2.5 Chapter summary  
To design high performance disaster response robot systems, we investigated analysed 
conventional DRR systems. Corresponding to our purposes, we got the following results  
1) The chapter summarized the structure, environmental recognition method of 
current disaster response robot systems.  
2) We analysed the current state and problems of disaster response robot systems, 
and we got there are two main problems of current DRR systems. The first 
problem is current DRR systems lack of comprehensive mobility and task-ability, 
and the second problem is conventional DRR system cannot adapt to extreme 
environments. 
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3) Two main reasons and proposed the solutions to solve these problems are gave, 
which include hardware and software.  
For the hardware solution, we will describe in detail in chapter 3, and for the software 
solution, we will introduced in chapter 5.6 and 7.  
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3 EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM 
Current disaster response robot systems don’t have the enough ability to fully adapt to 
various different disaster response site [71]. We have briefly analyzed this problem, and then 
gave two reasons and two resolutions in last chapter. To develop a disaster response robot with 
high performance, we will do a further and detailed analysis in this chapter.  
Depend on the type of disasters, disaster environments could have big difference. Such 
as classical rescue environments around human settlements or production sites include narrow 
spaces and uneven ground. Basically, large-scale machines like construction machines are 
difficult to use in such kind of environments at the beginning of disaster relief, because they 
may cause secondary disaster. The widespread radioactive contamination area caused by the 
Great East Japan Earthquake [72] are still untouched, due to the strong radiation, there are no 
existing robots or human beings can enter [73]. In order to carry out complex disaster response 
work more efficiently, safely and accurately, the disaster response robot should have good 
mobility and workability. Mobility is the ability to overcome different kinds of terrains, and 
workability is the ability to operate objects and change the position or shape of them, such as 
bending, cutting, and removing objects in disaster site. However, current disaster recue robots 
specialize in mobility.  Such as Quince, which only focus on mobility and can be used for 
climbing or pass through uneven [12]. Some robots have one manipulator for simple tasks such 
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as turning the doorknob, but in rescue tasks, that is not enough.  Besides that, some other robot 
systems with different functions also have been developed, such as jumping robots [49] and 
snake like robots [42]. Contently, these kinds of robots are designed as a movable platform, 
they have suitable size and weigh to move in disaster site. Based on these platform, sensors 
installed in them can be used for getting environmental information, such as the 3D map, audios 
and videos, the nuclear radiation levels of surrounding, or the positions of victims [74]. 
3.1 Chapter purpose  
Form the above analysis, DDRs combining good mobility and workability are expected 
at the moment.  To achieve this main final goal, we need to design our experimental platforms. 
The purposes of this chapter are listed as following: 
1) Design a new robot with high performance.  In the following sections, I will introduce 
the new structure robot we have developed, which is a four-arm four-flipper disaster 
response robot OCOTPUS (Two types for different disaster scenarios: hydraulic type 
is shown in Figure. 3-1 for outdoors and high load rescue tasks, electric type is shown 
in Figure. 3- 3 for indoor and high-precision requirements tasks).  
OCTOPUS has a larger number of degrees of freedom (DOF) and is currently 
tele-operated by two operators. By the cooperation of multi arms and multi flippers,  
i
pper 
Figure 3-1 Configuration of hydraulic OCTOPUS 
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 structurally, this kind of robots have comprehensive and good mobility and 
workability at the same time.  
2)  Design a virtual reality (VR) simulator for these robots. Multi-arm and multi-crawler 
makes it is difficult to manually control this kinds of robot by one operator. Thus, we 
developed a virtual reality (VR) simulator for training operation, developing operator 
support system and control strategy.  
Compared with real robot systems, VR simulator system has the advantages like 
low cost, high efficiency and repeatable. We hope this VR system can be used not 
only in OCOTPUS, but also for other similar robot systems. In order to facilitate the 
exchanged between different researchers, we need to use some open source software, 
such as robot operation system (ROS) [75] and Gazebo [76].  In the following parts, 
we will briefly introduce specification and task capability of two kinds of OCOTPUS. 
3.1  Four-arm and four-flipper hydraulic OCOTPUS 
 As stated above, disaster response robots require good mobility and workability at the 
same time. Structurally, two types of OCTOPUS [71] [77] have this feature. From past 
experience, the methods to improve robot mobility should focus on wheels, crawlers or legs, 
while to improve robot manipulation performance, we need to turn to arms. Thus if we want to 
have robot systems with comprehensive performance in mobility and manipulation 
performance at the same time, the robot size and weight may be increased a lot. OCTOPUS 
uses a complementary arm strategy to balance environmental adaptability and task 
performances. In order to preliminary test the task performance of H-OCTOPUS in disaster site, 
we completed two simulation experiments using real H-OCTOPUS, which were climbing high 
steps and using four arms to remove object. The results show that H-OCTOPUS completed 
both tasks by fully coordinating its arms and crawlers.   
3.1.1 Specification 
1) Mechanical system: The configuration of H-OCTOPUS is shown in Table 3-I. H-
OCTOPUS has the following main parts, four arms, two main crawlers, four flippers, control 
unit, hydraulic pump and tanks, as shown in Figure 3-2. Each arm in H-OCOTPUS has five 
DOFs, which are named swing, boom, arm and grapple respectively. Two main crawlers are 
located on both sides of the robot. For old version H-OCTPUS [71], four flippers are passively 
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adapt to terrains, flippers will rotate down or up with the change of ground. However, for new 
version H-OCTOPUS, four flippers are active, and have a wider range of uses during rescue 
tasks.  
Table 3-I Specifications of H-OCOTPUS [78] 
System  Item  Specification 
Total  Length×width×height mm  1800×1100×1700 
  Weight kg  700 
  Degree of freedom  26 (5×4+2+4) 
Arm  Number of arms  4 
  Degree of freedom per one arm  5 (within 1 grab) 
  Maximum generating force N  2900 
  Maximum speed mm/s  425 
Crawler  Number of crawlers  6 (within 4 flippers) 
  Degree of freedom  2 (flippers: passive) 
  Maximum pulling force N  13000 
  Maximum speed mm/s  425 
  Climbing ability deg  30 
Hydraulic   Displacement cm3/rev   7.22 
component  Max pressure MPa  20.6 
  Tank capacity 𝑙  21 
  Maximum flow rate 𝑙/min  10 
Sensor  Cylinder stroke sensor   22 
  Lever potentiometer  22 
  Inertia measurement unit (IMU)  9 
  Wireless CCD camera  1  
Operating  Number of control lever  12 
system  Digital signal processor  (AD-PROCYON)  1 
  Communication  RS-485 
  
To work in normal residential and production area (1200 mm), the width and length of 
robot based are set as 1100 mm and 1800 mm. For reasons of stability, the crawler were 
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designed to be 150 mm wide and 300 mm high. During preliminary experiments, we used a 400 
millimeters height step, the height of this step is double height than normal of the steps. For the 
four arms of H-OCTPUS, we set the length of their first link to 700 mm, while the length of the 
second link to 500 mm. For executing high load tasks in outdoors environments, H- OCTOPUS 
must be powerful, therefore, we use hydraulic drive system to control robot moving and 
manipulation. Hydraulic components used in our system include hydraulic pump, fuel tank, 
control unit and solenoid control valve. To precisely control robot, sensors are necessary, it is 
the same with H-OCOTPU, we have installed sensors like rotary encoders, potentiometers, 
CCD cameras and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) in OCTOPUS, as shown in Figure 3-2. 
2) Drive system: When operator input control commands for joystick, this current signal 
will be generated, then this current will excite a corresponding solenoid coil in the control 
valves. The control unit of H-OCTOPUS consists of command receivers, PIC microcontroller 
(for generating a pulse width modulation (PWM) signal), and a driver (for generating current). 
And this control unit receives the command of the serial communication via RS-485[71]. 
3) Control system: Currently, for controlling H-OCTPUS, two control boxes and two 
operators are needed, as shown in Fig. 3-3. In every control box, there are four levers and several 
buttons, all of the DOF in H-OCOTPUS can be manually controlled from these two control 
boxes. Two 7-DOF control levers are used for controlling robot arms, while the two small one 
DOF control lever are used for controlling crawlers. In this two operator’s control system, 
 Figure 3-2 Configuration of H-OCTOPUS and installed components. Forward is defined 
as the direction of traveling 
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operator-A is the main operator and in charge of controlling front robot portion, e.g., two front 
arms, two front flippers, and main crawler), while Operator-B is in charge of controlling rear 
portion, e.g., two rear arms and two rear flippers. To accomplish complex disaster recue tasks, 
two operators should cooperate closely with each other. Monitors are also installed in these 
control boxes, environmental information and robot state can be shown on these screens. 
Operators also can change the view direction of camera to better obtain and collect disaster 
information. Depend on these visual information displayed on screens, operators have the 
ability to remote control robot in disaster site by changing the view points on these information.   
3.1.2 Task capability 
 1) Mobility: Based on the two main driven crawlers, with the cooperation of four active 
flippers, OCTOPUS can easily fit different kinds of complex terrain. Basically, for some uneven 
terrains and lower steps, OCTOPUS can get over them easily by using flippers and crawlers. 
For high steps or obstacles, such as 500-mm-height steps (which is higher than two steps of 
stairs), H-OCTOPUS can also climb it with the help of four arms [71], [78]. Moreover, under 
Figure 3-3 Control boxes for hydraulic OCOTPUS and system diagram  
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the support of four arms, by adjusting arms, flippers and crawlers’ positions and postures, H-
OCTOPUS can step over low-height objects (e.g., a pipe with less than 200 mm in diameter) 
without collision with them.  
2) Workability: Four arms make H-OCTOPUS engage more complex manipulation tasks. 
Such as OCTOPUS has the ability to grasp one object using two front arms, and using rear arms 
to take these objects and move them to other places. For some heavy and long objects, single 
arm is always difficult to deal with. Because it is not easy to keep robot balance during operation. 
Basically, the cooperation of four arms make H-OCTOPUS has excellent ability to manipulate 
objects and keep object in balance.  
3.2 Four-arm and four-flipper electric OCOTPUS 
 Hydraulic OCTOPUS is a weight and powerful robot, it is designed for outdoors rescue 
tasks, such as handing large and heavy objects. However, for indoor rescue tasks like the values 
and doors’ operation in nuclear power or chemical plants, we need robots with light weight, 
flexible arms, good mobility and precise operation. For reducing the size and weight while 
maximizing task performance, we introduced electric-driven OCOTPUS (E-OCTOPUS). 
Figure 3-4 configuration of E-OCTOPUS 
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The configuration of E-OCTOPUS is listed in Table 3-II. E-OCTOPUS consists of two 
crawlers, four flippers, and four arms, as shown in Figure 3-4 and 3-5. The configurations of 
four arms are same, and each arm has six DOFs, including shoulder-yaw joint (#1), shoulder-
pitch joint (#2), elbow-pitch joint (#3), wrist-roll joint (#4), and wrist-yaw joint (#5), and three-
finger gripper (#6). These DOFs allow the arms to perform rotating door knobs or valves. When 
the arms support the robot for lifting up the body or keeping the balance, the end-points with a 
caster can contact the ground for avoiding to break the gripper and facilitating robot’s 
movement. Moreover, we adopted two crawlers with flippers as a locomotion mechanism. This 
mechanism enables to climb 230-mm-high steps by using only crawler, and also climb 400-
mm-high steps by supporting the arms. The detail specification is explained below.  
Table 3-II Specifications of E-OCOTPUS [77] 
System  Item  Specification 
Total  Length x width x height mm  1014x510x1063 
  Weight kg  100 
  Degree of freedom  30  
Arm  Number of arms  4 
  Degree of freedom per one arm  6 (within 1 grab) 
  Maximum speed mm/s  63 
Crawler  Number of crawlers  6 (within 4 flippers) 
  Degree of freedom  6 (flippers: active) 
  Maximum speed mm/s  63 
Sensor  Incremental encoder    22 
  Inertia measurement unit (IMU)  1 
  Wireless CCD camera  1  
Operating  Number of control levers (pedals)  4 (4) 
Interface   DOF on each control lever  7 
  Communication method   TCP/IP 
Weight of  Fore arm (four)  5.5 Kg 
Each part  Boom (four)  9.5 Kg 
  Flipper (four)  10 Kg 
  Robot base  25 Kg 
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Figure 3-5 Configuration of E-OCTOPUS and desired tasks  
(a)Configuration of E-OCTOPUS and installed components 
(b)The desired tasks for E-OCTOPUS in rescue tasks  
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3.2.1 Specification  
1) Link length and configuration. The design the length of each link of robot should 
comprehensively consider about drive force and robot workspace. Basically, the longer the link 
is, the higher the drive force we need to provide. Depend on the task that E-OCTOPUS may 
executed, we determined the main size of this robot. The height of standard door knob is 900 
mm and the height of crawler is 203 mm, so the length of fore arm and upper arm was specified 
as 552 mm and 502 mm, respectively. 
2) Rollover stability. To adapt to unstructured and unknown disaster terrains, the arms 
are required should provide support during robot moving to avoid the robot toppling over and 
sliding. Considering the rescue tasks and the restrictions of E-OCOTPUS (link length and the 
center of gravity (COG) position), the traversable slope angle is set into 20 degrees (pitch 
rotation). Moreover, when the robot manipulate objects on slope, shoulder-yaw joint (#1) needs 
to bear big force. In order to realize work on the slope, we set the workable slope as 45 degrees 
(roll rotation) by assuming using the support by the arm. 
3)  Motors. It is known that the increasing of drive force will lead to the increasing of 
weight and size of motor and robot. For multi-arm and multi-crawler structure, arms can be 
used for not only manipulating objects, but also assisting robot to move. E-OCTOPUS is heavy, 
and the weight of it reaches 100 kg, so theoretically, it is difficult to just use four arm to lift up 
robot body and drive it like four leg robots. Because the available space for installing motor in 
shoulder-pitch joint (#2) is small, motor cannot provide so powerful force in such small size. 
So in this design, robot can lift up its body by using both arms and flippers at the same time. 
Considering robot mobility and workability at the same time, and depend on the potential tasks, 
we determined the motor specifications for all joints [71], as shown in Figure 3-5(a). In order 
to correspond with H-OCOTPUS, the joints of each joint in arm of E-OCTOPUS also can be 
called #1(swing), #2(boom), #3(elbow), #4(twist), #5(hand) and #6(gripper) respectively.  
3.2.2 Task capability 
E-OCTOPUS is designed for tasks which need precise manipulation. Thus, E-OCOTPUS 
should has good mobility and manipulation at the same time. The desired tasks, such as 
climbing stairs, traverse slope, step over small obstacle, open door knob and cut the steel pipe 
in indoors environments, as shown in Figure 3-5(b).    
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(a) Overview of work environment 
(b) Disaster response robot H-OCTOPUS 
(C) Disaster response robot E-OCTOPUS 
Figure 3-6 VR environment and virtual H-OCTOPUS 
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3.3 Development of VR simulator for two types OCTOPUS  
 Large number of DOFs provides OCTOPUS with powerful performance, however, it 
also makes this robot is hard to be manipulated. Currently, OCTOPUS is manually controlled 
by two operators, as shown in Figure 3-3. To complete disaster rescue tasks successfully and 
efficiently, there two operators should have the ability to cooperate well during tasks, thus they 
should practice many times at the same for variety of different tasks. It is known that control 
interface will affect the ease of control and control result a lot, thus a good and efficient control 
interface is expect for OCTOPUS. Because there is no control interface specially designed for 
MAMCR system, thus the investigation on this part is useful and necessary.   
However, it has too much constraints when investigating and training operators using real 
robots and environments, for example high cost, not enough available sensors, irreproducible 
training site, as well as long-time-consuming experiments during experiment. In addition, to 
prepare for unforeseen disasters, many kinds of situations should be repeatedly experienced, 
Figure 3-7 Tasks in VR simulator 
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and advanced technologies must be developed on the basis of the experimental results. To end 
this, in this study, we developed a VR simulator for solving these problems. Experiments can 
be implemented in VR simulators with less cost, high repeatability, no physical constraint, and 
quantitative evaluation. Actually, VR simulator has been used widely in many fields, like 
medical surgical [79], the operation of intelligent remote control construction machines [80], 
and vehicle driving training [81]. 
Thus, we will clarify the requirements of simulator and then develop a VR simulator 
including virtual environment and human-machine interface for H-OCTOPUS. 
3.3.1 Requirements 
 The purposes of simulator is to solve the problems that we may meet in real world, 
which we has analyzed in the beginning of this section. Therefore, the ideal VR simulator for 
OCTOPUS should have the following capabilities. 
 Easily conduct different kinds of experiments, and these experiments are repeatable;  
Figure 3-8 VR simulator system schematic 
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 Has the ability to record and save various experimental data, and can quantitatively 
analyze experimental results; 
 Can be used to detect and improve operator’s operational skill level, and adequately 
help to develop operator assistance systems. 
Because this developed OCTOPUS owns multi-arm and multi-crawler, and there are no 
controls interface specially designed for this kind of robot system. Thus, designing new human-
machine interaction and human-machine control interface are quite important for this new 
structure disaster response robot. From these aspects, we will explain the detail of our VR 
simulator in terms of virtual environment, operator-input interface, and system-output interface 
in the following parts.  
3.3.2 VR environment 
 Our VR environment was based on ROS and Gazebo. ROS is an open source platform 
for robot control, everyone can download and using this platform in their own robot system. 
And they also can upload their robot modes and control packages to the forum to share research 
results and providing guidance for other people. Therefore, the platform is of great significance 
to promote the development and application of the robot. Gazebo is an important 3D simulator 
for ROS that can simulate robot in complex environments. It is also can be used separated 
depend on different applications. By using these two software, some physical phenomena, such 
as collision and gravity, are reproduced to enhance the 3D feeling of operators during 
manipulation. 
 1) Disaster response robot: To implement different kinds of experiments, analysis, and 
training, robots in VR environment should be realistic. We built two types of OCTOPUS 
models which have the same configurations with real robots, which includes the appearance, 
robot size, weight, joint angle and torque limitations, and so on.  
 2) Camera system: In simulator, cameras can be installed at any positions based on 
needs. In this simulator, two in-vehicle cameras (installed in robot, moving with robot) and 
environmental cameras (installed in experimental environments, fixed) were used. One in-
vehicle camera was mounted in the middle of robot (Figure 3-6 (b)). It provides a forward view 
which covers two front arms, two front flippers, and environment in front of the robot. The 
other one was mounted in right rear grapple. By adjusting right rear arm, this camera can 
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provide the images that operators want to see, such as the detail of objects. To provide 
understandable observation views, environmental cameras were mounted in different places 
(Figure 3-6 (a)).  
 3) Scene and objects: Many kinds of models in online Gazebo database can be used for 
creating scenes, and moreover, customized models are also supported. In this study, mud floors, 
two rough roads, 500-mm-height step, several victim, one gas pipe, and several cylindrical 
objects were designed. They are located in different places in the simulator and make up four 
task scenarios, as shown in Figure 3-7 (a)–(d).  The overall schematic of our VR simulator 
system and featured function are shown in Figure 3-8. 
3.4 Control framework of two types OCTOPUS  
3.4.1 Human-machine interface for two OCTOPUS (Human input) 
 More than two levers were used in one control boxes for controlling actual OCTOPUS. 
Because operators just can control two levers at the same time, thus they cannot control all 
DOFs of the robot simultaneously. For improving control efficiency, pedals were newly 
introduced to control robot flippers. In this case, two operators can use their hands and feet to 
Figure 3-9 Human-machine interface for virtual H-OCTOPUS and E-OCTOPUS 
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control all DOFs simultaneously. Control levers and pedals are connected to a computer through 
a 64-channel analog-to-digital (A/D) converter.  
 1) Distribution pattern in control authority: There are many patterns can be used to 
assign control authority for two operators. As a preliminary study, in this study, taking intuitive 
and comfort operations into account, and based on the result of exploratory experiments, we 
selected the following pattern: Operator-A controls two front arms, two front flippers, and main 
crawlers; Operator-B controls two rear arms and two rear flippers. 
 2) Levers and pedals: For each control seat, two 7-DOF control lever were placed on 
the left and right sides, as shown in Figure 3-9. Each levers controls one arm and the relationship 
between lever and joint is shown in the right upper of Figure 3-9. Levers for Operator-A can 
control main crawlers. Four pedals were designed for controlling flippers. Each pedal has one 
DOF, as shown in the lower part of Figure 3-9. 
3.4.2 Human-machine interface of two OCTPUS (system output) 
 1) Visual feedback: Currently, 2D monitors are used to display views from cameras and 
other visual information. Human’s eye tends to focus on a small area, and a larger number of 
views would increase cognitive load. Thus, in order to provide visual information in a human-
friendly way, two 42-inch monitors were used, as shown in the upper part of Figure 3-9. 
Moreover, in order to provide more understandable information to operators, four views 
obtained from cameras will be displayed. On the main monitor, an overlook view obtained from 
the main environment camera is shown to make operators provide brief environment 
information. The other three views obtained from two in-vehicle cameras (main and back) and 
sub environment camera are shown in sub monitor to supplement insufficient visual 
information of the overlook view. 
 2) Auditory feedback: Collision can be hardly detected by human eyes sometimes, 
especially when the collision time is very short or two objects is extremely close to each other. 
However sounds produced by collision can be clearly obtained. Sounds are thus introduced to 
the VR simulator to supplement visual information. Three kinds of sounds were used, they are 
sound of crawler track, sound of hydraulic pump, and sound of collision. By combining these 
three type of sounds, basic robot states can be expressed more vividly. 
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3.4.3  Human-machine interface for real E-OCTPUS  
 We can use the human-machine control interface in Figure 3-9 to control both H-
OCOTPUS (virtual robot in simulator) and E-OCOPUTS (virtual robot in simulator and real 
robot). The input and output methods are same of two kinds of virtual OCOTPUS, and the 
control framework is shown in Figure 3-10. It mainly consists of three parts, which are control 
interface with controller, visual feedback interface (a master display panel and a 3D state 
Figure 3-10 Control framework for real E-OCTOPUS 
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display panel), and robot side parts (on-board computer and E-OCTOPUS). This controller was 
built based on robot operation system (ROS) and GAZEBO.  
The control signal flow chart of E-OCTOPUS is shown in Figure 3-11. Operators input 
control commands form joysticks, then the signal can be obtained by A/D board (PCI9113A) 
and be sent to data processing unit. In addition to control commands, data processing unit will 
also obtain real robot information via TCP/IP communication protocol. After comprehensively    
analyzed, control system will send right control commands to on-board computer, and each 
joint will be control depend on these commands. 
3.5 Simple tests about platform  
 For testing the usefulness of this developed VR simulator, we conducted experiments 
with four fundamental scenarios as disaster response tasks by using H-OCTOPUS. Because E-
Figure 3-11 The control signal flow chart of E-OCTOPUS system 
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OCOTPUS has the same structure with H-OCTOPUS, we think the test results also can be used 
in E-OCTOPUS. 
3.5.1 Tasks setting  
 1) Tasks: Four tasks required to be implemented by H-OCTOPUS were selected. 
Respectively, rough terrain pass through a through a rough (task 1), climb a high step (task 2), 
step over a gas pipe (task 3), and transport an object using four arms (task 4). The tasks will be 
explained in detail in the following parts. 
 Rough terrain passing through (task 1). H-OCTOPUS ran on two rugged roads, one was 
wavy road and other one was a slope road (Figure 3-7 (a)). Basically, this task is the most 
basic not only for H-OCTOPUS, but also for all of DRR systems. Four flippers were mainly 
used in this process.  
 Step climbing (task 2). H-OCTOPUS should climb a 50-cm-high step and reach the top of 
it (Figure 3-7 (b)). Operator could use both of robot arm and flippers adequately to make 
robot to complete this task.  
 Pipe stepping over (task 3). H-OCTOPUS was controlled to step over a gas pipeline, during 
this process collisions was forbidden. This task will be failing if robot collides with that 
gas pipe (Figure 3-7(c)).  
 Object transport (task 4). OCTOPUS transported a cylindrical object from the front of 
robot to rear of robot (Figure 3-7(d)).  
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 2) Experimental conditions: Totally, eight operators were selected in this experiment. 
Two in one group, and four groups of subjects were built. After ten-minutes training, such as 
learning operations of OCTOPUS, operators were required to conduct these four tasks in turn, 
Figure 3-12 Test images for four tasks in VR simulator 
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and every task should be finished 4 times. During operating, two operators could communicate 
to give advices or request cooperation for achieving these tasks.  
3.5.2 Results  
 1) Task process: Robot moving sequences of each task are shown in Figure 3-12. 
Basically, we can find that operators could complete the four tasks adequately using our VR 
simulator. This confirmed that the OCTOPUS is useful for disaster response work and our VR 
simulator is also effectively developed. The task completion time, operator’s mental workload 
obtained from NASA-TLX [82], and the success rate of each task are shown in Figure 3-13(a)–
(c), respectively. We found from the figures that step climbing (task 2) was the most difficult 
task. This is because the end-effectors should be contacted to the ground and step for applying 
force in order to dynamically raise the center of gravity of OCTOPUS on the step. It not only 
requires high concentration operations of operators, but also requires synchronized operations 
in each operator and between operators.  
 2) Successful and failed operations: The boom and flippers joints were used often in all 
of these four tasks, so we analyzed the successful and failed operations of the boom and flipper 
for step climbing (task 2), as shown in Figure 3-14 (a) and (b). In successful operations, the 
input commands are smooth and stable. In contrast, in failed operations, sudden changes and 
oscillations of input occurred frequently. This task requires to synchronously control the four 
arms and two front flippers for ensuring stability of OCTOPUS. This synchronization can be 
found in successful operation while, in failed operation, the synchronization is quite few. 
Moreover, in obstacle stepping over (task 3), to keep balance, operators should adjust flippers 
and arms carefully and cooperate with each other. We also found from the results that skilled 
Figure 3-13 Whole test results in four tasks 
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operators could control multi-joint simultaneously and finish task quickly without losing robot 
balance.  
 3) Cooperative operation between two operators: Cooperation of two operators is very 
important for smooth task execution. If two operators can control OCTOPUS at the same time, 
this will make OCTOPUS more efficient and flexible. The results shows that there were no 
cooperation which two operators do not operate simultaneously. We calculated cooperation rate 
as cooperation time in total operation time. For the successful operation, its cooperation rate 
was 81.7%, while the failed operation was 47.9%. This rate would influent success or failure 
of task.  
 From the results, it can be found that the four tasks can be finished by using our VR 
simulator, and the experimental results could reveal how to improve the performance disaster 
response work using OCTOPUS.  
Figure 3-14   Comparison between successful and failed operations (Task 2) 
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3.6 Discussion 
For different kinds of disaster response tasks, we have different requirements of robot 
systems, which include robot structure and control systems. The basic requirements of robot 
hardware in disaster site is that they should have good mobility and task performance in 
structurally. The structure of H-OCOTPUS and E-OCTOPUS can basically satisfy the 
hardware requirements. However there are still something could be improved. 
For H-OCTOPUS, because it is a hydraulic driven robot, therefore, except the robot body, 
the accessories of this robot is big and heavy, such as the oil tank and the hydraulic pump. 
Totally, the weight of H-OCOTPUS is 700 Kg, this may cause the secondary disaster during 
rescue tasks to make victims in dangerous. As we know, hydraulic systems have the advantages 
of powerful output, robot can move heavy objects or broken hard obstacles easily. On other 
side, hydraulic systems also have some disadvantages, such as the systems are temperature 
sensitive, and have the risk of hydraulic oil leak. In rescue task, particularly in extreme 
environments, the environmental information can’t be known completely, H-OCTOPUS will 
not work well if the temperature is not within the scope of normal work, or in trouble if the 
hydraulic oil leak happened.  
For E-OCOTPUS, there are also some disadvantages. Firstly, for rescue tasks, robots are 
usually remotely controlled, using cables to power robot is not a good choice, because cables 
may be broken or wrapped easily in disaster site.  Currently, there is a big battery installed in 
robot base, but it just can last 30 minutes. That is not enough in rescue tasks, therefore a better 
power supply method should be considered. Secondly, the structure design of E-OCOTOPUS 
is not good enough.  As we all known, for a 6 DOF arm, the kinematics inverse solutions is not 
only one. In order to facilitate control robot and improve the work efficiency, the structure of 
robot should follow some principles.  
For the simulator, the purpose of it is to verify the control algorithm and training operators, 
therefore the more realistic the robot and environment, the better the simulator. We have tried 
to build the virtual robot has the same colors, appearance, structures, collision models and joint 
torque with real robot. We also tried to create the environments like real disaster site for training 
operators, however, there are still some parts could be improved for current simulator.  Current 
simulator is based on ROS and Gazebo, because the dynamic engine of Gazebo is open 
dynamics engine (ODM), all of the objects in simulator are rigid bodies and there is no 
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deformation happened during robot moving or other tasks. Except that, the friction coefficient 
of real environment is also difficult to simulate. And for ODE, there are no crawler modes can 
be used directly, especially for shape changeable gum crawler modes. We use a set of 
overlapping toothed wheels (there is no collision between these wheels) instead of crawler to 
drive robot. Therefore we need to find other more reasonable crawler modes to simulator the 
movement of OCOTPUS in real world.  
3.7 Chapter summary  
 As the verification platform for testing the proposed solutions for the two problems of 
current disaster response robot systems as described in chapter 2, this chapter mainly introduced 
two parts of this platform, which are OCTOPUS and VR simulator.  
1) This chapter described two types of OCTOPUS in detail. H-OCTOPUS with 
powerful arms is designed for outdoors environments. It has four 6-DOF arms and 
four active crawler-flippers for adapting complex environments. Sensors like 
potentiometers, IMU and cameras are installed for controlling robot and obtaining 
environmental information. Operators can observe robot state and the surrounding 
form the monitors. Based on these virtual information, they can input the control 
commends from joysticks and pedals, then the controller will process these 
commends and allocate sub control commands to each joint.  
The smaller and light E-OCTOPUS is designed for indoors environment. It has 
similar structure with H-OCTOPUS, but each arm of E-OCTPUS has 6 DOFs. Every 
joint of E-OCTOPUS is driven by one server motor. So basically, E-OCTOPUS has 
the good flexibility as well as control accuracy, and it can be used to execute some 
precise works like rotating the handle or closing the valve. That is also the reason of 
designing E-OCTOPUS. 
2) The VR simulator for these two types of OCTOPUS were developed. It consists of 
virtual OCTOPUS (H-OCTOPUS and E-OCTOPUS), disaster environment, cameras, 
and other necessary objects. Collision, gravity, inertia, and sound were also 
introduced in the VR simulator to improve the sense of reality. Four 7-DOF control 
levers and four pedals were used for operation inputs. Two 42-inch monitors were 
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used as video output components. Four tasks for evaluating our VR simulator were 
conducted. 
3) Four fundamental tasks in disaster site were applied, the results indicated that 
OCTOPUS has the ability to complete all verification tasks. We also found that in 
step climbing task, smooth and stable operation and synchronized operation of booms 
and flippers were benefit for task. The results also showed that multi parameters 
affect the results of tasks in multi operators control system, such as the 
communication and cooperation, and we will do more investigations in the future 
work. Also, a semi-autonomous control system should be incorporated into 
OCTOPUS to provide the flexibility of control and reduce the operational difficulty 
at the same time.   
Based on these platforms, in the following chapters, we will investigate the control 
strategies of operators during controlling multi-arm multi-crawler robot, and test our algorithms 
and control methods for this kind of robot systems.   
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4 Human Operation in 
MAMCR Systems 
Four arms and four flippers DRR robot OCTOPUS has high mobility and workability. 
Due to the large number of degrees of freedom, currently, OCTOPUS is manually controlled 
by two operators. To get some basic control strategies, as well as to design easy-to-use human 
machine interfaces and intelligent control systems, we need to quantitatively analyse the 
operation of the operators in multi-operator control systems. Thus, we chose three kinds of 
fundamental disaster response tasks as our evaluation criteria. Operators were required to 
conduct these tasks using different kind of control authority allocation (CAA) patterns by using 
H-OCTOPUS. The operation of two operators and robot state during tasks were recorded, then 
the operations and robot work performance were analysed. In this chapter, all of the tasks and 
experiments are based on H-OCOTPUS. Because E-OCOTPUS has almost same configuration 
with H-OCTOPUS, so we think the results also can be used in E-OCOTPUS.  
4.1 Chapter purpose 
As we have developed OCTOPUS platforms, thus, we can use them to do some 
preliminary researches for designing better control system or training operators, which include, 
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1. Find some parameters that can evaluate operator’s operation skills. During previous 
experiments, it is found that there are some main parameters that closely related to 
the results, we defined these terms, such as simultaneously-operated joints (𝑁𝑆 ), 
cooperated operations ( 𝐶𝑅 ). The relationship between these parameters and 
experimental results will be analysed in detail. 
2. Get some basic operation rules in multi-arm multi-crawler robot systems for future 
control system design. Control strategies such as CAA, the communication method, 
and some parameters may affect experimental results a lot, and they could be useful 
to design new human-machine interface and intelligent control system, and we will 
detail in the following parts. 
4.2 Investigate operator’s control during tasks 
Due to the large number of DOF, it is essentially difficult to control such robot manually. 
In order to train operators and develop an easy to use human machine interfaces, as well as to 
design good autonomous assist systems for manual control, we have developed a virtual reality 
simulator [78] for two kinds of OCTOPUS. Basically, there are three kinds of control strategies 
that can be used in multi-operator robot systems, such as multi-operator manual control systems, 
semi-autonomous control systems, and full autonomous control systems. No matter which 
method, for efficient work, it is first to understand the right control strategies in multi-operator 
cooperation systems. To find out these strategy, we need to investigate the operation of 
operators in two-operator one-robot system, because this is the most easy to analyse one in 
multi-operator control systems.   
Multi-operator robot control system consists of two different strategies, they are multi-
operator multi-robot (MOMR) and multi-operator single robot (MOSR) [83]. Obviously, the 
control of H-OCOTOUS is MOSR. There are many parameters that will affect operation results 
in MOSR systems, and many researchers have finished some previous works. Such as three 
ratio indexes for observing the behaviours of operator [84] have been investigated, and the 
effect of haptic interaction [85] also have been studied., which were, the ratio of egoistic 
behaviour and, and total activity by motion distance of the robot. Based on these researches, 
many useful results and result direction have been got.   
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The research goal of this chapter is to design a control system that not only for OCTOPUS, 
but can be widely used. To achieve this goal, we just choose the most essential parameters. 
Thus, these two parameters, number of 𝑁𝑆 of each operator and the rate of 𝑅𝐶 between two 
operators are used in this study. In the following parts, we will introduce our experiments and 
results. 
4.2.1 Experiments   
 Experimental platform has been introduced in chapter 3, so I will not introduce again. 
We will use the control interface and VR simulator in this chapter. To develop a good controller 
and design an operation evaluation system for operators who controlling OCTOPUS, we need 
to figure out the essential control rules and some important control parameters during 
manipulation process. Therefore, we designed three tasks which are quite general in disaster 
sites and use the VR simulator to conduct these tasks. During these tasks, our control systems 
can record all of the input commands, joystick state and robot state.  
These three tasks are same with the tasks we have designed in 3.5.1, and the 
implementation process is also the same, so I will not repeat again, the tasks scenarios are shown 
in Figure 4-1 (a-c).  
 
(d) OCTOPUS 
Figure 4-1 tasks scenarios  
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 Totally, there are ten groups (pairs) of operators in these experiments, all of them did 
not have OCTOPUS control background. Two operators can communicate to discuss how to 
control robot well, such as giving right suggestion or asking for help. All of these operators 
Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 
Boom (−70° - +30°) 
 
Wrist (−45°- +45°) Stick (–60°- +45°) 
Swing (−180° - 180°) 
Grab (0−300mm) 
Figure 4-2 Procedures of tasks 
Figure 4-3 Configuration of manipulator 
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were trained ten minutes, after they have fully understood the experimental processes and 
requirements, these operators were asked to implement these tasks twice. The process of these 
experiments are shown in Figure 4-2. 
4.2.2 Results  
 As we have mentioned before, this developed VR simulator has the ability to record the 
operation of operators. For obtaining the important operation rules and parameter in two 
operator control system, we analyse the operations from the following parts. 
1. Usage frequency of each joint. There are a larger number of DOF in robot system. In 
rescue tasks, these DOF can be used for cooperative tasks. The concrete specification of one 
robot arm is shown in Figure 4-3. 
 a) Highly-frequent-used joint. The operated time of one joint-𝑖 (𝑡𝑖) divided by the all 
operated time of robot joints (𝑇 = 𝑡1 + 𝑡2 + ⋯ + 𝑡𝑛) is named the operated rate of this joint 
(𝑅𝑜𝑖 = 𝑡𝑖/𝑇). Basically, from the results, it is clear that different joints have different use 
frequency during tasks. We found that even if OCTOPUS has many DOF, but operators like to 
 Joint name  𝑅𝑜𝑖 % (Part rate %) (Total rate %) 
Fore part Boom_F  14.69  
37.93 
 
 
 
 
99.27% 
 Stick_F  6.34 
 Flipper_F  16.89 
Rear part Boom_R  12.39  
38.17 
 Stick_R  6.90 
 Flipper_R  18.86 
Crawler Crawlers  23.17 23.17 
Robot can be divided fore part, rear part and crawlers, fore part includes two fore flippers and two 
fore arms, rear part includes two rear flippers and two rear arms.In this table, the letters behind 
under line are used to describe the joint position, F means fore and R means rear, such as: 
 Boom_F: the two fore boom joints 
 Stick_F: the two fore stick joints 
 Flipper_R: the two rear flipper joints 
Table 4-I Rate of operated joints in task 2 
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control robot just using several joints. These joints which the average 𝑅𝑜  was no small than 
1.0% in task 2 are shown in Table 4-1. The total 𝑅𝑜 of booms, sticks, flippers, and crawlers is 
99.27%, which means that except the above joints, other joints like wing, wrist, and grab joints 
almost never used. In addition task 2, for tasks 1 and 3, the trend is same. The total usage of 𝑅𝑜 
for boom joints, arms joints, flipper joints, and crawlers reach to 99.45% (for task 1) and 98.77% 
(for task 3) respectively. This results is very useful for designing new kinds of structure robot 
and intelligent control systems, because this conclusion will greatly simplify the control of 
multi-DOF robot system and reduce the workload of operators.  
 b) Operation distribution. As shown in Table 4-1, even if in these main joints, the usage 
frequency is different, basically, crawlers had the bigger usage rate, which is up to 23.17%, 
followed by flipper joints, boom joints and stick joints. Figure 4-4 shows the main joints used 
in tasks 1–3.Figure 4-4 (a) indicates that from task 1 to task 3, the usage rate of boom, stick, 
and flipper is increased, and the usage rate of flippers and crawlers is decreased. In fact, from 
task 1 to task 3, tasks become more and more complex, operators need to cooperate better and 
better to finish these tasks. In other word, with the increase of difficulty of recue tasks, operators 
tried to use arms to assist robot moving. That is why the designed OCTOPUS has multiple arms. 
Basically, OCTOPUS consists of three parts, respectively fore-part (two fore-arm and two froe-
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Task Task (a) Joint (b) Part 
Figure 4-4 Rate of operated joints (Ro) 
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flipper), rear-part (two rear-arm and two rear-flipper) and crawler. The 𝑅𝑜 of three parts in three 
tasks is shown in Figure 4-4 (b). Combined with Table 4- I, it can be found that operators who 
controlling robot fore part like to use boom joints, but less stick joint and flipper joints.  
Table 4-II Number of simultaneously-operated joints in three task 
 Task name   𝑁𝑠  Work 
time s 
Workload  
 Task 1   3.72  4.64 38.08 (lowest) 
 Task 2   5.58  9.64 80.33 (Highest) 
 Task 3   4.01  19.1 53.16 
2. Analysis for individual operators: operational skill. 𝑅𝑜 can indicate the operation 
distribution of operator during tasks, we can get the overall understanding of robot control 
system. To evaluate the skills of operator, it is needed to analyse the number of robot joints 
which are operated simultaneously. This term we call it the number of  𝑁𝑠. Table 4- II shows 
the relationship between average 𝑁𝑆 of two operators, work time, and mental workload got by 
NASA-TLX [82].  
 a) Workload. It is clear that the average workload of operator is positive correlation with 
the data 𝑁𝑆. It is easy to understand that big  𝑁𝑆 means operators need to operate multiple joints 
frequently at the same time, thus the work load is high. We know that, NASA-TLX is based on 
questionnaires, so we cannot get the workload result during tasks. However,  𝑁𝑆 can be got in 
real time, thus we can use this value to evaluate the workload of operators in manual multi-
operator control system. And this is meaningful for some application.  
 b) Work efficiency. Figure 4-5 indicates the relationship between  𝑁𝑆 and work time in 
task 2. The trend of experiments is shown in red arrow. Basically, we have the following trend, 
the work time will be short if  𝑁𝑆 is big. We think this caused by this reason, which is big 𝑁𝑆 
indicates operators have can know more about robot structure and how to operate OCTOPUS 
to complete tasks efficiently. Thus, we think 𝑁𝑆 has the ability to represent control skills of 
operators, and operators with bigger 𝑁𝑆 can operate OCTOPUS better. 
 c) Individual differences. Except the trend, we also can found that in Figure 4-5, not all 
of these experiments strictly obey the same trend we have introduced in the above. In our 
opinion, this is caused by the individual differences of operators. Because every group 
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completed the same tasks twice, the results are listed in Table 4-III. Here, in each group, if they 
have the same trend (higher 𝑁𝑆 causes short work time) with Figure 4-5, we mark it using “1”, 
otherwise we using “0”. The experimental results indicates that 70% of these operators have 
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 Group  First exp   Second exp    Result   
 name   𝑁𝑠  Time s  𝑁𝑠  Time s    
 G1  5.58  183.8  4.58  214.0  1  
 G2  6.33  60.4  7.31  108.4  0  
 G3  6.94  82.3  7.06  74.4  1  
 G4  5.96  42.3  6.68  40.9  1  
 G5  4.39  75.8  3.36  161.3  1  
 G6  5.37  107.9  6.03  47.0  1  
 G7  5.76  293.2  5.98  46.0  0  
 G8  5.53  88.1  4.58  82.9  0  
 G9  7.84  254.8  7.89  18.0  1  
 G10  5.60  667.4  7.22  59.5  1  
 
Figure 4-5 Number of simultaneously-operated joints (𝑵𝑺) and work time in task 2 
Table 4-III Rate of operated joints in task 2 
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the same trend. Basically, we can regard that in task 2, operators with bigger 𝑁𝑆  during 
manipulation have better operational skills and they can finish rescue works quickly.  
 3) Analysis of teamed operators: cooperation rate. It is obviously that in multi-
operator control system, the cooperation between operators is very important in controlling 
multi DOF robot systems, like OCOTPUS [51]. In the control system for OCTOPUS, if two 
operators manipulating robot simultaneously, we define these operators implemented 
cooperation. And the cooperation time (𝑡𝑠) divided by whole task time (T) is named the rate of 
cooperated joints (𝑅𝑐  = 𝑡𝑠/𝑇). 
Figure 4-6 shows the relationship between 𝑅𝐶  and 𝑁𝑆  in the second task. By using 
mathematic tools, we can get the trend between  𝑅𝐶 and 𝑁𝑆 as shown in the red arrow. We can 
fond the 𝑅𝐶  was positive correlation with 𝑁𝑆  in this trend, even if it is not so strict. In our 
opinion, one reason lead to this error is individual differences, which we have analysed before. 
Depend on the previous analysis, 𝑁𝑆 can be used to indicate operator’s manipulation skills, 
while we can use cooperation rate (𝑅𝐶) to describe the cooperation state between operators. In 
a manually controlled multi-operator robot system, both of operator’s manipulation skill and 
the cooperation between operators will affect the results. As we have got that higher 𝑁𝑆 
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Figure 4-6 Relationship between number of simultaneously-operated joints and 
Rate of cooperated joints in task 2 
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accompanied with efficient work, based on the above analysis, we also can regard the higher 
cooperation rate will cause more effective work.  
4.3 Investigation of control-authority allocation 
Basically, semi-autonomous control system is desirable for controlling this kind of robots. 
However, the work environment for OCTOPUS is quite complex and unknown, so highly 
sophisticated autonomous system is inevitably required for performing tasks at the 
environments. Taking into consideration the practicality and easiness of implementation, 
current OCTOPUS is manually controlled by two operators. This human-machine system is 
called as a MOSR system, and some researchers have investigated this kind of system form 
different aspects [83], [85]. In a MOSR system, the control authority for all DOFs in the robot 
is allocated to multi-operators. Here, DOFs that the operators should focus on largely depend 
on the content of tasks, such as manipulation and locomotion tasks. Therefore, the pattern of 
control-authority allocation (CAA) will largely affect usability for two operators and efficiency 
of task. For OCTOPUS, two front arms and two back arms obviously have different functions 
depending on the location of objects, so the control authority of the arm can be easily allocated 
to two operators, such as front and back. For flippers and crawlers, however, there are no a 
convincing standard allocate rule.  
Taking into consideration the functionality of flippers and crawlers as well as easiness of 
cooperative operations among joints, we propose several CAA patterns in this paper. To test 
the usability of each CAA pattern, some fundamental tasks such as rough terrain traversal, high 
step climbing, and step over obstacle were designed and implemented in a simulator. In these 
tasks, all robot joints needed to be cooperatively controlled. The purpose of this part is to 
Pattern 2 Pattern 1 Pattern 3 Pattern 4 Pattern 5 
Operator A 
Operator B 
Free 
(If nobody controls, 
either one can take 
control) 
Figure 4-7 Five control-authority allocation (CAA) patterns. 
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investigate the usability for two operators in several CAAs, and derive a more reasonable CAA 
pattern depending on characteristics of operator such as skills, experience, and way of 
communication and tasks such as manipulation, locomotion, and precise tasks, for MOSR 
typified by OCTOPUS.  
4.3.1 Experiments  
The tasks setting is same with 4.2.1, and the work scenarios are shown in Figure 4-1 (a-
c). These experiments were used for comprehensively testing designed CAA patterns 
performance.  
In pairs, 20 subjects were divided into 10 group to randomly perform each task with 
designed CAA. At the beginning of each test, we briefly introduced how to implement 
experiment using CAA patterns, and gave subjects 30 minutes to practice. Each experiment last 
5 minutes, if operators cannot finish that task as required, this experiment is failed. After each 
Figure 4-8 Experimental result in each CAA for four tasks. 
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experiment, workload of operators were measured by NASA-TLX. After they finished all the 
trials, they were asked to fill in a questionnaire about usability of designed CAA pattern.  
2) Control-authority allocation pattern. Through previous studies [71], [78] and the work state 
of OCOTPUS in disaster response tasks, we found that control authority for four arms should 
be divided into front and rear parts. The advantages of OCOTPUS are the collaborative control 
in both arms and flippers to make robot offer better mobility and terrains adaption ability. The 
cooperative control is important for OCOTPUS, so we designed five CAA patterns with 
different allocations among flippers and crawlers, as Figure 4-7 shows. Form patter1 to pattern 
4, the control authority of each part is fixed. However, it is variable in pattern 5, if nobody 
controlling the crawlers and flippers, either operator can take control. The aim of pattern 5 is to 
investigate the effectiveness of dynamic allocation.  
4.3.2 Results 
The designed CAA patterns and experimental tasks can demonstrate the performance of 
robot and the operating level of operators. Figure 4-2 shows the motion sequences of 
OCTOPUS in three tasks, and Figure 4-8 indicates the overall experimental results from 
operator’s workload, task successful rate, completed times, questionnaire score, the number of 
simultaneously operated joints (𝑁𝑆), and operator’s cooperation rate (𝐶𝑅).  
1) CAA in simple tasks. Operators mainly used robot crawlers and flippers in task 1. 
Because there do not have much cooperation between the flippers and arms in this task, so we 
call it simple task. From Figure 4-8, we could find that patterns 1 and 2 were almost same as 
other patterns in the completion time in task 1. However, these two patterns had higher success 
Figure 4-9 Front and rear flippers control state in patterns 1 and 3 
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rata and questionnaire score, which means that they were more reliable and that operators had 
better user experience. In addition, operators in these two patterns had lower average 𝑁𝑆 and 
workload. As 𝑁𝑆  can reflect operating intensity [86] and workload can represent the work 
pressure in tasks, we found that these two patterns are more helpful for people to complete 
simple tasks. 
Due to the human body structure, some control intention was hardly realized. For patterns 
3 and 4, four pedals are controlled by one operator’s two feet. In disaster site, terrain is complex 
and rugged like the environment in task 1, so operators should control both of front and rear 
flippers to get over this kind of terrain. From this point of view, patterns 3 and 4 have obviously 
disadvantages in this situation because the front and rear flippers are hardly accurately control 
at the same time by one operator. This means that the operators cannot take fully play to the 
advantages of the robot structure. Therefore, these two patterns had lower success rate and 
questionnaire score. Figure 4-9 shows the flipper angles of patterns 1 and 3 in task 1. We could 
find that the front flippers and rear flippers almost were controlled independently in pattern 3.  
For pattern 5, both of two operators had the right to control all of the flippers and crawlers. 
According to our observation, most of time before two operators started to control robot, they 
first discussed the control authority of these flippers and crawlers. Depend on their experience 
of controlling robot, they will choose one from patterns 1 to 4 as the CAA pattern for pattern 5. 
Usually, patterns 1 and 2 were used, this also show us patterns 1 and 2 are easier accepted and 
in line with people’s operating habits.  
2) CAA in complex terrains. In complex environment, such as task 2, both arms and 
flippers are needed to move robot. In this task, arms and flippers should cooperate well so that 
the robot can climb the step. Figure 4-8 shows that patterns 1 and 2 have superiors in workload, 
completion time, and questionnaire score in task 2. This means that these two patterns enable 
operators to complete task efficiently with lower workload.  
Table 4-IV  𝑵𝑺 of operators A and B in task 2 
 Pattern 1 Pattern 2 Pattern 3 Pattern 4 Pattern 5 
Operator A  4.37 2.65 2.83 3.19 3.34 
Operator B  2.16 2.01 2.07 2.99 2.22 
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As mentioned above, the average 𝑁𝑆 represents operating intensity of operators. There 
are two cases which lead to high  𝑁𝑆. The first one is when operators have excellent operating 
skills such as the ability to control many joints at the same time. The second one is misoperation. 
When an operator tried to control some specific joints, other joints were sometimes misused 
unconsciously. A good control interface and CAA pattern design would help operators to 
increase their operation skills and reduce mis-operation. In tasks 2, pattern 4 has the biggest 𝑁𝑆 
(9.14), followed by pattern1 (8.69), but they have significant difference in other aspects. Pattern 
4 possesses higher average workload (46.4), completion time (103 s), and lower questionnaire 
score (3.15). However, pattern 1 has the lowest workload (40.17) and lower completion time 
(78 s). Thus, we can regard that pattern 1 has more reasonable layout so that operators can 
control different joints easily, but pattern 4 is more likely to lead to mis-operation. 
The CAA for pattern 3 is similar as that in pattern 4. In these patterns, one operator 
controls four flippers and the other controls robot moving direction. Compared with pattern 4, 
pattern 3 has lower 𝑁𝑆 (6.9), but workload is higher and completion time is long. Table 1 shows 
the average 𝑁𝑆 of operators A and B in task 2. The operators just need to keep pressing control 
buttons to move the robot. The control of crawler is easy, so crawler control state is not shown 
in Table 1. This table shows operator A always have higher 𝑁𝑆 than that for operator B. If we 
do not consider about mis-operation, it can be assumed that the contribution of operator A is 
bigger than operator B in task 2, and operator A has the ability to control the main state of the 
robot. The view direction of operators will affect operational efficiency and accuracy. The view 
direction of operator B (controls the rear arms) was opposite with robot moving direction, and 
this does not meet human operating habits. In this case, it was difficult for operator B to know 
(a)Workload  (b) Questionnaire score  
Figure 4-10 Workload and questionnaire score for two operators in each CAA pattern 
(in task 2). 
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the terrain in front of the robot for operator B and make a plan about the next operations. That 
is the reason why pattern 3 has the largest workload (51.07), longest completion time (116 s), 
and lowest questionnaire score (2.95) in task 2. Theoretically, if the main operator (operator A) 
has the ability to control more joints, the control will be more efficient. However, human’s 
ability is limited, mistake will happen when operator A tries to control more DOF. This is reason 
pattern 4 had the biggest 𝑁𝑆, but not the best experimental result. 
In aggregate, we could find that the CAA is quite important for multi-operator single-
robot control system. Within the capacity of main operator, the operation will be more efficient 
if the main operator has the right to control more DOF. 
3) Workload allocation in MOSR control system .We discussed the total average 
workload of two operators in different tasks and patterns in above. Here, we analyze the 
workload distribution between two operators. Figure 4-10 shows the workload and 
questionnaire score in each CAA in task 2. The workload of two operators is different in every 
pattern, especially in pattern 1. Combined with Table 2, we could find that workload is positive 
correlation with 𝑁𝑆. Bigger 𝑁𝑆 means that operator needs to control more joints at the same 
time, so the workload becomes high. From the perspective of experimental result, patterns 1 
and 2 have better performance. Compared with pattern 2, pattern 1 has a slight advantage in 
questionnaire score and workload, meaning that both of these two patterns can be accepted by 
operators, but they prefer pattern 1. When investigating CAA patterns from the perspective of 
workload allocation, we could find at least two rules about pattern 2 in task 2. The first is the 
average workload (41.8) of two operators is low. The second is the workload differences (3.7) 
between two operators is the smallest. Thus, if two operators need to work long hours, pattern 
Table 4-V Situation, purpose, and modality for communication. 
Situation   Purpose  Modality 
Climbing step   To synchronize timing  Voice 
Partner seems not to understand what to do   To give advice  Voice, gesture 
Partner seems to do wrong operations   To request correct operations  Voice, gesture 
It is difficult to estimate   To listen partner’s demand  Voice 
Starting it   To tell own operation  Voice 
A control authority changes   To discuss who to take authority  Voice 
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2 is more suitable. Figure 4-10 (b) shows that operator B in pattern 3 and operator A in pattern 
4 have the lower questionnaire score. In these CAA patterns, one operator needed to control 
four pedals by two feet. Due to the lack of ergonomics, the operation experience is poor.  
4）Communication between operators. In this study, operators were encouraged to 
communicate with each other adequately and timely during experiments to improve their 
operation. During the communication the most meaningful aspects include when (situation and 
robot state), what (content and purpose) and how (voice and gesture), as shown in follow Table 
2. Operators often communicated in the following cases. 
 To share control intention with partner when cooperative operation is needed. 
 To request right operation when inadequate control happened which may lead to robot in 
danger such as turnover. 
 To explain operation procedures when partner has no idea what should do next.  
Usually they use sound to communicate with each other, sometimes with gestures. Either 
way, most of time they partner can understand well and do the right response. This indicates 
communication is an effective means to improve control result in multi-operator cooperative 
control system [87]. 
4.4 Discussion 
The research operation of human in MAMCR systems is necessary and import for the 
design and control of these kind of robot systems. Basically, we think the control and the 
performance of the MAMCR robot system are mainly affected by two aspects, which are 
control interface and control algorithms. The control interface includes input methods and 
feedback information, while the control algorithm includes many control method such as 
manual single joint’s control, joint’s linkage control, distributed control centered control, 
intelligent control. For getting the best control strategies for MAMCR systems, it is better to 
investigate as many control interfaces and strategies as possible. There are some limitations in 
this investigation, and it will be disclosed in the following section.  
  Due to the time and cost, this research just focus on one control interface which can be 
used to control all of the joints of four arms and four flippers robot at the same time, as shown 
in Figure  3-9. From the section 4.2.3, we found the joints control authority allocation will affect 
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the usability and experimental results greatly. In fact, not only the CAA, but also the control 
interface itself will affect control results. Such as if we choose exoskeleton device with force 
feedback, the control of arms will be easily and intuitive, and if we using VR control systems, 
we can know robot’s 3D state anytime. However, we did not talk about these in these research. 
The control algorithm also heavily affect the usability and control performance, the best 
and ideal systems are that they can do everything automatically and intelligently depend on 
environments and operator’s commends. We know we can get more convincing results if we 
can try more control algorithms than just manual single joint control method.  However, because 
of the complexity and unstructured environment, it is difficult to provide sufficient 
environmental information to control system for automatically controlling robot, therefore full 
autonomous control systems cannot be applied in disaster response robot systems. For these 
reasons, we just talked about full manual single joint control and found some basic control 
strategies for designing more convenient and advance semi-autonomous control systems, which 
can be used in normal environments as well as extreme disaster site.  
Basically, the above are the limitations of the research, the results in this chapter can be 
referred and expended by the future researcher.  
4.5 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we briefly introduced two types of disaster response robot H-OCTOPUS, 
E-OCTOPUS and the simulator for them. Then we analysed the operation of operators in 
designed fundamental tasks. Depend on these experiments, we got the following result.  
1) The relationship between server parameters and experimental results. Based on 
experimental results, we found that in locomotion tasks, not all the robot joints have 
the same usage rate.  Operator get used to control robot to move mainly using several 
joints, such as flippers, crawlers and booms. We defined two important parameters 
in this chapter, 𝑁𝑆 and 𝑅𝐶 to describe operation skills and cooperative relationship of 
operators. After in-depth analysis, we got  𝑁𝑆  can be used for describing the 
manipulation skills of operators, while 𝑅𝐶  can indicate the cooperation state of 
operations. The most important is that these parameters can be got in real time during 
task. Thus, they are can be used in training operators and predict task results. 
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2) To find an appropriate control authority allocation for four-arm, four-flipper disaster 
response robot OCTOPUS, we designed five CAA patterns based on OCOTPUS 
structure feature. Three fundamental tasks were implemented to test the usability of 
these CAA patterns. We found that operators prefer patterns 1 and 2, because the 
authority allocations are more in line with ergonomic and can give full play to robot 
structure characteristics. It also indicated that within the capability of main operator, 
the operation will be more efficient if the main operator has the right to control more 
DOFs. We also found operator’s workload is positive correlation with 𝑁𝑆. Basically, 
pattern 1 had advantage in questionnaire score and average workload, and pattern 2 
had better workload distribution between two operators. Thus, these two control 
patterns are reasonable and could be widely accepted.  
In addition, the importance of communication in multi-operator cooperative 
system was revealed. The conclusions not only can be used for OCTOPUS, but also 
can be a reference for other MOSR systems. The final aim of investigating human’s 
operation is to find a simple and easy control method for robots. In the next step, we 
will develop an intelligent control to cooperate with just one operator, which will 
assist operator to complete tasks quickly and easily. such as CAA control patterns 
heavily affect the task efficient and operator’s work load. Only the CAAs meet the 
ergonomics, which control pattern will be widely accepted by operators. such as 
CAA control patterns heavily affect the task efficient and operator’s work load. Only 
the CAAs meet the ergonomics, which control pattern will be widely accepted by 
operators.  
These control strategies may not be used directly in our control system, but they have 
significance of guidance to avoid some mistakes. In the following chapters, we will introduce 
our intelligent control system to make the control of OCTOPUS easily and efficiently.  
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5 TERRAIN RECOGNITION 
MODE 
This chapter proposes a framework to explore surrounding environment using moveable 
parts of robot (such as arms) for risk-tolerance disaster response robot (DRR). Normally, 
disaster response robots are controlled by remote method, which means the robot body will be 
sent to dangerous disaster site to conduct tasks, while the operators are in a safe control center 
to send commands to control robot body. For controlling robots, control systems and operators 
need to obtain some necessary terrain information, such as the disaster videos, 3D maps. To get 
these information, many different kinds of sensors are needed for current DRR systems, for 
example cameras and laser range finders. However, in some extreme disaster sites, such as 
highly-radioactively contaminated area and heavy smog environments, due to the noises caused 
by surrounding environment, cameras and laser range finders cannot work properly. In addition 
to extreme environment, sensors installed in robot may be broken in accidents, for instance the 
fragile lens of cameras are broken by fall objects in indoors rescue tasks, as shown in Figure 5-
1. On one hand, in rescue works, time is everything, it is limited and precious, most of cases it 
is impossible to deploy a new robot or change sensor after accidents happened. On the other 
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hand, some rescue robots are expensive, it is a serious waste if they cannot return.  Therefore, 
it is hoped that DRR system could have some emergency response plans to continue to perform 
tasks, or safely evacuate from dangerous the site, even if the external sensors cannot work.  
5.1 Chapter purpose 
According the above analysis, the purposes of this chapter are: 
1) Develop a new environmental recognition method without using external sensors. 
We proposed a new terrain recognition concept in this chapter. In this concept, robot 
needs to actively touch the surrounding environment using its arms or other movable 
parts, and send the contact information to analysis unite. At last, control system will 
reconstruct a three-dimensional local map around the robot by the detected 
information, e.g., robot arm’s position and reactive force. The proposed groping 
framework can recognize at least three kinds of disaster scenarios, which are object, 
step, and pit, as well as the geometry of them. For realize this concept, the method 
we designed named groping. In this method, we will use robot arms to explore and 
Smog，dust, …  
Extreme sites 
Red wave, ….  
Fire 
Radiation  Laser 
Cameras 
Sensor 
Broken 
Unsafe sites 
Some methods should be 
taken to deal with these 
situations 
Figure 5-1 Propose of terrain recognition without using external sensors 
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detect surrounding. In groping strategies, robot specification, time limitation and 
required resolution should be comprehensively considered.  
2) Design experiments to verify the designed recognition methods. Experiments were 
performed using four-arm and four-crawler E-OCTOPUS. The results indicate that 
the proposed framework could recognize step, pit, and object. It also have the ability 
to calculate the position and size of the object. 
5.2 Environmental recognition method for DRRs 
 As we have introduced in the beginning of this chapter, most of current DRRs are tele-
operated based on external sensors. Here, external sensors mean the sensor used to get external 
environmental information, such as cameras for surroundings video, laser range finder for 
getting 3D terrain map. Corresponding to external sensor, internal sensors refer to the sensors 
that are the most basic for robot control, such as encoders, IMU sensor, and the current of servo 
motor. So the external sensors for recognizing environment are vital to control the current DRRs. 
Diverse researches about terrain recognition using external sensors have been done majority of 
researchers. 
 However, in many extreme disaster sites, such as the environments with intense radiation, 
heavy smog or strong light, due to the noises and the ray damage, external sensors cannot work 
well in these cases. Therefore, if the external sensors cannot work well, it quite difficult to 
execute tasks for current DRRs, and in the worst case, they cannot safely evacuate from the 
disaster site [88], [89] after these emergency situations happen. However, based on the purpose 
of disaster rescue tasks, DRR systems should have the toughness and robustness to against the 
harsh environment and unexpected accidents.  
5.2.1 Concept of groping  
 Therefore, to find a method to obtain the surrounding environment for robot controlling 
without using external sensors for DRRs in extreme environments, we developed a new method 
named “groping”. The term ‘groping’ in here means that the robot using movable parts actively 
contacts with the surroundings environment. By using this method, robot system can record the 
contact 3D information of contact points, then creates 3D maps of the terrain based on the got 
cloud point’s information. 
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 For some robot systems, such as four-arm four-flipper E-OCTOPUS, groping could be 
completed by using even if just internal sensors such as encoders, inertial measurement unit 
(IMU) for body orientation, and current sensors for motors. The structure of OCTOPUS has 
potential advantages to implement effective groping, both of flippers and arms can be used to 
conduct groping action to get terrains information (such as pit, step or obstacle), and obtaining 
the object information (such as size, location, and weight). But, because most of current DDRs 
are used as mobile platforms to actively collect and transfer environmental information in 
disaster sites, they do not have manipulators, so it is quite difficult for these kinds of robots to 
get terrain information by groping method. 
5.2.2 Necessity of groping  
 As groping is an innovative and reasonable method to obtain terrain information without 
using external sensors, in this section, we will analyse the necessity of groping for risk-tolerance 
DRRs in detail to emphasize the innovation and significance of this study.  
 1) External sensors dependence. Environment information which heavily affect the 
control of DRR system includes terrain, the existence and the position of obstacle and target 
𝑙1 
𝑙2   
Parameters: 
𝑙1 = 490  
𝑙2 = 530 
𝑑3 = 78 
𝑑3   
Joints name: 
𝜃1 : swing  
𝜃2 : Boom 
𝜃3 : Elbow 
Endpoint 
𝜃1 
𝜃2 
𝜃3 
Figure 5-2 Main dimensions of robot arm 
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object. To get these important information, previous methods are mainly based on SLAM 
systems and visual systems. Sensors such as monocular cameras [63], RGBD cameras [65], and 
LRFs [64] have been widely used in SLAM and vision systems, however, they maybe cannot 
work normally in some unstructured extreme disaster scenarios [61], [62]. These situations will 
be explained in the following parts.  
 2) Environmental severity. For visual SLAM system, the 3D terrain information can be 
got form the images obtained by cameras, but in environments with heavy smog or strong light 
(such as fire site), cameras do not have the ability to take clear pictures of surrounding, so visual 
SLAM system will not suitable in fire rescue works. For laser-based SLAM system, LRF is one 
of the most popular sensors, it has been used in not only research and real rescue works, but 
also in many competitions. Due to the infrared ray noise, the receiver of LRF cannot distinguish 
 (b) Groping space (zone A) 
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the noise (from the fire) and measured signal (reflected signal by environment), so the output 
result of LRF in this case will be unreliable. Except that, the chips and electronic components 
of robot which not be protected, are easily broken by strong radiation. Basically, robot body 
and inner parts could be protected by electromagnetic shielding material. But for external 
sensors, because they are needed to contact with environment directly, so it is essentially 
difficult to protect them perfectly. Due to these reason, these external sensors will be destroyed 
fast after entering radiation disaster site. 
 3) Unexpected accident: In addition to strong radiation environments, even if in general 
disaster response tasks, external sensors may also be broken in some accidents. For rescue 
disaster robots, due to working principle, some external sensors (like 2-D or 3-D laser sensors) 
cannot be protected perfectly by physics method, such as add a cover. However, the disaster 
sites are complex, especially in indoors rescue site, some falling objects may collide with robot 
and damage robot parts in any time. Thus, this kind of breakage can also happen in external 
sensors. Except falling objects, the mistake control of robot may also hit sensors on other 
objects in rescue site. After environmental sensors were broken, DRRs cannot continue to 
perform tasks, nor can it return to the base.  
 To improve the environmental suitability of DRRs, it is necessary to develop a disaster 
environment recognition method without using external sensors. As one way to realize this, we 
proposed a groping method by using active touch-based 3D map reconstruction for multi-limb 
disaster response robot like OCTOPUS. 
5.3 Requirements and Groping Strategy 
 For groping strategy, the movable parts of robot system are used for exploring the 
surroundings. To get environmental information efficiently and quickly, we have the following 
requirements. 
5.3.1 Requirements of groping method 
 This proposed exploration method should have at least the following abilities.  
 Rapidly detected the existence of step, pit or objects. 
 Quickly get the obtainable information about them, e.g., size, position and weight. 
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 To judge whether the detected object can be moved.  
 To satisfy the above requirements, the groping process generally consists of two steps, 
respectively, rough-groping and precise-groping. During rough-groping, robot system get the 
rough information about the groping area to decide whether to implement precise groping. 
Through these two-process groping, robot control system can obtain the basic environmental 
information, including terrain (e.g., roll and pitch angle) and obstacle (e.g., height, size, and 
position). 
5.3.2 Groping parameters and strategy 
 In this part, we will introduce some basic parameters that are important and useful in 
groping method, and specify conceptual strategy of groping. 
 1) Groping zones. For arm-type robot system, every arm of robot has their own 
workspace. For four arms robot OCTOPUS, the area around this robot can be probably divided 
into three types, respectively, two-arm zone, one-arm zone and no-arm zone, as shown in Figure 
5-3 (a). For other robot systems, depend on different structure, the results can be different with 
OCTOPUS. In two-arm zones, two arms of robot can be used to cooperate with each other when 
operating objects. However, if there is an object in one-arm zone, just one arm of robot can be 
used for moving or grasping it. Due to the limited range of arm motion, no arm can reach to no-
arm zones.  
A normal right-handed Cartesian coordinates {R} is used in this design, and the whole 
space that can be groped is shown in Figure 5-3  (b). The largest groping volume of zone A is 
390 (W) x 540 (L) x 600 (H) mm in case of OCTOPUS’s structure. As illustrated in Figure 5-3 
(b), the robot can grope toward underground for search objects. 
 2) Groping method. The current of servo motors can be used to calculate the torque of 
each joint and judge a collision state. Before and after robot arm contact with surrounding 
environments, some joints torque will change significantly, which can be used as a signal to 
judge the collision. Then control system record the state of robot in that moment, such as the 
roll pith angle, the current and encoder data of each joint. Based on these information and 
robot’s structure, 3D information of that contact point can be got.  
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Theoretically, the 3D information of every point on surface of groping area can be 
obtained by moving arms and recording the collision position. Thus, the control system can 
build an accurate 3D map based on these 3D cloud points. However, considering the mechanical 
and control precision of the robot, as well as the time consumption, it is impossible to obtain 
all of the surface point’s information. Alternatively, we can sample some points in that area, 
and estimate the whole terrain using these data. For efficiently obtaining terrain information, 
we thus introduced rough groping and precise groping. Rough groping has the function to 
quickly detect the groping area and recognize the existence of obstacles or pit in the area. If 
there are no obstacles, pits and steps, robot could pass through the groped area safely. Otherwise, 
the robot needs to implement precise-groping, which can obtain more detail information about 
the groping area.  
5.3.3 Rough Groping 
 In this part, the rough-groping method and the outcome of it will be explained.  
1) Procedure. For E-OCTOPUS, it has four arms. During rough groping process, two (the 
front left (FL) and front right (FR) arm) of these four arms are used to do preliminary detecting. 
Figure 5-4 Rough-groping and outcome 
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In fact, based on the tasks and requirements, any two of these arms can be used in rough groping, 
for example we can use FL and rear left (RF) arm to explore the terrain of left side. But usually, 
the terrain information that in front of robot are most important for rescue tasks. So we chose 
this area to grope in this experiment, as shown in Figure 5-3(a), and the rough-groping order 
and trajectory are shown in Figure 5-4 (a). To improve groping efficiency, two arms will be 
controlled at the same time along the designed points and trajectory to start the preliminary 
exploration. The limit position that robot can grope in 𝑍 coordinate is 𝐻2 below bottom plane 
of robot body. The touch state between the robot arm and environment can be judged by the 
current change of the boom joint.  
Basically, this groping method to get environmental information also can be used in one 
arm robot, but the groping efficiency will be low. Taking into account the time consuming and 
groping resolution, we just set four rough groping lines for two arm’s groping strategy, as 
shown in Figure 5-4. However, according to groping accuracy requirements and the size of 
object that should be detected, the number of groping line can be changed. For instance, we 
have known that there are some small boxes in groping area, operators want to detect these 
boxes and move them away. In this case, the groping accuracy should be high, and we need to 
add more rough groping lines.  
 Based on these designed groping order and groping lines, two arms will reach to the 
specified points of the top horizontal plane, and then move downward until endpoint position 
of robot arm (EPRA) contacted with surrounding environment or EPRA reached the limit (𝐻2) 
position. Then, the arm will stop moving and the stop point positons of two EPRA are recorded 
as 𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐿(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, 𝑧𝑖) for FL arm and 𝑃𝑃𝐹𝑅(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖) for FR arm, 𝑖 ∈[1, 4]. Usually, the terrains in 
disaster site are complex and uneven, to smoothly detect whether there are obstacles between 
two arms, the positions of two EPRA should keep a certain distance with the lowest position 
designed (30 mm in this study) to avoid colliding with ground. Then, along the designed 
trajectory, two arms slowly close to each other. If obstacles were detected, the swing current 
will change greatly after the EPRA touched that obstacle, the touch position between obstacle 
and EPRA is recorded as 𝑂𝑃𝐹𝐿(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, 𝑧𝑖) for FL arm and 𝑂𝑃𝐹𝑅(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, 𝑧𝑖) for FR arm, 𝑖 ∈[1, 4]. 
Otherwise the endpoints of two arms will reach the middle line of groping area. 
2) Outcome.  According to these detected groping data, after analysis we can know the 
simple terrain information, which is shown in Figure 5-4(b). The followings show some 
situations that may meet during rough groping. 
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[Case 1: |  𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐿 . 𝑧𝑖 +  400| < ∂,  and   | 𝑃𝑃𝐹𝑅 . 𝑧𝑖  +  400| < ∂, and   𝑂𝑃𝐹𝐿 . 𝑦𝑖 =
0 , and  𝑂𝑃𝐹𝑅 . 𝑦𝑖 = 0  𝑖 ∊ [1,4]  ] 
 In this case, two arms will not collide with other object, two arms will meet at the centre 
line of groping area.  Due to the structure of E-OCOTPUS, it can pass through the terrain with 
the high different in -30~30 mm easily, so ∂ was set as 30 mm. However, for other robot 
systems, this parameter should be set base on the robot structure. If the preliminary state 
satisfies this situation, we regard there is no object in groping space, and the ground of groped 
space is flat, thus E-OCTOPUS can pass this kind of terrain safely and easily.  
[Case 2:  𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐿 . 𝑧𝑖 +  400 < − ∂,  or 𝑃𝑃𝐹𝑅 . 𝑧𝑖 +  400 < − ∂, 𝑖 ∊ [1,4]  ] 
Figure 5-5 Precise-groping points and trajectory 
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 This case means at least one arm has detected there is a pit in front of robot, and the 
depth of that pit is no smaller than 30 mm.   
[Case 3:  𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐿 . 𝑧𝑖 +  400 > ∂,  or 𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐿 . 𝑧𝑖 +  400 > ∂, 𝑖 ∊ [1,4]  ] 
 This situation shows that there are something in groping space, at least one arm has met 
that object during rough groping process. For cases 2 and 3, we have known that there 
something will block E-OCOTPUS move forward. To better control robot, we need to know 
the detail information of them, and precise-groping should be used. The concrete strategies and 
different cases that may happen will be described in the following part. 
Figure 5-6 Estimated environmental situation 
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5.3.4 Precise Groping and Control 
 To get the detail information, rough-groping is not enough, thus, the precise groping 
control model are needed.  In this section, we will explain how to get the detail information of 
the groping area using precise-groping method. This detail information includes but not limited 
to the positon of pit, the size and height of obstacle. 
A. Precise groping 
 1) Groping using two arms. To understand surrounding environment using the limited 
obtained data, the selection of groping points and groping trajectory are quite important. 
Basically, the obstacles, pit, steps and surrounding terrain should be detected, because they will 
affect the next schedule of robot, such as move forward or get over obstacle. To unify and 
standardize the groping process, the whole groping space should be explored. Taking two-arm 
zone (A) as an example, for balancing the groping time and accuracy, 16 groping points are 
selected, and each arm will grope 8 points. In this case, object size large than 180 mm can be 
detected. Here, we can define that 180 mm is the minimum measurable size, and it takes about 
2 minutes to grope these 16 points. However, if we need to decrease the minimum measurable 
size to 90 mm (one-half), theoretically, we need to grope at least 42 (6 x 7) points and it will 
take more than 5 minutes. Basically, we can use the different minimum measurable size 
depending on situations. 
 2) Arm groping points and trajectory. The groping points and trajectory are shown in 
Figure 5-5. If the FL arm explores point 5 (blue circle) and the FR arm explores point 1 (yellow 
circle) at the same time, two arms will collide with each other due to the robot structure. Thus, 
the groping order is set as shown in Figure 5-5 (a). The disaster site is unstructured and the 
height of object is unknown, so it is difficult to explore along horizontal plane. We thus explore 
along vertical plane, as shown in Figure 5-5. (b). In this method, the ERA slowly moves down 
(25 mm/s) from the highest explore position, which is 400 mm (𝐻1) from the robot body bottom. 
If the control system detected that ERA touched with environment, the height of terrain will be 
calculated and recorded. After that, ERA is lifted to the highest exploration positon and moved 
to the next grope point. The lowest position of contact point is 𝐻2 which is under the bottom of 
the robot body. This position can be set depending on situations and robot structure, for 
OCTOPUS this value should in 0–200 mm. If the arms cannot touch the ground or object on 
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the lowest exploration positon(𝐻2), they move to the next groping point. The contact points are 
recorded as 𝐶𝑃𝐹𝐿(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖) for FL arm and 𝐶𝑃𝐹𝑅(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖) for FR arm, 𝑖 ∈[1, 8].    
 3) Recognition of object size and position. Precise groping reveals detail information of 
the terrain and the object in the groping area. Due to the minimum measurable size, not all of 
the points on object can be detected. Thus, the real object is basically larger than the detected 
object. Therefore, we introduce the concept of a virtual object to approximately describe the 
real object size and position. The shape of the virtual object consists of the lines which connect 
the points (named virtual points 𝑉𝑃𝐹𝐿(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖)  and  𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑅(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖) ) surrounding detected 
objects, as shown in Figure 5-6. The dimensions of these shapes are arranged in descending 
order of virtual object, real object and detected object. The height of 𝐻𝑂𝐵𝐽 can be calculated by 
the following formula, i ∊ [1, 8]. 
 𝑯𝑶𝑩𝑱 =  𝐌𝐚𝐱(𝑪𝑷𝑭𝑳 . 𝒛𝒊 , 𝑪𝑷𝑭𝑹. 𝒛𝒊) −    𝐌𝐢𝐧(𝑪𝑷𝑭𝑳 . 𝒛𝒊 , 𝑪𝑷𝑭𝑹. 𝒛𝒊) 5-1 
B. Manipulation using two arms 
 Based on the groping results, the general information of the objects or terrain in groping 
space can be shown. Except for providing information for locomotion task, the groping result 
also should be useful for manipulation tasks. Because in some cases, the main goal of disaster 
response robot is to move or take objects. Therefore, the groping results should provide some 
necessary information of the object in groping space to easy manipulation tasks. In fact, by 
using the groped data, control system has the ability to give suitable taking points and detect 
whether arms have clamped objects. 
 1) Start taking points. To clamp the object by cooperatively using two arms, both of 
these two arms should have a suitable start position. Here, these start position are recorded as 
𝑆𝑃𝐹𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) for the FL arm and 𝑆𝑃𝐹𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) for the FR arm. To avoid the rotation of object 
during taking process, the 𝑥 and 𝑧 coordinates of two start points should be same. To keep the 
object in balance, we specify the position of taking points as the center of object in the vertical 
direction, as shown in Figure 5-5 (b). The position of start points are decided by the following 
formulas. In these formulas, 𝑖 ∊ [1,8] . 
 {
𝑺𝑷𝑭𝑳. 𝒙 =  𝐀𝐯𝐞(𝑽𝑷𝑭𝑳. 𝒙𝒊 + 𝑽𝑷𝑭𝑹. 𝒙𝒊 ) 
𝑺𝑷𝑭𝑹. 𝒙 =  𝐀𝐯𝐞(𝑽𝑷𝑭𝑳. 𝒙𝒊 + 𝑽𝑷𝑭𝑹. 𝒙𝒊 )
 5-2 
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 {
𝑆𝑃𝐹𝐿 . 𝑦 =  Max(𝑉𝑃𝐹𝐿 . 𝑦𝑖)
𝑆𝑃𝐹𝑅 . y =  Min(𝑉𝑃𝐹𝑅 . 𝑦𝑖)
 5-3 
 {
𝑆𝑃𝐹𝐿 . 𝑧 = Ave(𝐶𝑃𝐹𝐿 . 𝑧𝑖 + 𝐶𝑃𝐹𝑅 . 𝑧𝑖  ) + 0.5𝐻𝑂𝐵𝐽
𝑆𝑃𝐹𝑅 . 𝑧 = Ave(𝐶𝑃𝐹𝐿 . 𝑧𝑖 + 𝐶𝑃𝐹𝑅 . 𝑧𝑖  ) + 0.5𝐻𝑂𝐵𝐽
 5-4 
 The above formulas can make sure that the arms will not collide with object at start 
points, and provide suitable taking distance (the distance from the taking point to the real object). 
Figure 5-6 shows several groping cases and results. For cases Figure 5-6 (a) and (b), E-
OCTOPUS will use two arms to take that object and then transfer it. Because the groping space 
is limited, control system cannot recognize the whole size of object in cases Figure 5-6 (c) and 
(d), thus control system will assume it is a step. As for case Figure 5-6 (e), control system do 
know the detail depth and size of that terrain, so it will consider terrain will extend and it is a 
pit. 
 2) Manipulate object. After the taking positions have been decided, two corresponding 
arms will be controlled to reach these points, then slowly move toward the real object until 
clamped it. The clamping state can be detected by the current of the swing motor. When the 
currents of two motors reached to the setting value, the system regard the situation as two arms 
having clamped objects.  After that, robot will life and transfer it to other place. 
5.4 Experiments and setting  
 For evaluating the proposed groping method, we performed several experiments using 
actual OCTOPUS.  
5.4.1 Control interface and hardware  
 The control system for OCTOPUS mainly includes control interface, feedback interface 
(a master control panel and 3D simulator), and robot side parts (on-board computer and electric 
OCTOPUS). The relationship between them is shown in Figure 3-10, and the main dimensions 
of the arm is shown in Figure 5-2. In this control system, operator inputs simple control 
commands from control levers, such as move direction, start or stop groping. These commands 
are executed by control system automatically. Robot’s state and groped information are shown 
in the master control panel, while the 3D state of robot will be displayed in 3D simulator in real 
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time, as shown in Figure 3-10(b). The control system runs on a Linux platform and developed 
by ROS and GAZEBO. And the detail information transfer flow chart is shown in Figure 3-11. 
Figure 5-7 OCTOPUS arm’s groping and manipulation 
2 5 
6 
4 
3 
1 7 
8 
(a) Experimental site 
(b) Groping and manipulation sequence (cylinder object) 
(c) Manipulation after groping (big cube and irregular object) 
Safety zone and in-vehicle 
camera is available   
Dangerous raw materials  
Smoggy and fire area, external sensors will 
be affected 
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5.4.2 Experiment tasks 
 We set an extreme disaster scenario as shown in Figure 5-7 (a). After an explosion, there 
are still some hazardous raw materials in warehouse of a factory should be transferred to a safe 
Figure 5-8  Groping results (unit: mm) 
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area. Explosion may happen again, it is dangerous for human work in that site. The strong light 
and heavy smog will affect sensor’s functions. Thus, OCTOPUS with groping control system 
was introduced to perform this task. OCTOPUS needs to explore the position of these raw 
materials (or objects with similar size) and take them to the safety zone. In this experiment, we 
assume that the robot has known there are some objects, such as object, step, and pit, from the 
result of rough-groping. Thus, we here examined precise-groping in this experiment. Usually, 
the ground of warehouse should be flat, so 𝐻2 (in Figure 5-3 (b)) was set to 0. In-vehicle camera 
can work in safety zone, but not smoggy and fire area.  
5.5 Results  
 Precise-groping and manipulation results are explained and some key parameters are 
analysed in the following section.  
5.5.1 Arm groping and manipulation sequences  
Figure 5-7 (a) introduces the basic information of experimental site and Figure 5-7 (b) 
shows the groping and manipulation sequences in the task. Robot initialization position is 
shown in Figure 5-7 (b1). After OCTOPUS in a suitable state (i.e., roll and pith angles are small 
than 5°), it starts to grope the space in front of the robot (zone A in Figure 5-3), as shown in 
Figure 5-7 (b2). In  Figure 5-7 (b3), FR arm touched object. After finished groping, two arms 
were controlled to take object based on the calculated object position and size, as shown in  
Figure 5-7 (b4) and (b5). When the object is clamped, two arms lifted and brought it to a suitable 
height, as shown in  Figure 5-7 (b6) and (b7). Then, the operator controlled the robot to move  
forward. After robot left smoggy and fire area, the in-vehicle camera will start to work, and the 
operator can put that object to a right place through the feedback visual information, as shown 
in Figure 5-7  (b8, b9). Note that this groping method is not only useful for regular objects, but 
also for irregular objects, such as in Figure 5-7  (c). 
5.5.2 Results of groping 
 Figure 5-8 shows the groping results in different experiments, including a cylindrical 
object, cuboid object (in groping area and out of groping area), step, and pit. Basically, the 
proposed groping method could recognize different objects such as obstacle, step, and pit, and 
also can relatively accurately calculate positions of this objects and the dimensions of object, 
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which would be useful for the manipulation and locomotion tasks. The estimated error in the 
vertical direction between real objects and groped information is acceptable for executing tasks 
in terms of the robot size.   
5.5.3 Key parameters 
 Figure 5-9 shows the angle and current data of joints in the FR arm during manipulation. 
We could find the steps of groping-based manipulation, which have been introduced in section 
Figure 5-9 Angles and current of joints in FR arm in groping 
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IV, such as precise-groping (A), taking (B), lifting (C), and transferring (D), respectively, as 
shown in Figure 5-9 (a). The FR arm touched the object at first two groping points, so the 
current of the boom joint had significant change as shown in Figure 5-9  (b). On other groping 
points, the ERA reached the lowest groping position. 𝐻2 was set as zero in this experiment, so 
ERA will not collide with ground and the current of the boom joint did not change too much on 
other groping points. It can be also found that after the swing current got larger than the set 
value (1000 mA), the control system will regard two arms have clamped object.  
5.6 Discussion  
This chapter introduced a simple but usable terrain exploration method for multi-arm 
multi-crawler disaster response robot. Basically, this method can be used in extreme 
environments or in some emergency cases such as the environmental detection sensors were 
broken. The assumption and advantages of this method have been described in detail in the 
above sections, however, there are also some limitations for this method [90].  
The first one is work efficiency. For this method, the basic idea is to get the 3D points 
cloud of the surface of ground, and then adjust the terrain depend on these point. Therefore, the 
more points we get, the precise terrain we can build. This concept we have introduced before, 
and describe it using “groping accuracy”. As the accuracy increases, the time increase 
exponentially. Currently, for E-OCTOPUS, the groping accuracy is 180 mm, and the groping 
time is about 2 minutes. If we improve the groping accuracy to 90mm, theoretically, the costing 
time is more than 4 minutes. Correspondingly, if the groping accuracy is 45 mm, 22.5mm, 
11mm, and the consumption of time in turn 8 minutes, 16 minutes and 32 minutes. Obviously, 
the time will be too long if we need to detect small things, and this method is not suitable. To 
solve this problem, one method we can apply is “suspicious point’s detection”, which means 
after preliminary groping, we will not grope all of the area, but just detect some areas around 
these points suspected to be target object. In this case, the costing time will be greatly reduced, 
but how to find “suspicious points” correctly is still a problem.  
Other problem is the shape of detected object. Currently, the shape of the object consists 
of the points around detected areas, however, that is too rough. Sometimes the shape of detected 
objects cannot correctly describe real object, such as when two objects are close to each other, 
but the robot arms did not detect the gap between these two objects, therefore, the control 
system thinks there is just one object. To describe the detected object correctly and in detail, 
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we need to increase the groping points, however, which will increase the costing time. Basically, 
we need to make a balance between costing time, accuracy and the shape of detected objects.  
In addition to the above limitations, other disadvantages such as the detection of objects 
status (movable, weight) is not clear. Anyway, this is one method to make robot to recognize 
and work in unknown disaster site even if all of the environmental sensors were broken. 
Although there are limitations in this method, it is still meaningful and useful.  
In fact, except arms can be used for groping, the four active flippers in E-OCTOPUS also 
can perform exploration tasks. For instance by detecting the corresponding joints torque during 
flippers rotating up and down, we can know the simple terrain before flippers. Basically, the 
torque will change dramatically when flipper touching object, depend on the flipper state in that 
moment, we can know the terrain in front of flipper. Such as if the joint angle of flipper is active 
(flipper is above the ground), there is an obstacle (step), while joint angle of flipper is mines 
(flipper is below the ground), there is a pit in front of that flipper. However, considering that in 
unstructured environments, the first most important thing is to keep robot in balance when robot 
executing tasks, so we do design groping strategy using flippers. 
5.7 Chapter summary 
 To make OCTOPUS have the ability to work in extreme environments, we designed a 
new environmental recognition method in this chapter. 
1) We proposed an environment recognition method without using external sensors for 
risk-tolerance disaster response robot. As a preliminary study, we developed a 
groping method. For the proposed groping method, the robot arms actively touch the 
environment and estimate three-dimensional structure in the front of the robot. The 
groping system detects a collision with objects and judge clamping state by using the 
change of joints current, and localize an object and calculate the dimension of the 
object by using simple joints angle data. 
2) Evaluation experiments were implemented, and the results showed that the proposed 
groping method could recognize fundamental situation of the environment such as 
object, step, and pit. 
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Based on the groped environmental information, OCOTOPUS has ability to recognize 
the surroundings environments. Thus, DRRs could complete moving tasks or removing objects 
by groping without external sensors in unstructured and unknown disaster environments, which 
will be described in detail in chapter 6 and 7.   
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6 COMPOUND LOCOMOTION 
MODE 
 For current DRR systems, there are two problems that have plagued researchers a lot.  
The first one is how to improve DRR performance which include mobility and workability, and 
the second is how to control robot in some extreme cases, such as when most of environmental 
sensors cannot work well, and environmental information became unobtainable. Compared 
with previous crawler and legged robot systems, structurally, multi-arm and multi-flipper type 
recue robot system has better locomotion and manipulation performance. As we have known 
that crawler robots and quadruped robots have their complementary advantages in locomotion, 
such as crawler robot can provide high drive force and legged robot are flexible in uneven 
terrains. Thus, our vision is to combine the advantages of these two kinds of robots in MAMCR 
system. In general, by changing the crawler posture and position, MAMCR (such as four-arm 
four-crawler robot OCTOPUS) has the ability to change the size and shape of robot to adapt to 
some complex and narrow space. Therefore, MAMCR robot system can be used in complex 
and extreme disaster rescue site, for example the environments with heavy smoke, fire or strong 
radiation. Due to reason we have mentioned in chapter 5, the external sensors installed in robot 
may break or cannot work well. So we want to develop a control system for MAMCR to have 
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the mobility to continue implement tasks or return to base under these situation. Therefore, we 
proposed a new locomotion strategy and a corresponding semi-autonomous control strategy for 
realize that strategy for MAMCRs. 
6.1 Chapter purpose  
Depend on the above analysis, there are two main purposes in this chapter.  
1) Design a compound locomotion strategy to maximize terrains adaption ability, self-
balancing capability, and obstacle getting over capability in unstructured disaster site 
for MAMCR.  
2) Design a method to make MAMCR has the ability to understand the environmental 
information without using external sensors during moving. During robot movement, 
robot can explore the terrain and obtain basic information about the surrounding by 
its structure and internal sensors, such as encoder and inertial measurement units. 
Except that control system also have the ability to recognize the relative positional 
relationship between robot and surrounding environment through its arms and 
crawlers state when robot moving.  
3) Develop a semi-autonomous control system to realize this control strategy, so that 
MAMCR can be controlled easily to conduct rescue tasks. As compound locomotion 
strategy is impossible be realized by manually control, thus semi-autonomous control 
system is introduced to simplify the operation of operators. 
6.2 Problems of current DRRs in locomotion tasks 
 As we have introduced in chapter 3, two types of OCTOPUS are developed to balance 
robot mobility and tasks performance.  
6.2.1 Problems 
However, before robot can manipulate objects, they should have the ability to reach the 
designated position in disaster sites. Otherwise, even if robot has strong manipulation 
performance, they can do nothing if they are not in right place. We think this is the reason why 
so many researchers just focus on robot mobility currently. In our control system, it is the same, 
we should first solve the locomotion problem for MAMCR. Thus, we just focus on the mobility 
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of robot in this chapter, and we will discuss robot manipulation functions in chapter 7. Due to 
the complexity of disaster site, DRRs are hoped to have ability to work in any environments of 
disaster site.  
To achieve these goals, many previous researchers have provided us precious experience. 
We know crawler is useful and popular in current robot system design, such as a lot of DRRs 
and construction machines use this kind of structure. TITAN XI [91] is a powerful robot, it 
consists of four arms (legs) and two main crawlers. This robot has the ability to change 
locomotion strategies for adapting to different terrains, for example it can move fast using 
crawlers and walk slowly on uneven ground using four legs. However, these two locomotion 
modes are divided, operator can choose one depend on work site. Basically, legged robots are 
more suitable for passing through complex and uneven terrains [92]. Because MAMCR has 
crawlers and legs (arms) at the same time, theoretically, this kind of robot can use the crawlers 
to provide high driven force, and use legs to improve robot stability and assist robot to move 
like legged robot. 
6.2.2 Solutions 
To solve the above problems, we introduced compound locomotion method for MAMCR 
systems, to control the movement of crawlers and arms (legs) systematically for robot 
locomotion. In this new robot movement strategy, crawlers provide the main driven force for 
robot system, and arms are used for supporting robot’s movement like a quadruped robot. 
Theoretically, this kind of compound locomotion strategy can not only atone the disadvantages 
of crawler and walking, but also combine the merits of these locomotion strategies in one 
method. 
 However, two fundamental technical problems should be dealt with before we can 
realize the proposed compound locomotion. The first one is how to combine crawling and 
walking reasonably. As we know, the control strategies of crawlers and legs are real different, 
therefore we need to design a comprehensive method to combine them perfectly. The second 
one is we should have the ways to get the necessary terrain information and the concrete 
position relationship between each part of robot and environment just use few vision sensors. 
Now, many researchers focus on SLAM system to get environmental information, to build 3D 
terrain maps and to describe the position and posture relationship between robot and 
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environment. But, SLAM system cannot fully tell the detail relationship between the 
surrounding and each part of robot, for example the contact state between crawlers and ground.  
Therefore, one aim of compound locomotion is to combine the merits of crawler 
locomotion method and walking method to full play the role of multi-arm and multi-crawler 
structure, and then maximum the mobility of MAMCR. Other aim is to solve the problem that 
external sensors are easily broken in some extreme disaster site. By using the moveable parts 
like arm to explore environment during robot moving, we can get some basic but important 
environmental information for robot moving, such as the height of obstacle and the inclination 
angle of terrain. This method likes human’s exploring the surrounding in dark and invisible 
environment. 
 
(b) AWM 
Just arms drive robot, likes a quadruped robot. Robot body off the ground 
Arms cooperate with crawlers 
(a) CCM 
Just crawlers drive robot, likes a conventional crawler robot 
(c) CLM 
Crawlers cooperate with arms in all the course of robot moving 
Figure 6-1 Locomotion modes of multi-crawler multi-arm robot 
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 In the following parts of this chapter, we will describe the designed locomotion mode, 
as well as the fundamental requirements and functions in detail. And the semi-autonomous 
control systems and experiments will also be introduced. 
6.3 Classification of locomotion modes  
 Multi-crawler multi-arm structure make robot has flexible locomotion methods. 
Basically, depend on environmental situation and collaborative relationships of robot arms and 
crawlers, there are three basic locomotion modes, respectively, crawler crawling mode (CCM), 
arm walking mode (AWM) and compound locomotion mode (CLM), as shown in Figure 6-1 
(a)–(c). 
6.3.1 Crawler-crawling mode (CCM)  
 This mode is popular in not only DRR field, but also in other robot systems, as shown 
in Figure 6-1 (a). Basically, robot can move fast on flat ground and at the same time it has the 
ability to adapt to complex terrain. This locomotion method can be realized by manually control 
or well-designed autonomous control system [93]–[95]. 
6.3.2 Arm-walking mode (AWM) 
 In this locomotion mode, just legs (arms) are used for support robot body and drive 
robot, as shown in Figure 6-1 (b). We can regard MAMCR robot as a multi-legged robot [89], 
[26]. Because too many DOF should be controlled simultaneously, to make robot walk along 
the gait, manual control is impossible and intelligent autonomous control systems are necessary.  
6.3.3 Compound-locomotion mode (CLM) 
 In this locomotion mode, robot crawlers and arms are required to work together to make 
robot system work efficiently, as shown in Figure 6-1 (c). During robot moving, the crawlers 
generate main force to drive robot. The position of robot arms and flippers will be adjusted in 
real time to adapt to complex environment to assist to drive robot. In addition, by the support 
of robot arms, MAMCR system could have better stable state (bigger stability margin) during 
locomotion tasks. Generally, in the environment that terrain information is clear, robot arms 
can be used for assisting robot movement, for example providing additional force to climb stair. 
But, most of the time, the environmental information of disaster site is unknown or unstructured, 
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fortunately, during locomotion process, the basic but important information that affect robot 
moving tasks can be got by CLM system. Due to the larger number of DOF, it is real difficult 
to precisely control every joint in robot manually to make robot realize CLM locomotion 
method. We know that, semi-autonomous control system has the flexibility of human control 
and accuracy of autonomous control at the same time, thus it quite suitable in complex disaster 
rescue works. And this control system will be used for realizing CLM locomotion mode. 
6.4 Requirements for CLM 
Currently, there is no report about CLM control mode that have been used in robot system. 
Due to the problems mentioned in the above, some issues should be solved for designing CLM 
locomotion mode. To deal with this, we need to clear some fundamental requirements and 
preparations.    
6.4.1 Requirements of control system 
 According to the analysis in the above parts, to control multi-crawler and multi-arm 
structure robots in complex unstructured disaster environments, the semi-autonomous control 
system for CLM is required to have the following functions. 
 System can understand the main parameters about disaster site, for example the height 
of obstacle, the positional relationship between robot body and object.  
 System can understand robot state, and have the ability to adjust robot state in real time. 
As the disaster site is complex, robot arms may slip or off the ground, thus, the control 
system should can turn robot state to normal after these things happened.  
 System can understand robot stability margin and adjust robot stable state in real time. 
Because emergencies or unexpected things may happen in anytime, to make robot can 
work efficiently, automatically adjust the robot balance is necessary. 
For realizing these requirements, the control strategies for robot arms and crawlers need 
to be well-designed. 
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6.4.2 Preparation: coordinate systems  
 The main dimensions of OCTOPUS is shown in Figure 6-2. Each arm consists of three 
main joints named swing, boom and elbow respectively. The main Denavit–Hartenberg (D-H) 
parameters of one robot arm are shown in Table 6-I. Depend on this table and forward 
kinematics, the coordinates of end point of robot arm (EPRA) ( 𝑥′, 𝑦′, 𝑧′) in joint coordinate 
system {𝐽}  (as shown in Figure 6-2), can be got as following. 
Figure 6-2 Main dimension of E-OCTOPUS (unit: mm) 
𝑙1  
𝑙2   
Parameters: 
𝑙1= 490  
𝑙2= 530 
𝑑3= 78 
𝑑3   
𝑛 
𝑚 
{𝐽}: Joint coordinate system 
Joints name: 
𝜃1: Swing 
𝜃2: Boom 
𝜃3: Elbow 
Endpoint 
𝜃1 
𝜃2 
𝜃3 
𝑋 
𝑍 
𝑌 {𝐽} 
82 
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 𝑥′ = 𝑙2cos(𝜃1)cos(𝜃2  + 𝜃3)  +  𝑙1cos (𝜃1)cos (𝜃2)  + 𝑑3sin(𝜃1) , 6-1 
 𝑦′ = 𝑙2sin(𝜃1)cos(𝜃2  + 𝜃3) + 𝑙1 sin(𝜃1) cos(𝜃2) − 𝑑3 cos(𝜃1),  6-2 
  𝑧′ = −𝑙2sin(𝜃2  + 𝜃3) −  𝑙1 cos(𝜃2),  6-3 
For easily the development of control system, the coordinate system which is used for 
describing robot and surrounding environment are defined, as shown in Figure 6-3 (a, b).  It is 
a normal right-hand coordinate system that fix on robot, we call it robot coordinate system and 
use the mark {𝑅} to represent it. For same special case, such as data of robot roll, pitch and yaw 
angles equal zero, the three axes of {𝑅} has the same active directions with world coordinate 
system{𝑊}. To get the coordinate value of EPRA in  {𝑅}, we just need to do a coordinate 
transformation from {𝐽} to {𝑅}. Such as for left front arm, assume that the position of left front 
EPRA point (𝑃1 in Figure 6-3 (a)) in {𝑅} is(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) , thus we have  
Front part 
Rear part 
 𝑌 
 
𝑋 
 𝑍 
 
𝑋 
𝐻𝐸𝑆𝑇 
𝑇𝑃 
Horizontal line 
Robot COG 
(a) Robot coordinate system 
(b) Terrain exploration 
Left side 
Right side 
𝑃3(𝑥3, 𝑦3, 𝑧3) 
𝑃4(𝑥4, 𝑦4, 𝑧4) 
𝑃2(𝑥2, 𝑦2, 𝑧2) 
𝑃1(𝑥1, 𝑦1, 𝑧1) 
𝑅𝑃 
𝑋 
𝑍 
{𝑅} 
{𝑅} 
Figure 6-3 Coordinate systems of E-OCOTPUS 
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 𝑥 = 𝑚/2 + 𝑥′, 6-4 
 
𝑦 = 𝑛/2 + 𝑦′, 6-5 
 𝑧 =  𝑧′,  6-6 
6.4.3 Preparation: terrain exploration (estimation of height of obstacle) 
 One aim of CLM is to get some necessary terrain information without using external 
sensors. Here, when robot EPRA contacting with surrounding, by reading the main angles of 
robot arm joints, and depend on the forward kinematics, we can obtain the EPRA point 3D 
information easily. And then depend on these data and the robot sensors data, we can calculate 
the terrain information, such as the height of obstacle 𝐻𝐸𝑆𝑇 , as shown in  Figure 6-3 (b). In the 
following part the symbols 𝑧1~𝑧4  mean the 𝑧 coordinate of robot four EPRAs, namely 𝑃1, 𝑃2, 
𝑃3 and 𝑃4, as shown in Figure 6-3 (a). 𝜎1 , 𝜎2 and 𝜎3 are changeable value for describing terrain 
state. 
Case 1: Flat terrain |𝒛𝟏 − 𝒛𝟒|< 𝝈𝟏 and |𝒛𝟐 − 𝒛𝟑|< 𝝈𝟏.  
 This case indicates that robot is running on a flat ground. And the height different of 
robot front part and rear part is smaller than 𝜎1. 
Case 2: Upward step or slope 𝝈𝟏<(𝒛𝟏 − 𝒛𝟒)< 𝝈𝟐 and  𝝈𝟏<(𝒛𝟐 − 𝒛𝟑)< 𝝈𝟐. 
 This means robot has met an upward step or obstacle. However, based on robot structure 
and control system, system can come over this steps lower than 𝜎2.  
Case 3: Download step or pit −𝝈𝟑<(𝒛𝟏 − 𝒛𝟒)<−𝝈𝟏 and −𝝈𝟑<(𝒛𝟐 − 𝒛𝟑)< −𝝈𝟏.  
Table 6-I D-H Parameters of one E-OCTOPUS Arm (unit: mm) 
𝑖  𝑎𝑖−1  𝜕𝑖−1  𝑑𝑖  𝜃𝑖 
1  0  0  0  𝜃1 
2  90°  0  0  𝜃2 
3  0  490 (𝑙1)  78(𝑑3)  𝜃3 
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 In this case, robot met a downward step or a pit. But because the depth of this pit or step 
is smaller than 𝜎3 , so our robot system can pass through it. 
 Except the above situations, when robot running on an uneven terrain, the inclination 
angle about that terrains can also be got, as following: 
𝑇𝑃 = (𝑧1 + 𝑧2 − 𝑧3 − 𝑧4)/(𝑥1 + 𝑥2 − 𝑥3 − 𝑥4)  , 6-7 
𝑇𝑅 = (𝑧1 + 𝑧4 − 𝑧2 − 𝑧3)/(𝑥1 + 𝑥4 − 𝑥2 − 𝑥3), 6-8 
Where, 𝑇𝑃 and 𝑇𝑅 are pitch and roll angles of the robot surrounding terrain in {𝑊}. While  
𝑅𝑃 and 𝑅𝑅 respect the pitch and roll angle of robot, which can be got form IMU sensors. For 
case 2, there is an obstacle is in front of robot, as shown in Figure 6-3(b), by using the arms to 
explore, we can estimate the height of this obstacle  𝐻𝐸𝑆𝑇 , which is  
𝑯𝑬𝑺𝑻 = (𝒛𝟏 + 𝒛𝟐 − 𝒛𝟑 − 𝒛𝟒)/𝟐, 6-9 
 Obviously, this parameter is quite important for robot moving, it can be used for 
adjusting whether robot has the ability to pass through the terrain in front of robot. If this height 
is in the ability of robot, it will try to get over that obstacle, otherwise, control system will plan 
a new route.  
𝑃𝑅  (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)  Pitch  
Roll  
𝐻1 
: Robot coordinate system 
: Calculation coordinate system 
𝐺: Robot COG in {𝑅} 
𝑃𝑅 : The center of rear 
two EPRA in {𝑅} 
𝐻2 
𝐻 
𝑌 
𝑍 
𝑋 
𝑋 
𝑌 
𝑍 
𝐺 
𝑋 
{𝑅} 
{𝐶} 
{𝑅} 
{𝐶} 
{𝑅} 
𝑆 
Figure 6-4 Calculation of robot COG height 
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6.4.4 Preparation: recognition of COG position of robot 
 During robot moving, particularly when robot is climbing over an object, robot COG 
position is a very important parameter and should be known by control system in real time. By 
using the robot COG position, we can get the positional relationship between robot and object 
to design the locomotion plan for control system. Theoretically, depend on the robot internal 
sensors data and robot structure, it is not difficult to get the position of robot COG. Due to the 
structure of OCTOPUS, the weight of it is mainly in chassis, and the COG position is low. 
Therefore, we regard that OCTOPUS COG position will not change too much during 
locomotion task. For ease of calculation, we regard robot COG is fixed during locomotion tasks. 
Here, to calculate robot COG position in {𝑊}, a calculation coordinate system {𝐶} is needed. 
This coordinate system has the same coordinate origin with {𝑅} and same directions with {𝑊}.  
According to the preliminary experiments in chapter 3, it is got that the yaw angel of H-
OCTOPUS just change slight in VR simulator. For real electric OCTOPUS, there is no sensor 
to measure robot yaw angle. Thus this data is unobtainable in real robot system. To make the 
developed program and algorithms have the compatibly with real robot system, we regard the 
yaw angle of robot is fixed during our experiments. The relationship between {𝑅} and {𝐶} is 
shown in Figure 6-4. In this figure, 𝑃 respects the center two rear EPRAs. Depend on the 
forward kinematics, we can get the 3D coordinates of it in {𝑅}, which is 𝑃𝑅  (𝑋𝑅, 𝑌𝑅, 𝑍𝑅). As 
correspondence, P in {𝐶} is denoted 𝑃𝐶 (𝑋𝐶, 𝑌𝐶, 𝑍𝐶), thus we can get that  
 𝑯𝟏 = |𝒁𝑪|, 6-10 
To get 𝑃𝐶  from 𝑃𝑅 ,a transition coordinate system {𝑀} and two rotation factors ( 𝑅 𝑀
𝐶  
and 𝑅𝑅
𝑀 ) are needed. We have the following requirements for {𝑀}, it has the same 𝑥-axis 
direction with {𝑅}, and rotate 𝐴𝑅  degrees around 𝑥-axis. Thus, 
 𝑷𝑪 = 𝑹 𝑴
𝑪 𝑹𝑹
𝑴 𝑷𝑹 , 6-11 
 According to the relationship between {𝑅}, {𝑀} and {𝐶},  the following two rotation 
factors can be got, which are. 
𝑹 = [
𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝑨𝑷) 𝟎 − 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝑨𝑷)
𝟎 𝟏 𝟎
𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝑨𝑷) 𝟎 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝑨𝑷)
] 𝑴
𝑪 , 6-12 
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𝑅 = [
1 0 0
0 cos(𝐴𝑅) sin(𝐴𝑅)
0 − sin(𝐴𝑅) cos(𝐴𝑅)
] 𝑅
𝑀 ,  6-13 
 As we have known 𝑃𝑅 ,  
𝑃𝑅 =  [
𝑋𝑅
𝑌𝑅
𝑍𝑅
] , 6-14 
 Thus, 
 𝑷𝑪 =  [
𝑿𝑪
𝒀𝑪
𝒁𝑪
]= 𝑹 𝑴
𝑪 𝑹𝑹
𝑴 𝑷𝑹 = 
[
𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝑨𝑷) 𝑿𝑹 + 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝑨𝑷) 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝑨𝑹)𝒀𝑹 − 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝑨𝑷) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝑨𝑹)𝒁𝑹
𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝑨𝑹) 𝒀𝑹 + 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝑨𝑹) 𝒁𝑹
𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝑨𝑷) 𝑿𝑹 − 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝑨𝑷) 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝑨𝑹)𝒀𝑹 + 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝑨𝑷) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝑨𝑹)𝒁𝑹
], 
6-15 
(a) Before front flippers meet obstacle 
𝐹 
𝑇 
(b) After front flippers meet obstacle 
Flipper torque 
Gravity of flipper 
Friction 
Supporting force 
𝑇 
𝐹𝑓 
𝐹𝑓 𝑚𝑔 
𝑚𝑔 
Figure 6-5 Force analysis of robot front flippers 
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 Therefore, 𝐻1 can be calculated, 
𝑯𝟏 = 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝑨𝑷) 𝑿𝑹 − 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝑨𝑷) 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝑨𝑹)𝒀𝑹  + 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝑨𝑷) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝑨𝑹)𝒁𝑹, 6-16 
 In the same way 𝐻2 can be got, therefore we can calculate the value of height of COG  , 
which is  
𝑯 = 𝑯𝟏 − 𝑯𝟐, 6-17 
In addition to 𝐻, other parameter which is the length of obstacle edge to front flipper 𝑆 
(as shown in Figure 6-4) is also important during getting over obstacle. Before front flipper met 
step, 𝑆 was set as zero. The sampling frequency of our VR simulator is 50 Hz, thus, we can 
regard the pitch angle  𝑅𝑃 (𝑖)  is fixed in one sampling period. In here 𝑖 is the sampling order. 
Because the speed of crawler can be set a fixed value depend on terrain in CLM, we assume the 
move distance of robot in one sampling period is 𝐿. If there is no sliding, the distance is gave 
by, 
 𝑺 = ∑ 𝑳 ∗ 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝑹𝑷(𝒊))
𝒏
𝒊=𝟎
, 6-18 
6.5 Control system design for CLM 
 During rescue task, CLM control system will check robot state in  every sampling period, 
then depend on the control commands (such as move forward, turn right or left) and control 
algorithms, concrete command signal will be sent to each joint. Basically, there are two main 
control rules as following. 
6.5.1 Crawler controls  
Different kinds of control systems for multi-crawler DRRs system to adapt to complex 
terrain have been developed by previous researchers. The crawler control strategies in CLM 
mode is designed as following. For obtaining terrain information in front of robot, we set the 
front flippers keep a certain angle with ground during robot moving. Through the force analysis, 
it can be found that before and after two front flippers met obstacle, the torque applied on flipper 
joint will be different, as shown in Figure 6-5. Combined with the terrain information that got 
by arms, control system for CLM has the ability to know the relationship with obstacle and 
what should robot do, which we will detail in arm control part. Basically, for obtaining terrain 
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information using front flippers, the following cases are common. In the following parts, 𝑇′ and 
𝐴′ means the torque and angle of front flipper joints in the last sampling period.  𝑇0 is threshold 
can be used for describing terrain situation, while 𝐴 is flipper joint control command in the next 
control period. 
Case 1: |𝑻′| < 𝑻𝟎 (low torque) 
Control rule: 𝑨 = 𝑨′ 
 Even if robot running on flat ground, the vibration is inevitable. When our robot is in 
this case, the front flippers position will not change in next control period.  
Case 2: |𝑻′| > 𝑻𝟎 (high torque) 
Control rule: 𝑨 = 𝑨′ − ∆𝑨 ∗ (𝑻′/|𝑻′|). 
 ∆𝐴  is control data of front flipper, it can be changed based on system sampling 
frequency and joint response speed. Thus the front flipper can adjust their position an posture 
automatically, such as they will rotate up after met obstacles, and rotate down when met a pit. 
Case 3: 𝑨′ >  𝑨𝟎 (flippers in limitation position) 
Control rule: 𝑨 = 𝑨′ − ∆𝑩. 
 𝐴0  is a set limit value and ∆𝐵  is another control amplitude for robot getting over 
obstacle. If this situation happened, the control system for CLM regards there are obstacles 
block the way. Combined with four arms state, control system know when and how to get over 
these obstacles, which will be detailed in flowing parts.  
6.5.2 Arms and crawlers control in rough terrain passing. 
 When crawler robot passing through uneven terrains, crawlers should completely fit 
with ground to provide drive force, thus the robot posture will change with terrain in real time. 
This is not good for some application, such as to build 3D map of the disaster site. However, in 
CLM locomotion mode, arms can provide additional support and driven force for robot, and 
crawlers do not have to fully fit the ground. Except that, the assist of arms will greatly increase 
robot stability margin to keep robot in balance. For the above analysis, robot controlled by CLM 
locomotion mode can run smoothly and stably. 
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 1) Robot gait design: In CLM mode, we can regard the arms as legs. For any legged 
robot, a suitable locomotion gait is necessary in robot control. Basically, several potential gait 
patterns are suitable for quadruped robot controlling, for example crawl gait, ace gait, trot gait 
and bounce gait [89]. Generally, the robot move speed is slow in complex disaster site, 
combined with robot structure, crawl gait is thus suitable to control the arms of MAMCR in 
CLM mode [96]. In addition to these support point made by arms, robot system has other stable 
support points made by crawlers and flippers. In most cases, crawlers and flippers can provide 
stable support for robot and keep it in balance. Thus, during transferring legs process, robot 
does have to adjust its COG position to one side [97] [98] to avoid loss balance in CLM.  
Sub crawler Robot arm 
(a) (c) (b) 
(d) (e) (f) 
Arm transfer New stop point 
Robot COG 
Figure 6-6 Gait of robot arms during compound locomotion 
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The gait for CLM locomotion mode is shown in Figure 6-6.  From this figure, we can find 
there are at least three support points made by arms in any time. The blue polygon in Figure 
6-6 shows the robot stable state during locomotion. It can be found that four crawlers are always 
included in blue polygon, which means robot in CLM always has better stable state than CCM.  
 2) Arm transfer: Because the terrain is complex and unstructured in disaster site, thus 
robot arms should adapt to these kind of environments automatically. For walking robot, to 
make robot arm can follow the designed gait, every leg needs to have a suitable stop position 
after transferred. Based on the robot structure, and to make sure robot has the bigger stability 
margin, the target coordinates of each EPRA after arm transfer in {𝑅} are specified as listed in 
Table 6-II. Thus according to these designed stop points and equations (6-1~ 6–6), angle (like  
𝜃1, 𝜃2, 𝜃3) of each joint in robot arm can be got. Because the expression of each angle is long, 
they will not be listed in here. 
 3) Trajectory plan of EPRA: Except the current position and target position of EPRA 
are important, the movement route of EPRA between these two points is also affect robot 
locomotion performance. To avoid transferring arms are blocked, as well as to reach the 
designed position to get terrain information, the transfer route of EPRA should be high. 
Therefore, the following EPRA trajectory is designed. It includes three main steps, which are 
lifting arm (0–𝑇1), rotating arm (𝑇1–𝑇2) and down arm (𝑇2–𝑇3). 
𝜽𝟏 = {
𝜽𝟏
′ ;                          𝜽𝟐
′ < 𝟎. 𝟔 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝒕 < 𝑻𝟏          
𝜽𝟏
′ +  ∆𝑨;            𝜽𝟐
′ ≥ 𝟎. 𝟔 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝑻𝟏 ≤ 𝒕 < 𝑻𝟐
𝜽𝟏
′ ;                        𝑻𝟐 ≤ 𝒕                                    
, 6-19 
Table 6-II Designed Coordinate for Four Arms Transfer in {R} (unit: mm) 
EPRA  Initialization coordinate 
  
(when robot start) 
 Target coordinates 
(after arm transfer) 
𝑃1  (540, 399, -433)  (618,399,-433) 
𝑃2  (298, -399, -433)  (618,-399,-433) 
𝑃3  (-419, 399, -433)  (-121,399,-433) 
𝑃4  (-618, -399, -433)  (-121,399,-433) 
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𝜃2 = {
𝜃2
′ +  ∆𝐵;          𝜃2
′ < 0.6 and 𝑡 < 𝑇1          
𝜃2
′ ;                      𝜃2
′ ≥ 0.6 and 𝑇1 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑇2
𝜃2
′ −  ∆𝐵;         𝑇2 ≤ 𝑡 <   𝑇3                      
, 6-20 
𝜃3 = {
𝜃3
′ +  ∆𝐶;            𝜃2
′ < 0.6 and 𝑡 < 𝑇1          
𝜃3
′ ;                        𝜃2
′ ≥ 0.6 and 𝑇1 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑇2
𝜃3
′ −  ∆𝐶;             𝑇2 ≤ 𝑡 <  𝑇3                      
, 6-21 
where 𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , 𝜃3  are the control commands for swing, boom and elbow three joints, 
and 𝜃1
′, 𝜃2
′, 𝜃3
′
 are the joints angle get from encoder in last sampling period. ∆𝐴, ∆𝐵 and ∆𝐶 
are control amplitudes to adjust each joint.  
 4) Arm stop: Robot arms will move along the designed trajectory to reach the designed 
position. However, because disaster site is complex and unknown, it is difficult to make sure  
the arms stop at the target points precisely. The boom current will change greatly if arm collide 
with environments or objects, then robot arm will stop in this situation, thus the boom current 
can be set as a signal to detect arm’s stop. Generally, the following cases may happen after arms 
are stop. Here,  𝑃𝑖_𝑎(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) is the actual stop point of EPRA and 𝑃𝑖_𝑡(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) is the target 
positon that EPRA.  ∆𝐶  and ∆𝐷  are the control thresholds to distinguish the relationship 
between setting value and real data, and they can be adjusted according to the requirements of 
control accuracy. 
Case 1: |𝑷𝒊_𝒂(𝒙) − 𝑷𝒊_𝒕(𝒙)| > ∆𝑪  
 This indicates that there are obstacles block arms, and these arms cannot reach target 
position.  
Case 2: |𝑷𝒊_𝒂(𝒙) − 𝑷𝒊_𝒕(𝒙)| < ∆𝑪 and 𝑷𝒊_𝒂(𝒛) − 𝑷𝒊_𝒕(𝒛) > ∆𝑫  
 This indicates that there are objects on target position, and the EPRA collide with that 
objects then stopped on the top them. 
Case 3: |𝑷𝒊_𝒂(𝒙) − 𝑷𝒊_𝒕(𝒙)| < ∆𝑪  and 𝑷𝒊_𝒂(𝒛) − 𝑷𝒊_𝒕(𝒛) < −∆𝑫  
 This indicates that it is a pit on designed target position, and EPRA stopped at the bottom 
of this pit. In the last step of transferring arm, EPRA will keep moving downward until the stop 
signal (boom current) is detected or the EPAR reached the lowest position. If robot arm cannot 
touch the ground after robot joints reached limit position, it indicates that it is a deep pit that 
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robot may not have the ability to pass it. To keep robot in safe, other stop point and new robot 
transferring trajectory will be planed. 
 5) Arm moving: It can be imaged that robot arms will support robot stably and 
continuously, if the contact points of robot and environment remains unchanged. However, for 
actual use, the slight position change of contact points is promised, that will not affect robot 
stable state too much. But, theoretically, the control goal during robot moving is to keep contact 
points fixed. To realize this purpose, we should have a method to minimize the position change 
of contact points. Our method is to adjust robot joints based on robot state and sensors 
information in real time to make it adapt to the surrounding environment. To avoid robot arms 
are damaged during robot moving, two axes passive wheel is designed and used in our robot 
system, as shown in Figure 6-7. Basically, depend on robot state and explored terrain 
information, we can predict the state of robot in next control period, as shown in Figure 6-7. 
There are two states of robot in this figure, we call them state 1 and state 2. Correspondingly, 
the contact points of robot arm and ground are ( 𝑃𝐴1, 𝑃𝐵1 ) and   ( 𝑃𝐴2, 𝑃𝐵2 ). Generally, during 
robot moving forward, the change of robot in y-axis is quite small. For convenience of 
calculation, we can regard it is not change. Thus we have :  
 For rear two arms: 
State 1 State 2 
𝑃𝐴2 
Axis one  
Axis two  
Try to keep in a fixed position 
COG of robot 
EPRA can move in a small scale 
and do not break robot arm through this 
kind of structure 
𝑃𝐵2 𝑃𝐵1 
𝑃𝐴1 
Figure 6-7 Robot moving state and arm end with two-axis 
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𝑃𝐴2(𝑥) = 𝑃𝐴1(𝑥) + 𝐿cos(𝑇𝑃 − 𝑅𝑃), 6-22 
𝑃𝐴2(𝑦) = 𝑃𝐴1(𝑦), 6-23 
𝑃𝐴2(𝑧) = 𝑃𝐴1(𝑧) + 𝐿sin(𝑇𝑃 − 𝑅𝑃), 6-24 
And for front two arms: 
𝑷𝑩𝟐(𝒙) = 𝑷𝑩𝟏(𝒙) − 𝑳𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝑻𝑷 − 𝑹𝑷), 6-25 
𝑃𝐵2(𝑦) = 𝑃𝐵1(𝑦), 6-26 
𝑃𝐵2(𝑧) = 𝑃𝐵1(𝑧) + 𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑇𝑃 − 𝑅𝑃), 6-27 
Where, 𝑇𝑃 means the explored terrain pitch angle, while 𝑅𝑃 refers to robot pitch angle in 
state 1, and 𝐿 instead the move distance of robot in one sampling period.  
(g) 
(a) 
(c) 
(e) 
(d) 
(f) 
(b) 
(h) 
Figure 6-8 Sequence of robot climbing step in CLM 
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6.5.3 Arms and crawlers control in getting over obstacle  
 It is normal to find steps and high obstacles in disaster site, especially the site is used to 
be a human living area. Basically, for DRRs, step getting over performance is one of the 
important functions for disaster response tasks. Theoretically, CLM locomotion mode should 
have better climbing ability and better stable state them CCM mode in step climbing tasks. The 
following are the climbing strategies of CLM in this task. 
 Before robot arms explored the obstacle or step, robot keeps walking and crawling along 
the designed gait and route, as shown in Figure 6-66 and Figure 6-8. Depend on robot state and 
explored terrain information, semi-autonomous control system keeps calculating and predicting 
the terrain in front of robot.  After robot arm stopped at a high position, control system regards 
there are something in front, and maybe it is a step, like the situation that described in Figure 
6-8 (b). Then, robot keep moving and adjust the posture and position of another front arm to try 
to touch that “step”. If both of two front arms have contacted with “step”, the height of “step” 
𝐻𝐸𝑆𝑇  can be got depend on formula 6-9. By comparing calculated 𝐻𝐸𝑆𝑇   and the setting 
threshold (for example the case 2 of terrain exploration), we can judge whether robot has that 
ability to climb this step, as shown in Figure 6-8 (c). Basically, flippers have the function to 
adapt to terrain automatically, front flippers will rotate up if they touched step. When two front 
flippers joints reach to the limit (85° in this robot), robot will stop to adjust the position and 
posture of four arms for climbing step, as shown in Figure 6-8 (d). Then, robot flippers joints 
(𝐴 and 𝐴′, as shown in “Crawler control” part) and all boom joints (𝜃2 and 𝜃2
′  as shown in 
Figure 6-2) of arms rotate down to lift robot body. The control strategies are listed as following  
𝜃2 =  {
𝜃2
′ +  ∆𝐸;   𝐻 < 𝐻𝐸𝑆𝑇  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆 < 0.3                         
 𝜃2
′  − ∆𝐸;   𝐻 > 𝐻𝐸𝑆𝑇 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆 > 0.3 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜃2
′ > 0  
, 6-28 
𝐴 =  {
𝐴′  − ∆𝐹;   𝐻 < 𝐻𝐸𝑆𝑇  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆 < 0.3                         
 𝐴′ +  ∆𝐹;   𝐻 > 𝐻𝐸𝑆𝑇 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆 > 0.3 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴
′  < 0  
, 6-29 
In here ∆𝐸 and ∆𝐹 mean adjusting amplitudes for boom joints and flipper joints. Based 
on the friction force between crawlers and step, as well as the support of arms, robot has the 
ability to climb step slowly, as shown in Figure 6-8 (e). During this process, the pitch angle of 
robot changes too fast, robot system cannot response so quick to follow the posture change of 
robot if we want to keep contact points fixed. Fox example, the boom joint may need to rotate 
5° in one sampling period 0.02 second), but it is impossible. After robot COG position (𝐻 in 
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Figure 6-5) is higher than estimated step height (𝐻𝐸𝑆𝑇 in (9)) and the moving distance (𝑆 in 
Figure 6-5) reaches set value (0.3 m, depend on robot structure shown in Figure 6-2, which can 
make sure robot stop safely on the top of step ). After then, robot will release its flippers and 
arms to make crawlers fit the step surface, as shown in Figure 6-8 (f, g, and h).  
6.6 Experiments in VR simulator 
 For valuating this CLM locomotion mode, the developed VR simulator [78] which has 
been introduced in chapter 3 and the MAMCR OCOTPUS are used as our platform.  
6.6.1 Control system of VR simulator 
 Robot system which includes control interface, hardware has been introduced in chapter 
3. For electric OCOTPUS, to keep robot in safe state reason, our control system combined semi-
autonomous control mode (one operator) and full manual control mode (two operators). Most 
of cases, OCOTPUS is controlled by semi-autonomous control system. Operator just need to 
input simple high level control commands such as move forward and turn right, then 
autonomous control system will parse these commands and generate signal that can be executed 
by every joints. Two operators control system is used for monitoring the state of OCTOPUS. 
These two operators can take over the control right of OCTOPUS in anytime, to avoid the 
accidents.  
6.6.2 Experimental tasks 
 The purpose of CLM and the corresponding semi-autonomous control system is to 
improve the mobility and environmental adaptation of multi-arm multi-crawler robot like 
OCTOPUS. Therefore, the designed experiments mainly for testing these two functions. 
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 Getting over obstacle (test for mobility in unstructured environment). Basically, it is 
regarded that if the robot system that can get over higher step or obstacle, it has better 
climbing capability. In these experiments, we designed three fundamental tasks which are 
common in disaster rescue site. They are climbing a one-terrace step, climbing a two-
Figure 6-9 Locomotion sequences of two locomotion modes 
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terrace step from positive face and climbing a two-terrace step from side face. Based on 
OCTOPUS structure, which is shown in Figure 6-2, OCTOPUS has the ability to climb 
steps which are lower than 250 mm using only flippers. So, for testing the performance of 
CLM, the height of step should higher than 250 mm. In Japan, the height of two terraces 
step is about 400mm, so we set it as the height of those steps [71]. As comparison 
experiment, CCM locomotion mode is also tested in one-terrace step climbing task. For 
CCM locomotion mode, two operators control OCOTPUS manually based on sufficient 
visual information. For CLM, just one operator is need to control robot, and this operator 
just need to input robot move direction based on visual information obtained from in-
vehicle camera. It is need to point out that, CLM control system does not any information 
about robot surrounding environments in our setting.  
 Passing through rough road (test for mobility in unknown environment). In this test, there 
is a 500 mm height obstacle in the way of robot moving forward. The distance between 
robot right side and concrete block is about 10 mm. During robot moving, the right side 
arms will collide with this obstacle and the automatically adapt it. Like the first task, 
environmental information is also unknown by control system.  
6.7 Experimental results in simulator  
After testing, the results are shown as followings.  
6.7.1 One-terrace step getting over capability 
 The locomotion sequences of OCTOPUS in CCM and CLM is shown in Figure 6-99. 
Robot’s original state is shown in Figure 6-9 (a), in this state, all of joints in robot are in zero 
position.  
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Based on the set environmental cameras in simulator, sufficient visual information can be 
got for operator understanding the working conditions of OCTOPUS. These two operators can 
communicate to discuss how to cooperatively control robot. Basically, during climbing process, 
arms should not collide with ground or other objects in surrounding environments, otherwise 
robot arms may be damaged. Thus, two rear arms were lifted during CCM control mode testing. 
At the same time, to not change of root COG position too much, two front arms will be kept in 
original positions. OCTOPUS locomotion sequences of CCM mode is shown in Figure 6-9 (b). 
However, for semi-autonomous system controlled CLM locomotion mode, all of the 
information that autonomous system need to use totally got from the internal sensors of 
OCOTPUS, such as encoder, joint current and IMU sensors. Figure 6-9 (c) indicates the 
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locomotion sequences of robot CLM locomotion mode. Both of CCM and CLM control 
methods were tested five times using this task. 
 In CCM, two skilled operators tried best to control OCOTOPUS to complete this task, 
but they failed 5 times. Thus the success rate of CCM in this task was 0%. Due to this reason, 
we regard that climbing 400 mm step is out of OCTOPUS flippers ability. But, the success rate 
of CLM in this was 100%. The pitch and roll angles of OCOTPUS in climbing 400 mm step 
are shown in Figure 6-10. From this figure, we can found the two operators tried twice to climb 
step in CCM, but they failed and robot turned over at last, which is shown in Figure 6-9 (b4). 
With the help of four arms, OCTOPUS successfully climbed 400 mm step. During the climbing 
process, the biggest pitch angle of OCOTPUS is 0.6 rad, while the biggest roll angle is 0.03 rad.   
Basically, CLM has better obstacle getting over capability than CCM, it can fully play 
the role of the structural feature of MAMCRs, and convert it into functional superiority. 
However, robot arms should be control to follow the designed gait in CLM, so the speed is slow 
than CMM. 
6.7.2 Robot stability in getting over one-terrace step 
 During robot moving, based on robot structure and sensors information, the stability 
margins of OCOTPUS can be got in real time. The stability margins of two types locomotion 
modes is shown in Figure 6-11. It can be found that, for CLM locomotion mode, the smallest 
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stability margin (SM) of robot was 0.15 m during climbing process. Basically, depend on robot 
structure, this SM is big enough to make sure OCTOPUS in balance. Compared with CCM,  
CLM always have bigger stability margin during whole process. Thus, we can get that with the 
support of arm, CLM can improve climbing ability and stability state.  
In CLM, the joints of robot arm should be control in every control period to adapt to 
complex terrains. Basically, the same joints in four arms (i.e., swing, boom and elbow as shown 
in Figure 6-2) have the same change rules. Therefore, in this section, we will conduct in-depth 
analysis for right front (RF) arm and right rear (RR) arm. Figure 6-12 indicates the change of 
joint angle in RF and RR arms during robot moving on ground and climbing step. Basically, 
there are six phases in this process which corresponding to our design as shown in Figure 6-99. 
The first phase is initialization. Crawlers and four arms touched the ground to support robot 
like a four-legged robot, as shown in Figure 6-12 (phase A). During robot moving, to keep the 
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stability of contact points, the joints in arms should be controlled well to adapt to disaster site, 
as shown in Figure 6-12 (phase B). Phase B1 means that RR arm was adjusting its posture to 
transfer the endpoint to a new contact point with the ground, and B2 means after RF arm reached 
a new contact point, the joints in RR arm will be real time controlled to follow the moving of 
robot crawler. In phase C, RR arm was stopped because robot front arm had contacted with the 
step, and RF arm was waiting for the posture adjustment order. Phase D shows RR arm was 
adjusting its posture for preparing to climbing step, and phase E indicates arms were assisting 
robot to climb step. In the last phase F, robot COG reached a suitable position, and robot 
released its flippers and arms to make robot stop steadily on the top of step.  
   
  
Figure 6-13 climbing two-terrace step from positive face using CLM 
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6.7.3 Getting over two-terrace step form positive face 
 In addition to one-terrace step, we also tested this CLM control mode in two-terrace 
step (total 400mm) task scenario. Figure 6-13 shows the locomotion sequence in this task. 
Obviously, it can be found that OCOTPUS controlled by CLM mode has the ability to complete 
this task easily. Figure 6-14 shows the main parameter of robot during this process. Compared 
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with the experimental results in one-terrace task, pitch angel is relatively small (biggest is 0.59 
rad in this task), but stability margin is bigger (0.17 m in this task). For this result, we regard 
that it is because there are two rims in two-terrace step scenario, these rims provide robot other 
support during task. Therefore, compared with one terrace step, multi-terrace step with same 
height is more easily to be got over.  
6.7.4 Getting over two-terrace step form side face 
 In real rescue works, due to the complexity of terrain, the obstacle that should be got 
over may not have the same height on robot two side. Thus, disaster response robot should have 
the function to pass through asymmetric obstacles, and we have set this task in this simulator. 
In this task, robot is required to climb a two-terrace step from the side, and Figure 6-155 shows 
the robot locomotion process. Because the heights of terrace in two sides is different, robot 
arms and flippers need to adapt to the terrain respectively, this situations are shown in Figure 
6-155 (5) - (9). Robot roll pitch angle and stability margin are shown in Figure 6-166. Due to 
the asymmetric terrain, the roll angle of robot is big in this task, the maximum value reached -
0.25 rad. Due to this reason, the smallest stability margin of robot in this task is just 0.07m, 
which is obviously less than the smallest margin in other tasks.  
Figure 6-15 Climb two-terrace step from side face using CLM mode 
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  OCTOPUS under CLM control method can finish these three tasks easily. Basically, 
we can regard that CLM can make robot has better terrain adaptability and stronger uneven 
terrain passing through performance. 
6.7.5 Robot terrain adaptability  
 Figure 6-17 indicates the movement of robot process in terrain adaptability test. During 
this process, the RF arm of robot met a high obstacle, but by CLM control system, robot has 
the ability to adapt and pass it. Figure 6-188 shows the main parameter, such as joints angle and 
elbow torque of RF arm during this task. Combined these two figures, we can restore the 
experiment scene. In phase A, robot kept moving, four arms were control by autonomous 
control system to transfer and move with robot body. After a while, RF arm of robot touched 
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obstacle, and elbow joint torque increased and reached to the setting threshold, which is shown 
in Figure 6-188 (𝑡1). Then RF arm stopped on the top of that obstacle, after that it move with 
robot body while keep touching the top of obstacle, as shown in phase B. Following, RF arm 
left obstacle top and collide with ground at 𝑡2, and then it was normal arm transfer and moving 
phases, which are shown as phases D and E in Figure 6-18 (b). In short, based on sensor 
information and robot structure features, robot has the ability to adapt unknown terrain in CLM.  
6.8 Experiment using real robot  
Except simulation, real robot experiment was also conducted. As the control system and 
real robot configuration have been described in detail in chapter 3, we will not repeat them in 
here. 
Figure 6-17 Robot locomotion sequences for adapting unknown terrain 
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6.8.1 Experiment setting 
 In this task, just one operator is needed. Considering the load capacity of crawlers and 
flippers, we use a 200 mm step instead the obstacles in disaster sit.  Please note that for semi-
autonomous control system, all of these environmental information is unknown before robot 
start to move. This experiment consists of the following three phase. 
Figure 6-18 RF arm contact with obstacle and ground 
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 Step 1: Initialization of OCTOPUS. The robot state after initialization is shown in Figure 
6-9 (a). In this state, the joint angel of robot is zero. 
 Step 2: Moving forward. Based on the designed gait, robot crawlers and four arms were 
controlled at the same time to drive robot and to obtain the environment information. 
 Step 3: Climbing step. Depend on the detected terrain information using the arms and 
flippers, CLM control system drive robot climb this detected step automatically. 
6.9 Experimental results using real robot 
 Based on the experimental data, we got the following results.  
Figure 6-19 The locomotion sequences of real robot in compound locomotion mode 
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6.9.1 Robot movement sequences  
 Figure 6-1919 (1) shows the original position of the robot and Figure 6-1919 (2) shows 
the initialized robot state. During initialization process, the front flippers rotated up and kept 
15° with ground to detect the terrain in front of robot, and  EPRA of fours arms reached the 
target position as shown in Figure 6-66 (a). In Figure 6-1919 (3), the right rear arm was 
transferring. After a period of moving forward, the front flippers and front arms touched the 
step, as shown in Figure 6-1919 (4). In this step, by analyzing sensors data, the control system 
detected a step in front of the robot, and the predicted step height was calculated, as shown in 
Figure 6-20. Then, the arms posture was adjust for climbing the step, as shown in Figure 6-1919 
(5). After that, the front and rear flippers rotated down at the same time to lift the robot body as 
Figure 6-1919 (6) shows. The rear arms kept in touch with ground and supported the robot body. 
The position of robot COG was calculated based on the rear arms joint angle, robot roll pitch 
angle, and the calculated COG height 𝐻 , as is shown in Figure 6-200. When the distance 
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between front flippers and step edge 𝑆 (calculated by eq. (3)) and COG height reached the 
setting value, the flippers was released and the robot stopped on the top of step, as shown in 
Figure 6-1919 (7) and (8).  
6.9.2 Key parameters in climbing step 
 Figure 6-200 indicates the relationship among𝐻𝐸𝑆𝑇, 𝐻, and 𝑆. The actual height of step 
was 0.2 m while the estimated step height was 0.186 m (about 7% error). Actually, the robot 
could climb a 0.2 m step without any troubles, so this estimation accuracy would satisfy the 
control requirement. In fact, we confirmed that this method enabled OCTOPUS successfully 
climbed a 0.4-m-step in our VR simulator, and we also confirmed that this step could not be 
climbed when the robot did not use CMP and semi-autonomous control system. The blue dotted 
line is the set value for distance (0.3 m), which is determined by the robot structure. The purple 
line shows the distance between the front flipper and step edge (𝑆). If both 𝑆 and 𝐻 becomes 
larger than the set values, the control system considers that step climbing has been completed. 
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We found from Figure 6-200 that 𝐻 increased drastically after the robot started to climb the 
step. The flippers and rear arms were used to lift the robot body at the beginning of climbing 
step, and the robot posture changed rapidly at that time. In the proposed CMP, the calculation 
result was sensitive to the robot posture, coupled with the control and measurement error. A 
compensation method will be required for stable estimation.  
6.9.3 Robot joints angle and torque 
 The joint angles and torque in arms could evaluate the robot state. Figure 6-21 shows 
the three main joint angles and torques of FL (front left) arm. The oscillation of the boom 
current is relatively small (less noise), so it was used to judge the arms state. The process can 
be divided into several movement phases as shown in Figure 6-21. Phase A shows that the arm 
joint angles and boom joint current change form original state to initialization state. Phases B 
and D indicate that FL arm was moving with the robot. The swing joint angle had reached the 
limitation, so FL slid on the ground. In this period, FL arm was not broken due to the two-DOF 
wheel installed in the endpoint of arm. In phase C, the robot transferred FL arm to a new contact 
point, and in phase E, the posture of FL arm was adjusted for climbing the step. In phase F, the 
robot climbed the step and stopped on the top of it. The step is low, so flippers can provide 
sufficient lifting force. The front arms thus kept the same posture during climbing process.    
6.10 Discussion 
Compared with conventional control method, the new designed locomotion method CLM 
has less dependency on external sensors. It fills the gap that robot controlling under extreme 
unstructured disaster site without sufficient environmental sensors. Experimental results 
indicate that, OCTOPUS can complete all of the test tasks by using CLM control mode. 
However, in addition to these advantages, there are also something could be improved in the 
future or advanced researches [99].  
Firstly, the time efficiency of this developed CLM mode is low. We found almost in every 
conducted experiment, the time costing of CLM is always longer than previous control method. 
Basically, we think it is caused by low arm moving speed. For adapting the arm’s gait, the speed 
of crawlers cannot be too high, otherwise the arms cannot follow crawlers, and the end points 
of arms will slide on the ground. In principle, crawler and wheeled robots have higher speed 
than quadrupled robots [89]. CLM locomotion mode combines the advantages of crawler robot 
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and legged robot, at the same time, it combines the disadvantages of these two kind of robot 
systems. So, it a balance between work efficiency and work ability, and it is one of the 
limitations of CLM locomotion mode.  
Secondly, compared with real disaster rescue works, our designed experimental scenarios 
and used mathematical model of CLM are quite simple. There are many cases in disaster site 
we have not consider in our research. Here, OCTOPUS is not designed to just for roaming in 
disaster site. We hope it can have a comprehensive performance in mobile and operation, 
therefore structurally, the mobile performance of OCOTPUS is not extremely outstanding. This 
limits the application of OCTOPUS in some complex terrains. We firmly believe that some 
robot systems have better mobile performance than OCTOPUS like WAREC [25] which has 
different kinds of locomotion modes and has perfect adaptability in complex disaster sites, 
however, we also believe OCTOPUS has a comprehensive and balance performance that can 
be competent most of disaster rescue works and some extreme environment.  
Thirdly, our semi-autonomous control system for CLM is designed based on four-arm 
four-crawler robot OCOTPUS. If other researchers want to use in their robot system, such as 
six-arm and four-crawler robot, the CLM control ideal is still work and useful. However, six-
arm and four-crawler robot cannot using our algorithms directly. The researchers need to 
modify something, for example the speed of robot and the length of every step. Basically, after 
modified algorithms based on the features of their robot systems, we believe them will work 
well and realize the control purposes. The concept and ideas of CLM locomotion mode can be 
referred future’s robot systems. 
 At last, the slippage of crawler and arms during tasks, should be comprehensively 
considered, because it may cause recognition error. In this chapter, we just simply introduced 
the measures we have took to make sure the EPRAs on a stable state. It can be found this action 
is useful and during experiments, almost all the arms keep in touch with ground and drive robot 
stably. Maybe it is because the experimental environments are easy, the performance of 
OCTOPUS controlled By CLM locomotion mode is still should be verified in more complex 
environments.    
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6.11 Chapter summary 
To further improve the mobility and applicability of MAMCR, this chapter introduced 
the following parts. 
1) We designed a new locomotion mode for multi-arm multi-crawler robots to improve 
their mobility and terrain adaptability in unknown an unstructured environment. We 
addressed a semi-autonomous control system to realize this proposed compound 
locomotion mode. Main issues were analyzed and the solutions were given. Based 
on the internal sensors and robot structure, OCOTOPUS can explore the surrounding 
environment to obtain necessary information for robot control. Except that, 
Verification experiments using VR simulator indicated that the designed semi-
autonomous system for CLM makes OCOTPUS owing better mobility and terrain 
adaptability. Experimental results also shown that OCTOPUS has the ability to adapt 
unknown terrain in CLM.  
2) In real robot experimental tests, four-arm four-flipper disaster response robot electric 
OCTOPUS was used to verify CLM and the control system. Results of experimented 
on climbing step indicated that the proposed system could estimate terrain 
information and robot centre of gravity position with sufficient accuracy and it 
enables the robot to complete the task. We thus confirmed that the proposed CLM 
would be effective to increase terrain adaptability in unstructured environment.  
In the next step, we would like to build more precise mathematical mode and design new 
verification experiments in more complex tasks scenarios. We hope we can develop a more 
theoretical generalized model to adopt other configured robots to solve the limitation of CLM 
control mode. And we will try to add other sensors to support the proposed method, and 
combine with other terrain recognition methods such as SLAM to allow the robot to be adapted 
to a broader range of environments. 
 Basically, we have solved locomotion problem without using external sensors in this 
chapter, and we will discuss how to improve robot manipulation performance in extreme 
environment without using external sensors in next chapter.   
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7 COMPOUND 
MANIPULATION MODE 
This chapter presents a new manipulation method for multi-arm and multi-flipper robots 
to improve the manipulation ability of them. Multi-arm and multi-flipper crawler robots 
designed for disaster response or other uses are naturally divided into two function parts from 
the design stage. There are locomotion parts which include crawlers and the flippers, and 
manipulation part such as arms are used for manipulation tasks. As we have discussed 
locomotion in last chapter, so we just focus on manipulation performance of robot in this 
chapter. Depend on this design concept, the flippers and arms are hardly to systematically and 
actively cooperate with each other during tasks, thus the conventional control systems cannot 
fully play the structural features of this kind of robot during manipulation tasks. To solve this 
problem, we proposed a compound manipulation mode （CMM） for multi-arm multi-flipper 
robot. In this control method, robot flippers and arms are controlled as a whole in manipulation 
tasks, the flippers will support the arms to own bigger manipulation space, to have better 
manipulation posture and to optimize the position of robot center of gravity to make sure robot 
in good stable state. Four arm and four flipper robot OCTOPUS was used as the test platform, 
and the verification experiments were carried out.  The results indicated that CMM control 
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mode can achieve all the proposals, therefore the concept of CMM control mode is successful 
and useful [100]. Due to the arms of E-OCTOPUS are more flexible and precise than H-
OCOTPUS, thus we using E-OCTOPUS as our experimental platform in this chapter.  
It deserves to be emphasized that CMM control mode not only can be used in normal 
tasks, such as in the cases that environmental information can be got easily, but also in some 
extreme environments. As we have introduced in chapter 5, for multi-arm and multi-crawler, 
even if the external sensors cannot work well, the designed terrain recognition method could 
obtain the necessary terrain information for robot moving or manipulating. Thus, CMM also 
can be used if unknown disaster site. In this chapter, we assume that the information of the 
objects that should be manipulate is known by control system or operators.  
7.1 Chapter purpose  
Depend on the above analysis and to realize high manipulation performance for MAMCR 
system, we need to, 
1) Design a reasonable compound manipulation strategy. As the cooperation strategies 
between arms and flipper are diverse, for maximum the performance of MAMCR in 
rescue tasks. The designed control strategy should be reasonable and useful. 
2) Develop a control system to realize this compound manipulation method. To realize 
the control strategy, and to simply the operation of operators, a good semi-
autonomous control system is needed.  
7.2 Previous manipulation mode and CMM Control Mode 
Conventional crawler-based DRRs have a clear functional division in crawlers and arms, 
which is the crawlers are designed for locomotion and the arms for manipulation. Essentially, 
robot is divided into these two parts, and the comprehensive and systematical cooperation 
strategy between them has not been reported yet. However, in many cases, just using the arms 
to manipulate object or the crawlers to drive robot cannot meet task needs. Arms and flippers 
are required to cooperate with each other to achieve more advanced targets, such as climbing a 
high step that beyond the crawler’s ability or move a heavy obstacle that is not in the arm’s 
workspace. These functions are important and necessary for DRRs. Due to the urgency of 
response tasks and the complexity of disaster site, especially in unstructured environment, it is 
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difficult to send other more powerful robot to repeat the same things if the current robot cannot 
be qualified for the tasks. Therefore, the control system of DRRs should have the ability to give 
full play to the role of each part of robot body to maximize the mobility and task-ability of it. 
 To maximize the task-ability of multi-flipper and multi-arms robots, we proposed a new 
control method named CMM for them. Different from the traditional control methods, the arms 
and flippers are control as a whole and they cooperate closely in CMM. Due to the innovative 
control concept and the well-designed control system, robots own bigger operational space, 
more suitable operational posture and more stable state during manipulating the heavy objects. 
These advantages will significantly improve the adaptability and task ability of robots, 
especially in disaster response works.  
7.2.1 Conventional manipulation methods 
 Mobile robot with arm(s) systems have been widely used in daily life, medical care, 
production and manufacturing, and also in disaster response tasks. Basically, depending on the 
difference of uses and structure, these robot systems always have different manipulation 
strategies. For leg-based arm robot systems (such as bipedal robots Atlas [101] and ASIMO 
[102], multi-leg robots HyQ robot [103] and SpotMini [104]), as well as wheel-based humanoid 
robots (such as TWENDY-ONE [105]), the movement and manipulation strategies have been 
well designed, such as during manipulation tasks, the arms, legs, and robot body are controlled 
at the same time to adjust end-effector’s position and posture to maximum the performance of 
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robot system. For example, when TWENDAY-ONE needs to pick up a cup on the floor, due to 
the length of two arms, the cup is not in the workspace of two arms if it keeping standing. To 
realize the goal, it will therefore bend down to lower the position of arms and then pick up that 
cup. This kinds of cooperation between arms and other parts of robot is very natural and useful 
for legged and wheeled robots, even if for human being and other animals, it diversifies the 
functions of each part and makes robots or human to achieve more difficult tasks. 
 Compared with the legs in leg-arm robots, the movement of flippers in crawler-arm 
robots is relatively simple, and the ability to assist manipulation is weak. Therefore, the 
manipulation tasks of current crawler-arm robot are mainly just based on arms. Crawler-arm 
robots such as explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) robot [106] and disaster response robot [107] 
are naturally divided into locomotion parts (crawlers) and manipulation parts (arms). During 
the manipulation tasks, there are just few of cooperation between the crawlers and arms in 
conventional control methods. However, even if the function of the flippers is limited, they can 
be used to support robot arms to achieve better manipulation results, like the legs.  
 
(a) Manipulation space of conventional DRRs 
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 In this study, we proposed the CMM control mode which can coordinate flippers and 
arms in manipulation tasks.  In CMM mode, flippers and arms will be controlled as a whole at 
the same time, both of the arms and flippers will affect the manipulation processes and results. 
We here introduce the control strategies and requirements of CMM. 
7.2.2 Advantages of CMM control mode 
 The designed CMM control mode mainly includes the following three advantages. To 
realize these advantages, we put forwarded the corresponding control strategies. 
 1) Expansion of manipulation space. By adjusting the flippers position, robot arms can 
reach some place out of arm’s working space. This is the most basic but important function for 
robot manipulation.  
 2) Optimization of manipulation posture. Not only the manipulation position, but also 
the manipulation posture of robot will affect the results. The cooperation between flippers and 
arms will adjust and optimize arm’s manipulation posture, which makes robots complete tasks 
easily and efficiently.  
 3) COG position adjustment. During some tasks especially when manipulating heavy 
objects, the position of robot COG will be affect by it. To keep robot in a safe state, the robot 
COG position should be controlled in a suitable range. 
 In CMM control mode, the assist of flippers will expend the manipulation space, 
simplify the manipulation and keep robot in balance during tasks. Therefore, the CMM control 
mode will improve the applicability and ease of use of multi-arm multi-flipper crawler robots. 
7.2.3 Requirements of CMM control mode 
 In order to realize the above advantages, designed CMM mode should at least satisfy 
the following basic conditions. 
 As flippers and arms are control as a whole, arms and flippers should have a suitable 
cooperate method. 
 Control system could make sure robot in a safety state during tasks, and this is the most 
basic requirement. 
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 Control system should have the ability to estimate the weight of objects, and adjust the 
robot COG position depend on the estimated weight information. 
7.3 Maximize Robot Manipulation Space 
 To complete manipulation tasks in the complex environment, a bigger manipulation 
space will be helpful and necessary. Basically, big manipulation space will greatly amplify the 
value of DRRs. 
 1) Work space of robot arm. This concept has been well defined in kinematics by 
previous researchers, and work space of arm consists of the trajectory of end effector of that 
arm when moving each joint of in that arm freely, as shown in the gray part of Figure 7-1 (a). 
For easy description, it is short for just workspace.  
 2) Manipulation space of robot. The arm is just an integral part of moveable robot. 
Except of arms, the movement of other parts of robot may also affect the position of arm’s 
endpoint. Here, we define manipulation space as the space which consists of the trajectory of 
end effector of robot when moving all robot joints (arms and flippers) freely, as shown in the 
blue part of Figure 7-1 (b). Basically, we can find that the work space is a part of manipulation 
space. 
7.3.1 Manipulation space of Conventional control mode 
 For conventional DRRs, in most of cases, just the arms are used to manipulate objects. 
The flippers have not been systematically and actively used to cooperate with arms to change 
manipulation space during tasks. Basically, the manipulation space of robot is same with the 
work space of arm in conventional control method, as shown in Figure 7-1 (a).   
7.3.2 Manipulation space CMM control mode 
 Flippers and arms are controlled as a whole in CMM. The position of end effectors are 
decided by both of flipper and arm’s state. The workspace of each arm is fixed, however the 
change of flippers state will greatly increase the reachable space of arm, which means the 
manipulation space is much bigger than work space in CMM control method (Figure 7-1 (b)). 
In CMM control method, as the position of end effectors are affected by the arms and flippers 
state. For one manipulation position of robot end effector, there are several different 
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combination methods between flippers and arms. However, these methods may cause different 
stable state of robot. We thus need to have a cooperative control strategy between flippers and 
arms during manipulation tasks. Basically, we have the following two control rules for CMM 
control mode. 
 1) Flipper minimum adjustment principle. For multi-arm multi-flipper robots, flippers 
provide the main stable support, and the change of flipper’s state will affect the stable state of 
robot. For keeping robot in balance, we propose that the angles of flipper should be adjusted as 
small as possible. 
 2) Arm in limitation position principle. To reduce the change of flippers, the position of 
end effectors should reach the limitation. Such as during operating the object under the step like  
Figure 7-1 (b), when flippers in certain state, the end effectors of arm should in the lowest 
position. In that case, control system can make sure robot has the smallest change of flipper’s 
angle, and at the same time the objects which should be operated in the manipulation space. 
7.4 Optimize Robot State during Manipulation 
 Compared with conventional control methods, CMM mode has also the significant 
advantages in manipulation postures and robot stable state during the manipulation. 
7.4.1 Optimization of manipulation posture 
 Both of the manipulation position and posture of end effectors will affect the 
manipulation results. For most crawler-based arm robots [106] [107], the arms just have three 
DOF (not include open/close of end effector). Due to the limitation of arm’s structure and robot 
movable range in the complex environment, just several limited manipulation postures can be 
used in conventional control methods, such as in Figure 7-2 (a). During the manipulation 
process, because the pre-contact area between end effectors and object is small, the object may 
shake or fall down when two arms taking it. Obviously, this situation should be avoided in 
manipulation tasks. 
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 By the support of flippers, multi-arm multi-flipper robots have the ability to optimize 
the posture of end effectors. Good manipulation posture will increase the contact surface and 
friction force between the end effector and object, which are benefit for the manipulation tasks, 
as shown inFigure 7-2 (b). The pre-contact area is big, and the object has less chance to shake 
or fall down.   
7.4.2 Optimization of robot stable state during manipulation 
 Basically, the purpose of manipulation is to change object’s position or posture. Either 
way, when lifting or moving objects, the robot may lose balance or tip over, especially when 
the objects are heavy. In CMM, by the cooperation of flippers and arms, robots have a strong 
adjustment ability of robot COG position, which makes robots can have a more stable state 
during manipulation tasks.  
 1) Estimation of object weight. In unstructured and complex disaster site, there are no 
sufficient information about environment. In most of cases, therefore, the weight of object 
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which should be operated is unknown. However, the weight of object is necessary when 
calculating and adjusting the position of robot COG, so the weight of object should be known.  
 After lifted object using arms, the joint torques in arms will be changed. Basically, the 
torque of arm’s joints will be different with the change of lifted weights of objects, so the 
torques can be used to evaluate the weight of object. Thought this method is not completely 
accurate, basically, it can satisfy the requirement of manipulation tasks. For a servo motor 
system, the current of motor is positively correlated with the output torque. Because not all of 
the robots are installed the torque sensors in arm’s joints, to improve the versatility of this 
method, we used the joint’s current to estimate the weight of object during tasks. Thus, we made 
a weight and motor current relationship diagram based on experiments for E-OCTOPUS. Figure 
7-3 shows the relationship between the weights of object and boom joint current of robot front 
left (FL) arm when robot using two arms to lift object. It can be found that they have a good 
linear relationship, and the correlation coefficient (R) reached 0.966. 
 2) Calculation and optimization of position of robot COG. When moving the object, we 
can consider the object is one part of robot, and with the moving of object, the robot COG 
position will also been changed. The weight of robot consists of several parts, and we can 
assume that COG of each part is fixed. For E-OCOTPUS, the weight distribution is shown in 
Figure 7-4, which mainly includes the fore arms, booms (as shown in Figure 3-5), flippers and 
the robot base. The weight of each part is shown in the bottom of Table I. For easy description, 
we need some coordinate systems for OCTOPUS, as shown in Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-4. Robot 
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and world coordinate systems with right-handed coordination are denoted by {R} and{W}, 
respectively. {R} will rotate with robot body, but {W} is fixed.  
 The angel of each joint can be got from encoders and the length of each link in robot is 
known, so the position of each part COG can be calculated. We denote the angle of each joint 
as  𝜃𝑖, the COG position of each part as 𝐺𝑖(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, 𝑧𝑖), the weight of each part as 𝑀𝑖, the COG 
position of robot as 𝐺(𝑥𝐶𝑂𝐺 , 𝑦𝐶𝑂𝐺 , 𝑧𝐶𝑂𝐺), the weight of robot as 𝑀, the position of object as 
𝐺𝑜𝑏𝑗(𝑥𝑜𝑏𝑗, 𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑗, 𝑧𝑜𝑏𝑗), and the estimated weight of it as 𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑗. Thus, 
 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑓𝑥_𝑖(𝜃1, 𝜃2 … , 𝜃𝑖) 7-1 
 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑓𝑦_𝑖(𝜃1, 𝜃2 … , 𝜃𝑖) 7-2 
 𝑧𝑖 = 𝑓𝑧_𝑖(𝜃1, 𝜃2 … , 𝜃𝑖) 7-3 
 From the calculation formulas of robot COG, we can get:  
 
𝑥𝐶𝑂𝐺 =  
∑ 𝑀𝑖 . 𝑥𝑖 +  𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑗. 𝑥𝑜𝑏𝑗
𝑀 + 𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑗
  7-4 
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𝑦𝐶𝑂𝐺 =  
∑ 𝑀𝑖 . 𝑦𝑖 +  𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑗. 𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑗
𝑀 + 𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑗
 7-5 
 
𝑧𝐶𝑂𝐺 =  
∑ 𝑀𝑖 . 𝑧𝑖 +  𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑗. 𝑧𝑜𝑏𝑗
𝑀 + 𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑗
 7-6 
By changing the angles of flippers and arms, we can adjust and control the position of 
robot COG. Such as when the front flippers rotate down and the robot body rotate up, the COG 
of robot will move backward, as shown in Figure 7-4 (b).  
7.5 Control system of CMM  
To realize the advantages of CMM control method, we should have a well-designed 
control system. Even if we can get terrain’s method using groping method, but sometimes that 
information is not enough. Basically, there are two main problems that will affect robot control 
in disaster response environments. 
Firstly, it is real difficult to get sufficient environmental information about disaster site 
environments. Currently, SLAM systems, video systems and other kinds of environmental 
information obtaining systems have been widely used. We can get 3D maps, images data about 
disaster site, but, there are some properties of disaster site which heavily affect rescue tasks 
cannot be measured directly, such as the hardness and the friction coefficient of ground.   
Secondly, the relationship between robot and environment is difficult to know, but this 
kind of relationship will affect results of tasks even the safety of robot. For example the contact 
state of robot bottom and terrain will affect robot balance during tasks. 
Due to the above two reasons, centralized control systems are not suitable in all of disaster 
response tasks, particularly in some rescue tasks using complex structure robot system like 
OCTOPUS. As we have introduced before, E-OCTOPUS has 30 DOF, robot state is determined 
by all of the DOFs. OCTOPUS will lose balance if some DOFs are wrongly controlled. For this 
problem, we can learn from bird’s flight queue, as shown in Figure 7-5. When geese migrating, 
they follow a certain fly formation. In fact during fling, no leader tell other geese their right 
position and posture, but each goose can adjust their own position depend on the position 
relationship with geese around it to make the team has a higher flight efficiency. Because I am 
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not a biologist, so I will not go in-depth discussion of the reason. From the control point of view, 
it is an example by controlling individuals to achieve the best overall results, and this is 
distributed control system.  
Therefore, to make robot can adapt to unstructured terrains. Like the compound 
locomotion control method, we also can use distributed control strategy in CMM. In distributed 
control system, we just need to set the suitable control rules for each part and restrictions depend 
on control target and the desired control results. Correspondingly, for controlling the 
manipulation of E-OCTOPUS in unknown and unstructured disaster environments, we need to 
focus on two points, which are set control rules for each joint and set restrictions for the robot 
during tasks. 
7.5.1 Restrictions of robot during tasks 
For manipulation tasks, of course, it is important to operate objects. However, if we 
cannot make sure robot in safe state during tasks, manipulation is no meaning. So we should 
set the several basic restrictions of robot during task, basically, there are three restrictions for 
the whole E-OCTOPUS system. 
Figure 7-5 The fly team of geese 
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Restriction 1:  Roll angle ≤ 𝜽𝟏.  The aim of this restriction is to keep robot has a good 
manipulation posture. As we have introduced in 7.3.1, good posture is benefit for manipulation 
task.  This data can be changed, depend on robot structure and task. Because posture of endpoint 
of E-OCOTPUS arm cannot be changed by move arm’s joints. Thus, the roll angle of E-
OCOTPUS determines the roll angle of robot arm. In this experiment, we set the roll angle of 
robot is no more than 3 degrees.    
Restriction 2:   Stability margin (mm) ≥ L .  During manipulation tasks, when the stability 
margin is too small, robot has the potential risk of rollover, especially when the COG position 
of robot is high, to make sure robot in balance, we should set this restriction for robot system 
during tasks. For E-OCOTPUS, during manipulation tasks, the Y and Z coordinates of robot 
COG will not change too much, we can use the X coordinate of robot COG to indicate robot 
stability. The original position of robot is shown in Figure 6-3, the greater of  X coordinate 
value, the smaller of the stability margin. Due to the size of E-OCOTOPUS, as shown in  Figure 
6-2, the X coordinate of COG positon of robot should no bigger than 180mm. 
7.5.2 Joint’s control rules during tasks 
In CMM control mode, depend on the different situation, the control commends can be 
sent by operators or autonomous control system. If the environmental information can be got 
and operator understand the surrounding clearly, operator can input control commends to 
control the arm’s position. Here operator can input the move direction of arm, to control the 
whole joints in arm at the same time. However, if the surrounding information is invisible, robot 
system has got the environmental information by groping, as have been introduced in chapter 
5, operator just need to input high-level instruction, such as catch one of the groped objects. No 
matter which kind of commands input method, autonomous control system for CMM has 
similar control strategies. If the object that should be manipulated is in robot arm’s workspace, 
we do not need to use CMM to operate it. Because compared with conventional arm’s control 
strategies, although CMM is powerful and can manipulate objects when they in robot arm’s 
work space, but it is more complex. Thus we assume that the objects are not in arm’s work 
space in this research.   
Four manipulation tasks, there are different situation, in this research, to highlight the 
advantages of multi-arm multi-crawler robot system, we mainly talk about using two arms to 
take object corporately. It generally divided into two steps, respectively, close to object, and 
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move object. We can judge by the state of robot, such as depend on encoder’s data and robot 
structure to calculate arm’s position, to judge whether two arms have caught objects by joint’s 
torque. We will describe the detail of this control strategies in the following part. 
Step 1: Close to object.  
Due to the object’s position, robot cannot touch them directly without the help of 
flippers, thus we need to adjust the posture of flippers. However, we also need to pay attention 
to the restrictions or robot system during this step. 
  For flipper’s control, there are two cases. 
Case 1: Roll angle ≤ 𝜽𝟏, 
 Control rules:  𝜽𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒓 = 𝜽𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒓
′ +  𝝈𝟏  
Where 𝜽𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒓 is control command for flippers in next is control period, and  𝜽𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒓
′   
is the current value of each flipper which can be got for encoders. In the following parts, we 
use 𝜽  and 𝜽
′  to represent the command of one joint in next control period and current angle 
of that joint.  And 𝝈𝟏  is the adjustment gain and it can be set depend on robot structure and 
response speed. In this case, the robot roll angle is in the limitation, fore flippers and rear 
flippers rotate at simultaneously to change the posture and position of arm to extend it work 
range. Depend on the coordinate system of E-OCOTUS, as shown in Figure 6-3, the angles of 
fore flipper joints are active if fore flippers rotate up, while the angles are minus if rear flippers 
rotate up.  
 If the object is under the end points of robot arms, 𝜎1 is active, and  fore flippers will 
rotate up and rear flippers rotate down, otherwise, 𝜎1 is minus,  fore flipper rotate down and 
rear flippers rotate up. The relationship between object and robot arm can be got by operator’s 
input or the recognition of control systems. Such as, if operator’s input is arm move forward, 
system will default that object is above the robot arms. And if the object information is got by 
groping or other detect sensors, the control system of course know the relationship.  
   Case 2: Roll angle > 𝜽𝟏, 
 Control rules: 𝜽𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒓_𝒍𝒆𝒇𝒕 = 𝜽𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒓_𝒍𝒆𝒇𝒕
′ +  𝝈𝟐  , 𝜽𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒓_𝒓𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕 = 𝜽𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒓_𝒓𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕
′ +
 𝝈𝟑   
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Where 𝜽𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒓_𝒍𝒆𝒇𝒕 is the flipper angle of left side, while 𝜽𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒓_𝒓𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕 are for the right 
side. In this situation, not only robot arm’s position should be adjust, but also the posture of 
them should be adjusted. By using different adjustment gains, we can gradually adjust robot 
(arm) posture. If the robot tilt left, the value of 𝝈𝟐 will be bigger than  𝝈𝟑, otherwise the value 
of 𝝈𝟑 will be bigger than 𝝈𝟐.  
For arm’s control in this step, it is normal positon control, however, we need to 
consider about the posture change of robot. In fact, the arm’s position in world coordinate 
system can be got from the following formulas. 
𝑃𝑊 = 𝑅 𝑀
𝑃 𝑅𝑅
𝑀 𝑃𝑅                                                       7-7 
Here 𝑃𝑊  is the position of arm endpoint in world coordinate system, and 𝑃𝑅  is the is 
the position of arm endpoint in robot coordinate system, as we have introduced in formula 11 
in chapter 6. Depend on destination position of robot arm and inverse kinematic, we can get the 
right angle for each joint. Because we have talked in chapter 6, so I will not explain it again in 
here. 
After arms reached right position, two arm need to close to each other to catch object. 
The signal can be got form sensors installed in robot, such as the force sensors, limit switches. 
For E-OCOTPUS, we use the torque values of swing joints (as shown in Figure 6-2) to 
recognize the state of two arms.   
Step 2: Move object. 
 If two arms has caught object, robot need to move it to other place, during this process, 
if the object is too heavy, the COG position of robot may be changed greatly, and robot will 
lose balance. Thus, robot COG position should be adjusted quickly. Basically, by the rotation 
of flipper, robot COG position can be adjust efficiently. On other hand, if object’s posture is 
changed too much, it may slide down due to the gravity. So we also need to maintain the 
stability of object’s posture during moving process.  
 For adjust robot COG position, we mainly use flipper, and it has the following rules. 
 Flipper adjustment rules:  𝜽𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒓 = 𝜽𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒓
′ −  𝝈𝟒 
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 Where 𝝈𝟒 is the adjustment gain, if the distance whole robot system (robot body and 
object) COG position is in front of original point of calculation coordination system {C}, as 
introduced in 6.4.3.  𝝈𝟒 is active. Otherwise, 𝝈𝟒 is minus. If  𝝈𝟒 is active, fore flippers rotate 
up and rear flipper rotate down quickly, and the whole robot system COG position move 
backward quickly. After detected robot COG in acceptable position, flippers stop rotation.  
 For robot arms control during moving, there are three tasks. The first is to adjust COG 
position, the second is to maintain the posture of object, and the third is to apply suitable force 
on the object to avoid slipping. Basically, we can realize these purpose by using the following 
control rules 
Shoulder control rules: 𝜽𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒖𝒍𝒅𝒆𝒓_𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒆 = 𝜽𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒖𝒍𝒅𝒆𝒓_𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒆
′ −  𝝈𝟓,   
    𝜽𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒖𝒍𝒅𝒆𝒓_𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒓 = 𝜽𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒖𝒍𝒅𝒆𝒓_𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒓
′ +  𝝈𝟓,  
Where  𝝈𝟓  is adjustment gain for shoulder, if robot COG is in front of the original 
point of {C}, 𝝈𝟓 is active, otherwise, it is minus. If 𝝈𝟓 is active, froe shoulder joint will rotate 
up, the fore arms and object will move backward, thus the COG position will move backward. 
Swing control rules: If  𝑻𝒔𝒘𝒊𝒏𝒈< 𝑻𝟏,  𝜽𝒔𝒘𝒊𝒏𝒈_𝒍𝒆𝒇𝒕 = 𝜽𝒔𝒘𝒊𝒏𝒈
′ −  𝝈𝟔,   𝜽𝒔𝒘𝒊𝒏𝒈_𝒓𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕 =
𝜽𝒓𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕
′  +  𝝈𝟔;  else,   𝜽𝒔𝒘𝒊𝒏𝒈_𝒍𝒆𝒇𝒕 = 𝜽𝒔𝒘𝒊𝒏𝒈
′ , 𝜽𝒔𝒘𝒊𝒏𝒈_𝒓𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕 = 𝜽𝒔𝒘𝒊𝒏𝒈
′  , 
Where 𝝈𝟔 is the adjustment gain for swing, and   𝑻𝟏 can be used to indicate the force 
two arms applying on object. All of the two parameters can be set depend on robot structure 
and motors. If the torque of swing joints is detected smaller than 𝑻𝟏, it means the object has 
the risk of slipping. Thus two arms need to exert bigger pressure, and two arms should be 
controller dynamically.  
Elbow control rules:  𝜽𝒆𝒍𝒃𝒐𝒘 = 𝒇(𝜽𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒖𝒍𝒆𝒓
′ , 𝜽𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒓
′ , 𝜽𝒓𝒐𝒍𝒍
′ , 𝜽𝒑𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉
′ ), 
 To maintain the posture of object, elbow joint should be adjusted depend on the state of 
robot and the angles of flippers and shoulders. It is the problem of invers kinematic. In fact, in 
some cases that do not need so strict requirements, this can be simplified into plane angle 
relationship, as shown in the following formula. 
∆𝜽𝒆𝒍𝒃𝒐𝒘 = −𝟏 ∗ (∆𝜽𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒓 +  ∆𝜽𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒖𝒍𝒅𝒆𝒓), 
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  Here, ∆𝜽𝒆𝒍𝒃𝒐𝒘, ∆𝜽𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒓 and ∆𝜽𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒖𝒍𝒅𝒆𝒓 are the amount of change for elbow, flipper 
and shoulder.  
7.6 Experiments and task setting 
 For testing the designed CMM mode, four-arm four-flipper robot E-OCTOPUS was 
used as our platform. And the designed semi-autonomous control system based on CMM mode 
and the above control rules.  
7.6.1 Robot control system 
 As we have introduced detail in chapter 3, the control framework mainly consists of 
three parts, which are control interface and controller, visual feedback interface (a master 
display panel and a 3D state display panel), and robot side parts (on-board computer and E-
OCTOPUS, as shown in Figure 3-10. This controller was built based on ROS) and GAZEBO. 
The specification of E-OCTOPUS is listed in Table I, and the main dimensions of robot arm is 
shown in Figure 6-2. In CMM control mode, one operator just needs to inputs simple control 
commands from control levers, such as robot move direction, robot arm move down, catch 
object and lift it, and then control system calculates and executes them automatically. During 
the process of tasks, robot state is fed back to control system and shown in a display, as shown 
in Figure 3-10(b). 
7.6.2 Experiment setting  
 To test the designed CMM control mode, the following experiment was designed. In a 
disaster response task, control system finds an object to be moved in a deep pit. Due to the 
structure limit (𝜃2 in Figure 6-2), the lowest position of robot arms can reach is 50 mm lower 
than robot base when the robot pitch angle is zero. However, that object is not in the workspace 
of robot arm, so the control system needs to use CMM control mode to execute this task. The 
weight of object is unknown, so the heavy object may cause robot loss balance. Therefore, the 
position of robot COG should be adjusted during task. The experimental scenario is shown in 
Figure 7-6 (a). 
7.7 The results of manipulation tasks 
 In this section, we will analyze the experimental results from the following main aspects.  
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7.7.1 Operation sequences of CMM control mode 
Figure 7-6 Moving object using CMM control mode 
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 Figure 7-6 shows the operation sequences of OCTOPUS in CMM control mode, and 
Figure 7-7 shows the robot’s roll and pitch angles in this task. Every step in Figure 7-6 can be 
found a corresponding time period in Figure 7-7. Figure 7-6 (b1) indicates robot in original 
position. Due to the uneven terrain, for getting stable contact points with the ground, flippers  
were adjusted to adapt terrain, as shown in Figure 7-6 (b2). To simplify manipulation, 
manipulation posture should be controlled, in this design, we tried to keep the roll angle of robot 
within 3 degrees (0.052 radian), which is shown in Figure 7-6 (b3) and Figure 7-7. In Figure 
7-6 (b4, b5, b6), depending on the control rules of designed CMM mode, the arms and flippers 
were controlled at the same time to make the endpoints of arms to get close to the object and 
hold it.  After two arms held the object, the angles of flippers and arms will be adjusted 
simultaneously to transfer this object and keep robot in balance, as shown in Figure 7-6 (b7, 
b8). From Figure 7-6 and Figure 7-7, we could find that the basic design concepts of CMM 
have been realized, and the CMM control mode was a feasible design idea. 
7.7.2 Manipulation space of robot in CMM 
 During manipulation, the end of front right (FR) and front left (FL) arms will be used 
to catch and move object. In this experiment, the position of arm’s endpoint in vertical direction 
will greatly affect manipulation results, and it is the most important parameter we need to 
control in manipulation tasks. So, the Z coordinates of robot arms can be used to evaluate the 
manipulation space of robot. The change of Z coordinates FR arm end point during experiment 
is shown in Figure 7-7 (b). Because this data of FL arm is similar with FR arm, to make figure 
clearly, we just show one arm’s data. 
 The dash blue line is the limitation of arm’s endpoints in vertical (arm’s work space). 
However, the lowest position of endpoints of arm reached is 200 mm under step in this task. In 
fact, 200 mm is not the manipulation limit of OCTOPUS controlled by CMM control, the height 
of step limited the position of robot arm in this experiment. Obviously, manipulation space of 
robot was greatly expanded by CMM control mode. 
7.7.3 Robot COG position during task 
 Based on the formula (1) and (4), the X coordinate of robot COG in the word coordinate 
system (as shown in Figure 7-1 (b)) can be calculated and it is shown in Figure 7-7 (c). Because 
Y and Z coordinates of robot COG will not change much during manipulation task, for easy 
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analysis, we just consider about the X coordinate of it. From Figure 7-7 (c), it can be found that 
(a)  Roll and pitch angles during CMM task 
(c)  X coordinate of robot COG 
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Figure 7-7 Key parameters during compound manipulation mode 
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the position of robot COG almost did not change in the robot posture adjustment period (in 
Figure 7-7 (a), 1-3 steps). When controlling the flippers and arms to make robot arms move 
downward, the COG titled forward. After arms held and lifted a 5-kg object, the COG of robot 
move forward quickly, it increased form 14 mm to 95 mm in the X coordinate. To keep the 
robot in balance, the flippers and arms were controlled at the same time to adjust position of 
COG, then COG was close to the origin of coordinate, which is also can be found in Figure 7-7 
(c). From this results, it can be found that robot stable control strategy in CMM is successful. 
7.8 Discussion 
The chapter presented a compound manipulation mode to improve the manipulation 
performance for multi-arm and multi-crawler robot systems. Both of the manipulation space 
and the robot stability are greatly improved by CMM mode. Except for these advantages, it also 
can be found some limitation could be improved in the future [100].     
Firstly, the precise control of robot arms and COG position is difficult in CMM mode. In 
fact, not only for CMM control mode, other control method also has this problem. Basically, it 
is caused by two reasons. The first reason is the contact state between robot base and ground is 
uncertain, and the second reason is the weight of object is unknown.  
For precise control, we know that most of cases the disaster sites are uneven, when 
crawler robot running on even ground, the contact situation is complex. It is difficult for us to 
understand which parts of crawlers are being supported without special sensors, and the 
supported parts will heavily affect the control of robot. We have assumed that the rotate points 
of crawlers are just under the fore wheels or rear wheels, as shown in Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-4. 
However, when rotating flippers, the robot body will firstly rotate around contact points, and 
rotate around assumed points after these contact points are disappeared. In that case, if we want 
to do precise control we need to completely understand the contact situation real time.  
For the weight of object, we using the joint’s current to evaluate the weight of object 
when robot holing objects. However, there are two problems in this process, the first is not all 
the multi-arm multi-crawler robot systems using server motors and not all of the server systems 
have the same accuracy with us. Therefore, for other MRMCR systems, they cannot using our 
algorithm directly, some parts and parameters should be changed according to their own robot 
systems. The second reason is there are some disadvantages to evaluate the weight of objects 
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using current. In some cases, we also can meet the problem that joint’s current is unstable, and 
it is difficult for system and operator to choose one data from oscillation joint’s current. 
Basically, we can deal with problem by using mathematic methods, such as adding a fitter.  
Except that, when two arms hold object in different posture, the current will also be different. 
Therefore, it is important to comprehensively consider the contacting state of two arms and then 
get the real weight of robot. But, it is impossible for system and operator understand contacting 
state between arms and object in real time.  
Secondly, the manipulation area and environments are unknown, there are some potential 
risks for robot control. Even if we can grope and explore terrain in a certain scale, but we do 
not know the whole moving space of arms when manipulating objects, such as if there are 
something above robot, robot arms will collide with that object when lifting object. In extreme 
environments, if environmental sensors cannot work, we have no method to recognize the 
surrounding except for groping.  Therefore, in the next step, we need to improve our current 
groping and manipulation methods to obtain more terrain information, so that we can have a 
better understating of environment to control robot well. 
7.9 Chapter summary 
To realize high manipulation performance for MAMCR system, this chapter mainly 
introduced the following parts.  
1) The authors proposed a compound manipulation control mode (CMM) to improve 
the manipulation ability for multi-arm multi-flipper robots in this chapter. Control 
concept and algorithms are detailed in this part. Theoretically, compared with 
conventional control system, the new CMM control method has the obviously 
advantages in enlarging robot manipulation space, optimizing manipulation posture, 
and keeping robot in balance during manipulation. 
2) A simple verification experiment was designed and E-OCTOPUS was used to do that 
experiments. The verification experiments fully indicated that the proposed CMM 
control method could expand robot manipulation space and ensure robots have a 
higher stability during manipulation tasks. We found from the result that the theory 
of CMM control method could be still improved.  
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND 
FUTURE WORKS 
With the development of robot technology, more and more disaster response robot 
systems are needed in the future’s rescue tasks. In order to keep up with the requirements of the 
times, and apply robotics technology to real lift, we did some research on disaster response 
robot systems and made some achievements. We hope our work can play a role to guide the 
design of DRR and to diversify the structure and control systems of DRR systems. To do that 
we proposed a new robot structure and control method which have big different with 
conventional DRR robot system. After that we designed serval evaluation tasks depend on real 
rescue task scenarios, and then tested our proposals using VR simulator and real robot. We also 
deeply analysed experimental results and got many useful and important conclusions. This 
chapter mainly summarizes the achievements, discusses the limitations in this research and 
gives our research directions that will improve this study in the future to provide a dialectical 
view for readers and future researchers. 
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8.1 Research Achievements 
This research incudes many topics in robotic filed, such as robot structure design, 
simulation and control system design. The main achievements we have made in this research 
are listed as following. 
1. In chapter 3, we developed an evaluation platform for OCOTPUS and for other multi-
arm multi-crawler robot systems. A new kind of structure robot with four-arm disaster 
response named OCTOPUS (two type) was developed. Compared with conventional 
DRRs, by the cooperation between arms and crawlers, it has comprehensive mobility 
and task ability. This point has been verified by simulator and real robot.  
2. In chapter 4, we dressed some basic control rules by investigating two-operator’s 
manual control systems for MAMCRs. Even if OCTOPUS has essential advantages 
in structure to execute rescue tasks, it is difficult to be manually controlled due to 
large number of degree of freedom. Thus semi-autonomous control systems which 
will greatly reduce operator’s work load and increase work efficient should be used 
in such kind of robot system. Experiments were implemented, to investigate the basic 
operation rules in controlling OCTOPUS. Several useful control points which we 
should follow or avoid were addressed, which is not only meaningful for this research, 
but also for the future similar structure robot systems.  
3. Developed a complete set of control strategies for MAMCR working in extreme 
environments or in emergency situations. The main contribution of this paper is to 
propose a new control system for multi-arm multi-crawler robot without using 
external environmental sensors. This system include environmental recognition, 
compound locomotion and compound manipulation three parts. These three parts can 
be used at the same time to control multi-arm multi-crawler in unstructured 
environment, can also be used separately with other control method to improve robot 
mobility and manipulation performance.  
In chapter 5, we designed environmental recognition mode without using 
external sensor. Environmental recognition is the most basic and important function 
in this system. In this concept, robot needs to actively touch the surrounding 
environment using its arms or other movable parts, and by recording robot’s state 
when arm touching surrounding, we can get 3D information of one point. Combing 
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with reasonable groping route and strategy, all the 3D point information about 
environment near the robot can be got. Then the analysis and processing unite of 
control system will build 3D map of the unknown and unstructured surrounding 
environment. Even if the area could be detected is small, but it is better than nothing. 
The detected terrain can be a guide for locomotion task or manipulation tasks to 
reduce the major mistakes to protect robot systems during tasks.  
In chapter 6, we developed a compound locomotion mode for MAMCR and a 
corresponding control system. Compound locomotion mode can realize the control of 
MAMCR in extreme disaster site when external sensors cannot work. The terrain 
information got by environmental recognition mode can be used in CLM mode. 
Except that, CLM control mode also can obtain surrounding information using arms 
and movable parts during moving without using external sensor, which we have 
introduced in detail in chapter 6. Based on the obtained terrain information, MAMCRs 
have the ability to continue to perform simple tasks or return to the base when 
emergency occurs.  
In chapter 7, we proposed compound manipulation mode and developed a 
control system for it. The proposed compound manipulation mode have the 
advantages to full play the role of multi-arm and multi-crawler, thus robot could have 
better manipulation space, manipulation posture and stable state. These functions are 
useful and necessary to maximum robot abilities for rescue works. Some difficult and 
complex tasks that could not be completed by conventional manipulation method 
become possible.  
Basically, the proposed control system can greatly extend the use range of 
current DRR systems to make them can work in extreme environment or some case 
that emergency happens such as external sensors are broken. It also can be the last 
emergency measure to protect robot, so that robot can return base safely.  
As we have mention, this control systems can improve the mobility and 
manipulation performance of multi-arm multi-crawler robots. Depend on the control 
strategies, arms and crawlers will cooperate systematically and comprehensively to 
achieve more advanced features. By the support and assist of arms, robot can get over 
higher obstacle and pass through more complex environments using crawlers. On 
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other hand, with the help of crawlers, arms can manipulate the object that not in arm’s 
workspace, and keep robot stable during manipulation tasks. This cooperation 
strategies and concept are other contributions to disaster response robot as well as 
robot systems in other fields.  
Due to there are no special requirements of robot, so this system can also been used in 
other multi-arm and multi-crawler robot systems after change some control parameters and 
arm’s gait, therefore, this proposed method can be widely used. 
8.2 Research Limitations 
The current performance of this proposed control system is still limited by several factors. 
Most of them can be solved easily depend particular robot structure and by using engineering 
technology. However there are still several problems that will affect the performance of disaster 
response robot systems. 
1. Currently, we assume that robot running at a low speed, in this case we do not need 
to consider about the dynamics of robot. However, DRR systems not always work at 
a low speed, in that case we need to consider about the dynamics of robot systems. 
Basically, due to the complex environment and lack of enough sensors, the exactly 
force analysis of robot is difficult.  
2. Other problems is the accuracy and efficiency of environmental recognition should 
be improved. For OCTOPUS, groping 16 point in two arm’s zone will take about 2 
minutes, and the groping accuracy is low. Only both sizes of objects in X and Y 
directions are bigger than 180 mm which is named groping accuracy in this research, 
this method can make sure that object will be detected. If we want to improve the 
groping accuracy to 90mm, we need to grope at least at least 42 (6 x 7) points and it 
will take more than 5 minutes. Obviously, the groping time will increase dramatically 
with groping accuracy, which is not benefit to improve groping accuracy. However, 
it is necessary in some cases, such as when robot systems need to detect small objects. 
One method may solve this problem is to develop a new groping strategy to balance 
the groping efficiency and groping accuracy. In fact, we do not need to grope all the 
area of groping space, but just grope the positions where the object is most likely to 
exist in. However we need specific algorithms and strategy to find these point.  
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3. The last one is to build more precise terrain predication modes. Currently we simply 
describe the terrain and objects for operator and control system using virtual object 
which consists of the virtual point that around groped points, however, this method 
cannot accurately show us the shape of object. In most cases, this will not affect the 
manipulation or locomotion of robot, but for some object need to be precisely 
controlled, currently method is not enough.  
4. The experiment and evaluation experiments are simple. We just tested the most 
fundamental rescue task scenarios in disaster site, however, we know that real rescue 
disasters are complex, even if our robot system have the ability to complete the 
evaluation tasks   
8.3 Future works 
The recommendations presented in the previous section cover solutions to the problems 
found during the course of this research. In the future we will develop a theoretical generalized 
model to adopt other configured robots, so that this introduced method can be used in other 
similar structure robot. 
 As the method can intend the use scope of current robot systems, we will add other 
sensors to support the proposed method, and combine with other terrain recognition methods 
such as SLAM to allow the robot to be adapted to a broader range of environments. 
 It is also to improve the groping accuracy and efficiency theoretically, therefore we will 
investigate more about theoretical setting of the number of groping and trajectories, and conduct 
more experiments in different situations. I hope that in the future this device can reach its full 
potential to bridge the gap in actuation system, offering many solutions in design and control 
for multi-arm multi-crawler robot. 
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11 APPENDICES 
 172 
11.1  Joints name and configurations of E-OCTOPUS 
Figure 11-2 Parts name of robot body 
Figure 11-1 Joints name of robot arm 
 173 
11.2 Rotation range of joints and main dimensions of Robot 
510mm 
1014mm 
553mm 
510mm 
120° is designed value, for actual 
robot, due to hardware reason, this 
angle is 95° 
Figure 11-4 Boom joint rotation range 
Figure 11-3 Swing joint rotation range  
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510mm 
250mm 360mm 250mm 
165mm 
Figure 11-6 Elbow joint rotation range 
Figure 11-5 Elbow joint rotation range 
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82mm 
Figure 11-7 Hand joint rotation rang 
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